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The Deep Submergence Research Vehicle Alvin is being hauled out of the water by the new A-frame installed on the stern
of Atlantis II, recently refitted to be the mother ship of the DSRV. Designed specifically for oceanographic research, Alvin
has made some 1,400 dives to depths of up to 4,000 meters since 1964. Scientific equipment on board includes remotely
controlled mechanical arms and associated sampling equipment, underwater cameras, strobe and incandescent lights, a
data logging system, a water temperature monitor, a current speed meter, and a precision depth indicator. (Photo by Rod
Catanach, WHO/)
Introduction:
Deep-Sea Hot Springs
and Cold Seeps
by M. Grant Gross
I he ocean floor is the new frontier of earth
exploration. Discoveries of deep-sea hot springs
and cold seeps with their associated oases of life,
such as those described in this issue, are only the
first fruits of this exploration.
From the scientific perspective, these
explorations are simply extensions of work done by
dropping instruments from surface ships or by
using the echo sounder (a simple device that
measures the time for a sound signal to travel to
the bottom and return). What is new is the
opportunity for scientists in submersibles to
observe exactly what is happening and to sample
precisely the materials they wish to study.
There also is a new political imperative
added to the picture. On March 10, 1983,
President Reagan signed a proclamation claiming a
new Exclusive Economic Zone, also called the EEZ,
for the country. This effectively extended U.S.
boundaries 200 nautical miles seaward. It added to
the country an area roughly equal to 80 percent of
the present land area.
To put this in a historical perspective, it is
comparable to Thomas Jefferson's acquisition of
the Louisiana Purchase. Thus, our exploring of the
ocean floor in the newly proclaimed Exclusive
Economic Zone is comparable to Lewis and Clark
exploring the west.
Such exploration requires four ingredients-
exciting ideas, dedicated scientists, research
facilities, and money. The first two ingredients are
supplied by oceanographers, such as the authors in
this issue. The other two come from a small group
of hard-working people who remain in the
background the Federal science supporting
agencies, primarily the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the Office of Naval Research
(ONR). To complete the picture of how ocean
science gets done, I will briefly describe how both
the money and facilities were made available for
the studies of the mid-ocean ridges. I leave it to the
scientists to discuss the results.
Ocean sciences in the United States are
unique. Most countries conduct ocean exploration
through government agencies and laboratories.
Their programs are specified by agency planners
and the facilities come from centralized operating
groups. The closest analogy in the United States is
the ocean research program carried out by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA); however, most oceanographers in the
United States work through universities and
independent research institutions, such as the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) or
the Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Science in
Maine. And the large facilities needed to support
work at sea also are operated by these institutions
or through consortia of universities. The result is a
uniquely flexible system that can respond quickly
to new scientific opportunities virtually anywhere
in the world. The story of the exploration of the
deep-ocean floor is an example of how the system
responds.
Alvin
For me, the story of deep-ocean exploration began
in late 1973. I had just come to NSF as Head of the
Oceanography Section. Shortly after my arrival, I
was called to an emergency meeting with my
counterparts from NSF, ONR, and NOAA.
The problem was how to respond to a
funding crisis involving Alvin. Built in 1964 with
Navy support for engineering research and
experimentation, Alvin had not been readily
available for scientific use in its first 10 years of
operation. Now the Navy had decided that its need
for Alvin had been met and it could no longer
support its operation. Unless something was done,
Alvin would be laid up and its experienced support
staff of pilots, engineers, and technicians
discharged. Since there was no other operation like
it, laying off the crew would virtually mean the end
of the submersible's operations. And Alvin might
well be scrapped and turned into razor blades.
Alvin's future indeed looked bleak.
At the same time, however, interest in using
Alvin for scientific purposes was growing. American
and French scientists were planning a joint
operation, the French-American Mid-Ocean
Undersea Study (FAMOUS). This project was
planned to explore a part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
and to look at newly formed oceanic crust.
It was obvious that Alvin operations were
expensive, about $1 million a year. Many scientists
were not convinced that the scientific returns were
commensurate with the costs. Some characterized
the results as merely "show and tell" pictures with
little else coming from the dives.
The scientists were persistent and
persuasive. At a meeting of the heads of the three
agencies involved, it was decided that a
Memorandum of Understanding (an MOU in
governmentese) would be negotiated. Each agency
would contribute a third of the annual operating
costs. The initial MOU was to run for three years to
permit an adequate evaluation of Alvin's utility. It
also was agreed that dives in Alvin would be
allocated by a review committee comprised of
representatives of the three agencies and
knowledgeable scientists.
With funding in hand, the scientists were
able to proceed with FAMOUS. Some
oceanographers were disappointed. Much was
learned about surficial aspects of submarine
volcanism, but no evidence of hydrothermal
circulation was found. The most important result of
FAMOUS was not immediately obvious: the French
and American scientists had learned how to use
submersibles to study the ocean floor.
Now Alvin is routinely available to American
oceanographers. Because of the high costs
associated with Alvin operations, allocation of dive
time is still decided by the Alvin committee,
operated by the University National Oceano-
graphic Laboratory System (UNOLS). All three of
the original funding agencies are still involved.
Scientists from each agency have projects that use
Alvin dives every year.
Atlantis II
Alvin's success as a research platform brought with
it a new problem. Lulu, the original tender ship for
Alvin operations, was too small and too slow to
support all the projects that scientists now had in
mind. Lulu was built by combining two surplus
Navy minesweeping pontoons with an elevator
between them to raise and lower Alvin into the
water. The superstructure provided little space for
scientists and minimal accommodations for the
crew. It also moved very slowly (about 5 knots). As
a result, Alvin operations were confined to
locations within two or three days from port.
Another ship had to accompany Lulu to provide
space for scientists to sleep and work.
A new support ship was needed to permit
working with Alvin in remote locations in the
western and southern Pacific. Studies of the most
rapidly spreading parts of the East Pacific Rise
simply could not be supported using Lulu. Nor
could the back-arc basins of the western Pacific be
reached with Lulu as tender. These areas are
Allyn Vine, after whom the submersible Alvin is named. In
the late 1950s and early 1960s, Vine was one of many
scientists and engineers convinced that manned and/or
tethered submersibles were essential to explore the
recently discovered intricacies of the ocean. Alvin was
designed by a group of Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution engineers and scientists (Earl Hayes, William
Rainnie, William Marquet, lames Mavor, and Allyn Vine)
with assistance from submarine specialists around the
world.
interesting because they exhibit many of the
features found on the mid-ocean ridges. Many
scientists believe that back-arc basins are the most
likely sources of major copper and zinc deposits
found on land.
The search for a new Alvin tender finally
settled on Atlantis II, the flagship of WHOI's
research fleet. She was large enough to handle the
submersible and her support crew and still have
enough room for the scientific party. She had the
range to work anywhere in the ocean. Newly
outfitted, with diesel engines replacing the original
steam system and extensively refurbished hull and
laboratories, she was a good candidate to take on
the support task.
The new Alvin handling system is patterned
after the experience of North Sea oil operators
working with submersibles in rough waters. A large
A-frame was installed on the stern of Atlantis II. A
small winch in the peak of the A-frame lowers and
retrieves the submersible into and out of the water.
In use for only a few months, the system is already
drawing praise from users. Alvin can be launched
and retrieved in rougher seas than previously
possible with Lulu.
In 1985, Alvin and Atlantis II are scheduled
to begin work in the more remote waters of the
Pacific. These studies are likely to prove as exciting
as any that have gone before.
Project Support
Support for research at sea usually requires
relatively large amounts of money, for the scientist
involved, his students, and technical support
personnel. Oceanography is a young science and
few oceanographers have university-supported
positions, or "hard money" as it is called. Hence,
most of the salaries of individuals on projects must
be supported by Federal funding agencies, termed
"soft money" in the vernacular of researchers.
Proposals for research support are prepared
by the scientists interested in researching a
question of their choice. Proposals to NSF are first
reviewed by four to six scientists active in the area
of the proposed research. They individually
evaluate the scientific importance of the proposal,
the feasibility of the proposed approach, and the
potential contribution of the project.
These "mail reviewers" rank each proposal
from Excellent to Poor and send their reviews to
the Program Officer handling the proposal.
Sometimes the mail reviewers are in agreement.
But many times, some reviewers are enthusiastic
while others are not
The next step is to convene a "panel" of four
to six scientists who are broadly knowledgeable
about an entire discipline, such as biological
oceanography. Such panels are brought together
two or three times a year to advise the program
officers. The panel provides an independent
assessment of proposals when the mail reviewers
do not reach consensus. The final decision is then
made by the program officer handling the proposal.
Several authors in this issue comment-
often ruefully on problems of receiving funding
for their projects. The process is highly
competitive. In 1984, only 38 percent of the
proposals in Ocean Sciences could be funded.
Consequently, many projects are declined and
resubmitted for later consideration.
Once a proposal has been funded, the
scientist must be assigned time on a ship or on
Alvin. In the case of ship time, the scheduling is
handled by ship operators, working through
Lulu was constructed from two Navy minesweepers and named after Allyn Vine's mother. This year, she was replaced by the
faster and roomier Atlantis II. (Photo courtesy of WHOI)
UNOLS, on ship scheduling committees that meet
twice each year. One ship may have more time
requested than it can provide. Perhaps another
ship has time available and a swap is arranged.
Usually, it is possible for the scientist to get to sea
in the year originally requested. In some cases,
work has been delayed for one or more years
because of a lack of ships working in a specified
area, usually a remote region.
There is another problem optimizing ship
usage in remote areas. In this case, UNOLS
institutes a process for arranging expeditions to
remote areas not commonly visited by U.S.
research vessels. Notice of interest in working in
such an area is circulated and other scientists are
invited to indicate their research programs for the
designated areas. Then, a schedule for the
operation is prepared for the ship operators,
interested scientists, and funding agencies.
In instances where no U.S. ships are
operating in an area of interest, NSF works with
other countries to arrange ship time. In 1984, the
United States and France are exchanging ship time.
NSF also works closely with the Natural
Environmental Research Council of Britain to
arrange such exchanges.
Support for Ocean Science
Oceanography is a low-budget activity in the
United States. The entire NSF budget for Fiscal
Year 1985 is about $120 million. While the
numbers may seem large, it is sobering to note that
this is about the national annual expenditure for
mustard and only about a quarter of the national
consumption of ketchup.
It is tempting to speculate what might be
accomplished with a budget in the billions of
dollars, like the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) budget. We certainly would
have accelerated exploration of the ocean floor. If
NSF had a budget of billions like NASA, instead of
its present level of around $10 million a year, we
might be able to have a variety of vehicles available
for ocean exploration.
Future Activities
The future for ocean floor studies looks
exceedingly promising. The new remote-sensing
facilities being built by Ballard's group at Woods
Hole (see page 14) will permit large-scale
exploration of the ocean bottom that is presently
impossible. Alvin is a useful tool for studying small
areas of the ocean floor. But it is basically an
elevator. It takes scientists to the bottom and brings
back samples while permitting direct observations
of the operation. It is not a good tool, however, for
exploring the vastness of the ocean bottom. The
Argo/lason system being developed at Woods Hole
(see Oceanus, Vol. 25, No. 1, pages 30-35)
promises to provide the needed capability.
Alvin has a depth limitation of 4,000 meters
(12,800 feet). Thus, she can only work on about
half of the ocean bottom. Consequently, all of
Alvin's work has been on the continental margins
or the mid-ocean ridges. The rest of the ocean
bottom is too deep. The U.S. Navy is building a
Oceanography has made tremendous strides since the
Challenger expedition of the 1870s. The Challenger relied
on dredging and trawling equipment (shown above) to
collect samples of sediments and marine life. Today a great
deal of oceanographic research is done from submersibles
and at the bottom of the ocean or from satellites in space.
(Etching courtesy of the British Museum)
sphere for one of its submersibles that will permit
operations down to 6,000 meters (19,200 feet).
This will allow scientists to work on about 97
percent of the ocean bottom; the trenches (down
to 1 1,000 meters [35,200 feet]) will still be out of
reach for manned submersibles. The Navy is
exploring ways to make the new submersible
available to university-based scientists.
Imaginative uses of other techniques will
also permit oceanographers to study the ocean
bottom. The most spectacular recent advance has
come from careful analysis of the earth's sea
surface as measured by Seasaf, an ocean-observing
satellite launched in 1978. William Haxby of
Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory processed data on sea-surface
elevations to show the local changes as the result
of ocean-bottom topogrcphy. His map of the ocean
floor is the most comprehensive map of ocean-
floor topography available. As new satellites and
other remote-sensing capabilities are developed,
our knowledge of the 70 percent of Earth's surface
covered by water is sure to expand.
M. Grant Gross is Director of the Division of Ocean
Sciences, National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.
The Exploits of Alvin and ANGUS:
Exploring
the East Pacific Rise
by Robert D. Ballard
1974, when the French-American Mid-Ocean
Ridge Undersea Study (FAMOUS) initiated
exploration of mid-ocean ridges in manned
submersibles (Figure 1), our knowledge of the
formation of the ocean floor, ore deposits, and
metamorphic rocks has increased dramatically. At
mid-ocean ridges, volcanic processes create new
oceanic crust, while tectonic processes modify this
crust and transport it away from the site of its
formation. The ridge crests also are the site of
hydrothermal activity that at times manifests itself in
the form of deep-sea hot springs. Many new
understandings have resulted from the discovery of
these hot springs, and they have captured the
imagination of scientists and the public alike; black
smokers, tube worms, giant clams, and vent fish
have all achieved a certain degree of renown.
Many of these exciting discoveries have come
about as a result of explorations of hydrothermal
activity in the southeastern Pacific, particularly along
the East Pacific Rise and the Galapagos Rift, by the
Deep Submergence Laboratory of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI). These
expeditions have centered around the use of both
manned submersibles (France's Cyana [Figure 2] and
WHOI's Alvin) and towed camera/data systems (their
RAIE and our ANGUS [Acoustically Navigated
Geophysical Underwater System]).
Figure 1. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge rift valley where Project FAMOUS was carried out in 1974. The rift topography is based upon
multi-narrow beam sonar data and is accurately depicted. The submersible in the foreground is the French Cyana.
Figure 2. The French submersible Cyana aboard its support
ship Le Suroit.
Early Discoveries
The first WHOI cruise to locate active hydrothermal
vents took place in 1977 aboard the Research/Vessel
Knorr. It concentrated on a 7-kilometer-long segment
of the Galapagos Rift near 86 degrees West (Figure
3). Using the ANGUS vehicle, we found unusual
concentrations of benthic organisms living around
warm water springs (Figure 4). The temperatures in
the immediate area of these springs varied between
8 and 12 degrees Celsius. As companion articles in
this issue describe, these vent communities are
supported by bacteria living on hydrogen sulfide,
and represent one of the most exciting discoveries in
deep-sea biology in the last 100 years.
The vents lie in the youngest volcanic terrain
within the small Galapagos Rift valley (Figure 5).
They are directly above what is thought to be a large
chamber beneath the rift that contains molten
magma at a temperature of 1,200 to 1,400 degrees
Celsius. These high temperatures exist at an
estimated depth of between 2 and 3 kilometers
below the sea floor. It is the thermal gradient
between the magma chamber and the cold bottom
water of the Pacific that drives the hydrothermal
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Figure 3. Major study areas on the East Pacific Rise and in the
Galapagos Rift, where manned and unmanned surveys have
been investigating active hydrothermal circulation on the
ridge axis.
circulation system in newly-created oceanic crust.
In 1978, however, a seemingly unrelated
discovery occurred on the East Pacific Rise some
2,300 kilometers to the north that would eventually
overshadow the Galapagos find. After Project
FAMOUS explored the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, which
has a spreading rate of only about 2 centimeters a
year, we planned a follow-up cruise to the faster-
spreading East Pacific Rise to see how oceanic crust
formation varies as a function of spreading rate. The
area selected for the subsequent study was the East
Pacific Rise at 21 degrees North (Figure 3). The site
was considered a typical example of a moderately
fast (6 centimeters a year) spreading ridge and
appeared ideal for comparison to the FAMOUS area.
In early 1978, the French manned
submersible Cyana began exploring the East Pacific
Rise at 21 degrees North. This area is characterized
by a small rift valley 3 to 5 kilometers in width,
similar to the Galapagos Rift (which also has a
spreading rate of 6 centimeters a year). Using Cyana,
we quickly located a belt of recent volcanic flows
about 1.5 kilometers in width termed the
neovolcanic zone in the center of the rift.
Although we did not find any active
hydrothermal vents, we encountered and sampled
an unusual spire of orange-colored material just
outside of the neovolcanic zone. This
spire consisted
of sulfides of zinc, copper, and silver. Similar
deposits occur on land where colliding plates have
pushed segments of the ocean floor up above sea
level. These remnants of ancient seafloor are called
ophiolites; their associated sulfide deposits have
been mined (in some cases for centuries) in Cyprus,
Oman, Japan, and Canada.
Because of the newly-discovered sulfide
deposits, we returned to 21 degrees North in 1979,
charged with new interest. Ironically, the mission
was primarily defined as a geophysical undertaking;
the subjects of hydrothermal activity and the
Figure 4. The first picture of an active hydrothermal vent
taken by the ANGUS camera system during its 7977
investigation of the Galapagos Rift.
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Deep-sea hot springs have been found primarily along mid-ocean ridges in the eastern Pacific. Additionally, scientists working at
the base of the Florida Escarpment recently discovered communities of organisms similar to communities at hydrothermal vents,
but at ambient temperature. Readers may refer to this map for site locations throughout the issue.
deposition of sulfide deposits were considered side
interests. As a result, the American expedition went
to the area studied by the French in 1978 and began
various geophysical experiments. While scientists
aboard the Alvin began a series of exploratory dives,
we aboard the Melville, a research vessel of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, began a
separate search for hydrothermal activity using
ANGUS.
How to Find a Vent
Our work in the Galapagos Rift in 1977 and on a
return trip in 1979, as well as the 1978 Cyana dive at
21 degrees North, formed the basis for our search
strategy. The 1977 Galapagos cruise taught us that
active vents occurred in the neovolcanic zone where
the freshest lava flows are found. The 1979
Galapagos cruise showed us that the floor of the rift
was not flat but sloped and that the warmer vents
were found in the uphill direction. This temperature
gradient appeared to correspond to the topographic
gradient; areas of intense hydrothermal activity,
//tfi/re 5. The srp.ir.il/on o/ c rus/.i/p/.m/s ,i/ong the axis of the
Mid-Ocean Ridge leads to the upwelling of molten magma
from the upper mantle and the subsequent formation of
.K f/vr /ivf/roi/x-rma/ vents above the underlying magma
chamber.
The unmanned ANGUS sled has been used for preliminary
exploration of many deep-sea areas. Usually the sled carries
underwater cameras, temperature probes, and acoustic
instruments. (Photo by Jim Broda, WHOI)
where the magma presumably was closer to the
surface, were also topographic high points within the
rift valley.
The 1979 Galapagos data also revealed that as
one went up the topographic gradient, the typical
pillow lava terrain* yielded to ponded lava flows
forming large lakes within the rift valley. Such
ponded flows seem to form directly above the
underlying magma chamber in the same way that
lava lakes occur in central volcanic craters on land.
Finally, in a 1978 exploratory dive across the
rift in Cyana, we had found a deposit of badly
dissolved clam shells, which indicated active
hydrothermal circulation in the recent past.
With this information, we moved Melville
southwest of the Alvin work area and set up a
second network of transponders on the bottom for
navigation purposes. We then lowered ANGUS and
soon encountered a series of temperature anomalies.
Immediately after recovering ANGUS, we processed
the film taken aboard the vehicle and found milky
water and the telltale vent animals associated with
the temperature anomalies. But these vents differed
from those found in the Galapagos Rift, where an
accumulation of long white tube worms with red tips
dominated the center of the highest temperature
vent fields. At 21 degrees North, the center of the
vent had large deposits of yellowish material similar
to that sampled by Cyana the previous year. But
unlike the old weathered deposits discovered by
Cyana, these appeared fresher, indicating an active
vent.
A decision was made at this point to inspect
one site with Alvin. My colleague, Jean Francheteau,
made that dive and found tall spires of sulfide in the
center of the vent (Figure 6).
ANGUS was then lowered again, and the
camera found more active vents in the central
neovolcanic zone. We altered Alvin's diving program
in response to these new findings and a second dive
investigated another vent field. In the center of the
* On contact with the cold seawater, hot lava often
solidifies into lumpy, rounded forms, resembling pillows.
active vent, we found great clouds of black fluid, the
temperature of which was 350 degrees Celsius (hot
enough to melt lead), pouring out of the top of one
of the sulfide spires (Figure 7). The sulfides the
French had found the year before clearly had
originated in a similar setting, as had the sulfide
deposits on land which have been mined for at least
2,000 years.
Following this cruise, Francheteau and I
became interested in developing a model to help us
locate more such "black smokers" and their
associated sulfide deposits. Why were they at 21
degrees North and not in the Galapagos Rift? Were
the deposits of commercial interest?
The Searise Expedition
Since we had observed a relationship between the
slope of the rift valley floor and the location of active
vents, we planned a cruise to map the floor of the
rift in search of areas where it sloped uphill to form a
topographic high point within the rift. To do this, we
turned to the lean Charcot, a French research vessel,
that had been newly outfitted with a sophisticated
echo-sounding system built in the United States
called Seabeam (a commercial version of the U.S.
Navy's SASS system).
Seabeam, unlike a normal echo-sounder that
has one broad beam of about 30 degrees, consists of
16 narrow beams each having an angle of 1%
degrees. This multi-narrow beam system makes it
possible to obtain topographic data in much greater
detail than that obtained using conventional
techniques.
The Searise expedition, which took place
during the summer of 1980, used Seabeam to map
the axis of the East Pacific Rise from 20 degrees
North to 20 degrees South. We paid particular
attention, however, to the area between the
Clipperton Fracture Zone at 10 degrees North and
the Orozco Fracture Zone at 15 degrees North. A
geophysical project a few years before had focused
on this segment of the ridge and, as a result,
extensive seismic studies had been conducted and it
was thought that a shallow magma reservoir existed
beneath the ridge. The area also was relatively close
Figure 6. Sample of black smoker chimney taken by the
Alvin. Dominant minerals include sulfides of copper, zinc,
and silver.
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Figure 7. First photograph taken from Alvin of a black smoker
during the diving program on the East Pacific Rise at 2 1 N in
1979.
to shore but still outside Mexico's 200-mile Exclusive
Economic Zone. Because of continued difficulties
with Mexico in obtaining access to their waters to
study the 21 degree North site, we hoped to avoid
future problems by selecting a site in the high seas.
The expedition aboard lean Charcot traveled
from north to south, crossing the Orozco Fracture
Zone and zig-zagging back and forth across the ridge
(Figure 8). The Seabeam swaths showed that the rift
slopes uphill to the south away from the fracture
zone. As we passed 13 degrees North, the slope
reversed, sloping downhill to the south (Figures 8 &
9). A detailed Seabeam survey was conducted at 13
degrees North, as well as a few short camera runs.
The Seabeam data revealed a long, linear ridge that
had a small axial graben* approximately 150 meters
across and 30 to 50 meters deep. Pictures of the area
disclosed numerous signs of active hydrothermal
circulation in the newly formed crust and follow-up
cruises in 1981 and 1982 found extensive venting
along this segment of the ridge.
Developing a Vent Model
With data from this cruise and previous expeditions,
Francheteau and I developed a model for predicting
the nature of geological activity and the whereabouts
of hydrothermal vents along the ridge. The major
aspects of this model, which is supported by some
data but not yet confirmed, were:
Clearly, the faster the spreading rate, the greater
the amount of heat flux through the ridge and
the higher the probability of finding active
vents. No vents, for example, have been found
at sites with spreading rates of 2 centimeters or
less, yet vents are prevalent where the
spreading rate is greater than 6 centimeters per
year.
* A block of the earth's crust (generally longer than it is
wide and bounded by two faults) that has been down-
thrown along the faults to form a steep-sided valley.
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Figure 8. Ship tracks of the jean Charcot during 1980
Seabeam survey of the East Pacific Rise between 1 1 and
15N. The number in parentheses is depth in mrfrr-. <>/ fh-
ridge for each crossing. Square marked "s(i/(/\ area' / where
the topographic high was found along with numerous .i< n\c
vents and sulfide accumulation^
The ridge is divided into a series of individual
spreading cells that are bound at either end In
offsets caused by faults in the ridge (Figure 10).
These offsets range in their hori/ontal
displacement from large offsets like the
Clipperton and Oro/c <> \ rat tun- /ones to small
offsets assot iated \\ith overlapping spreading
ridges like those mapped betuen the lv\o
zones.
An offset on the ridge plat es i rusts ot ditierent
ages beside each other. I he greater the otiset
for any given spreading rate, the greater the
dil'lerent e in age and. then-lore, temperature
between the two crystal units, i he ridge line
itsell is ,i result ol heat dispersed lioin the
magma ( hamber. I arther from the ridge i rest
the temperature dec reases; MIU e t older ( rust
has ,i greater derisiiv . it sinks deeper into tin-
upper mantle and has a lov\er elevation.
if cold crust is lying next to hotter crust, as is the
( ,ise at a ridge ollset. the ( old c rust at ts as a
heal sink, dravNing heat av\a\ Irom the active
spreading ( enter As a result, magma rising up
toward the surtat e at sin h an ottset is ( ooled
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1984 Cruise
After several attempts, we obtained funding from the
National Science Foundation to conduct a cruise to
test our model. We would lower ANGUS at seven
sites between the Clipperton Fracture Zone at 10
degrees North and the overlapping spreading ridges
at 12 degrees North (Figure 9).
In May of 1984 aboard Melville, we steamed
to 10 degrees North just above the Clipperton offset,
where a deep rift divides the ridge into two parallel
ridges. ANGUS traverses across both ridges and the
valley between showed no sign of hydrothermal
activity, but rather a lava terrain dominated by pillow
flows (as the model predicted). Active volcanism
occurs along the western ridge while the eastern
ridge is being rifted away from the central axis
forming a highly faulted off-axis ridge running
parallel to the axis itself.
We next moved north, part way up the
topographic gradient. The ridge between 10 and 12
degrees North has two topographic highs separated
by a small overlapping ridge offset. Based upon our
model, therefore, this small offset should divide the
ridge into two separate systems and intense
hydrothermal activity should be found at both highs.
At the second ANGUS work site just south of the
first high, we encountered low-level hydrothermal
activity and small lava ponds.
Slightly to the north, at the southernmost of
the two highs, we encountered, as predicted,
intense hydrothermal activity and two large black
smoker sites (Figure 10). By chance, Alvin was diving
120 miles to the north at our original 13 degrees
North work site. Notified of our discoveries, she
moved to this new vent field and used our network
of transponders to visit and sample both black
smoker sites.
Next, we moved north to the small,
overlapping ridge area that divides the ridge
between 10 and 12 degrees North into two systems.
We found the region hydrothermally inactive until
ANGUS began traversing the ridge to the north
(toward the second topographic high). There we
found another black smoker site that Alvin also
visited and sampled. The second high to the north at
1 1 28' North, already visited by Cyana in 1982, had
a series of active vent fields including black smokers
as the model predicted.
The cruise ended at the large overlapping
offset at 12 degrees North. Detailed surveys along
the East Pacific Rise in 1982 and 1983 allowed us to
recognize overlapping spreading basins. Instead of
being offset by a transform fault, the two spreading
ridges overlapped, bending toward one another and
forming basins between them.
The recognition of this class of ridge offset led
to much speculation, but until the 1984 cruise,
towed camera systems had not mapped the ridge in
detail. More than 20,000 color photographs were
taken across the two ridges and the intervening
basin. The basin, which is floored by extremely old
lava terrain, is disappearing slowly beneath an
accumulating blanket of sediment. Most of the west
ridge consists of highly fractured pillow lava terrain
devoid of any signs of hydrothermal activity. The
The author, who made many dives in Alvin during its early
exploration of the mid-Atlantic ridge, the Galapagos Rift, and
the East Pacific Rise, climbing aboard the submersible for an
inspection of systems. (Photo by Al Ciddings, Sea ///ms. Inc./
WHOI)
only vent field with an active black smoker was at
the extreme southern end of the western ridge, as it
slopes uphill toward the topographic high at 1 1
degrees North. It is located within a young ponded
lava lake. The major site of recent volcanic activity
was clearly along the axis of the eastern ridge.
Future Exploration
Given what we now know about hydrothermal
activity along the axis of the East Pacific Rise, after
having investigated a number of different sites with
spreading rates between 6 and 18 centimeters per
year, we hope to concentrate on a single spreading
cell and map it in great detail. The region between
10 and 12 degrees North is an excellent c .mdulate
for detailed mapping because of the previous work
by ANGUS and Alvin.
Although ANGUS and Alvin have been
effective in finding and visiting hydrothermal vents,
they also have been expensive exploration tools.
Alvin, for example, costs approximately $2,000 to
$4,000 an hour to operate. As a result, we have
begun a major new engineering program at WHOI
to replace both ANGUS and Alvin, using advanced,
remotely operated vehicles. We are using
sophisticated video technology to build a vehicle
system, called the Argo/Jason program (Figures 1 1
13
and 12), which, unlike Alvin, can remain on the
ocean bottom for weeks at a time without surfacing
(see Oceanus, Vol. 25, No. 1, p. 30). In 24 hours,
Alvin can spend only four to six hours on the
bottom. Argo, the first half of this new system,
passed its sea trials this past summer; the lason
prototype vehicle is now undergoing dock-side tests.
Scheduled completion of Argo is late 1986, with
lason coming on line in 1988.
Robert D. Ballard is a Senior Scientist working with the Deep
Submergence Laboratory of the Department of Ocean
Engineering, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
Figure 1 1 . The Argo/Jason system control room now under
development in the Deep Submergence Laboratory at Woods
Hole.
Figure 12. Once Argo has
located an important target
the R/V Knorr's dynamic
positioning system is used
to hold the Argo vehicle
stationary over the bottom
while Jason conducts close-
up observations and
collects important samples.
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The
Geochemistry
of
Ridge Crest
Hot Springs
by John M. Edmond
M,luch of the effort of geologists and geochemists is
directed toward understanding past environmental
conditions based on the rocks that they produced.
This is as true in the study of crystalline rocks* and
ore bodies as in the study of paleoecology. In fact,
there is good reason to believe that most of the
inorganic processes responsible for the formation of
ancient rock types are still active today, but only a
time machine could transport us back to the habitats
that produced fossil organisms.
The crystalline rocks and ore bodies that we
see exposed at the surface were formed in very
hot environments and at great depths (and,
consequently, high pressures) in the crust under the
continents or the ocean. Since these environments
still exist today, the barriers to direct examination of
inorganic processes are but the technically tractable
ones of temperature and depth. On the continents
direct observation of high pressure and temperature
regimes is possible only by drilling; hence the
impetus for the expensive, super-deep drilling
programs of the Soviet Union and the United States.
Marine scientists are more fortunate. The
process of sea-floor spreading produces very high
temperatures at shallow depths in the oceanic crust.
The pressure depends on the height of the overlying
water column. Fissures and faults associated with the
spreading process rapidly expose rocks formed at
elevated temperatures. They also act as conduits for
the circulating seawater responsible for many of the
metamorphic and ore-forming processes in the
oceanic crust. Rather than having to drill through 10
to 15 kilometers of solid rock to enter their natural
laboratory, marine scientists can get there in
specially designed submarines. At present two
submarines are active in this kind of investigation.
The French submersible Cyana was designed by
* Rocks formed at high temperature and pressure and
characterized by crystals of alumino-silicate minerals.
During fissure eruptions along mid-ocean ridges, lava from
the magma chamber below forms new oceanic crust, which
is then carried away from the spreading center by tectonic
processes. The fissure eruption shown occurred in Hawaii,
but it is believed that similar eruptions take place at mid-
ocean ridges. (Photo courtesy of Robert Ballard)
Jacques-Yves Cousteau as a photographic platform.
It is highly maneuverable and an excellent
exploration tool. However its scientific payload is
very limited. The/A/v/n, operated by the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), is sonn-wh.it
larger and slower than Cyana, and is a real weight
lifter. The sampling programs whose results are
described in this article were carried out by Alvin;
however, a number of the study areas were first
identified by Cyana.
The Origin of Hot Springs
As a general rule, void spaces in rocks are filled with
water. When molten material from the mantle
METAMORPHIC ROCK
FORMATION 200*30<fC,
250 ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE
OCEAN
Location <>1 mrMmorp/i/i r<n k torm.it/on in oce.in/c and
continrnt.il < M/S(. /"/)<' lorm.ilion of f/irsr MM /,s and
associated ore deposes nx/u/rcs high temperatures and
pressures found on/y deep within (/ i:irth or at f/ic bottom
of (he ocean.
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intrudes into the crust, this water is raised to high
temperatures and, if there is sufficient permeability,
will convect to the seafloor, where it forms hot
springs. On land, much of the hot water recirculates
back into the rocks. Coupled with the great
compositional heterogeneity common in the
continental crust, this recirculation makes
interpretation of the chemistry of such springs very
difficult.
At mid-ocean spreading centers, the
chemistry is more straightforward. Seawater enters
the highly permeable crust through tectonically
induced faults and through contraction cracks
caused by rapid cooling. The heated seawater exits
through the undersea vents, rises through the water
column above the vent orifices, and dissipates.
Consequently, the chemistry is not complicated by
recirculation. Furthermore, the basaltic rocks that
form the oceanic crust are of relatively uniform
composition. This combination of factors greatly
simplifies the interpretation of the chemistry.
In addition, since the two reactants basalt
and seawater are so well characterized chemically,
laboratory experimental work on the system is
greatly facilitated and has become a useful constraint
on interpretation and modeling.
The pervasive influence of hydrothermal
activity in young oceanic crust was first established
from geophysical and geochemical investigations of
the sea floor in the axial zone.* There, the purely
conductive heat loss was found to be much lower
than expected in a volcanically active area. Dredged
rocks showed evidence of extensive reaction by the
original lavas with seawater, often at elevated
temperatures. Veins of sulfide minerals are common
in these rocks. However, progressing from regional
information of these types which integrate the
effects of the hydrothermal activity over quite long
time periods to locating presently active systems
required the combination of bathymetric,
navigational, and survey tools on a scale much
more extensive than previously attempted in
oceanography.
Hot springs were first conclusively located
and directly sampled in 1977 at the Galapagos
Spreading Center in the eastern equatorial Pacific.
Previous exploration in the area had provided
* The area of the ridge characterized by contemporary
volcanic activity generally only a few hundred meters
wide.
BLACK SMOKE IF0S)
SEAWATER
350 C
HYDRO-
THERMAL
SOLUTION ANHYDRI1
SULFIDES OF IRON
ZINC AND COPPER
Black smokers form by
the precipitation of
anhydrite (Ca5O4) and
iron-zinc-copper
sulfides. The hot
solutions exiting the
smoker are buoyant
relative to the
surrounding cold
seawater, and
consequently will rise
and disperse into the
water column. (Adapted
from Scientific
American, April 1983)
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detailed Seabeam* bathymetric charts, evidence of
temperature and chemical anomalies in the water
column, and even photographs (taken by Scripps
Institution of Oceanography's unmanned Deep Tow
research vehicle) of a cluster of large clams!
Additional surveys in 1977 using the ANGUS camera
sled system operated by Robert Ballard of WHOI
(see page 7) yielded more pictures of organisms and
also of yellow and orange stains on the basalts
presumably caused by hydrothermal effluents. The
unusual life forms and stains proved to be
manifestations of actively venting hot springs. The
smell of rotten eggs in the laboratory on the Knorr
when the first water samples were opened
immediately revealed that the food chain supporting
the organisms is based on chemosynthesis (see page
73). The vent fluids have high concentrations of
hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S). Certain kinds of bacteria can
break down this gas metabolically to form oxides of
sulphur, releasing energy in the process. The ridge
crest ecosystems are based on such reactions. The
diversity and uniqueness of the fauna encountered
was unequivocal evidence that hydrothermal activity
had to be ubiquitous on young crust. Otherwise
how could such a community have evolved and
been maintained?
* A commercial version of a U.S. Navy sonar mapping
system.
The Formation of Ore
The highest temperatures encountered at the
Galapagos site in 1977 and on a subsequent revisit in
1979 were less than 20 degrees Celsius above the
ambient temperature (2.05 degrees Celsius) of the
cold Pacific deep water. However, experimental
results and the chemical composition of the springs
made it clear that the observed temperatures were
an artifact of mixing between a very hot primary fluid
and "groundwater" indistinguishable in its properties
from the local bottom water. Magnesium and
sulphate were depleted and lithium, potassium,
rubidium, and manganese enriched relative to
normal seawater. This is in agreement with
experiments that have shown that at temperatures of
several hundred degrees Celsius magnesium and
sulphate are completely removed from solution and
the alkalies and manganese rapidly released from the
rock. Extrapolation of the magnesium and sulphate
data to zero concentration indicated an end-member
temperature of approximately 350 degrees Celsius.
The economically important sulphide forming
elements, such as copper, are in fact lower in these
solutions than in seawater, indicating that these
elements are very efficiently stripped from the
circulating groundwaters by reaction with the
hydrothermal H 2S.
One's visual impression of the seafloor as
observed from Alvin was that it is so permeable that
The geysers and hot
springs of Ye//owstone
National Park are driven
by processes similar to
those responsible for
deep-sea hot springs.
The water released by
terrestrial hot springs,
however, may
recirculate downward,
complicating the
chemical reactions.
(Photo by Sheryl
Lechner).
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sub-surface mixing should be unavoidable. It was
difficult to see how the primary fluid could survive
its transit up through the crust from the mantle heat
source without dilution in the leaky "plumbing." The
piles and pillows of basalt are surrounded by voids,
faults, and fissures of various sizes. Hence it was
expected that very extensive exploration would be
needed before the high temperature end-member
would be found and sampled directly. This has
proved to be completely wrong! In fact, the
Galapagos Rift fields are the only ones found to date
where the hottest fluids do not emerge at the
surface.
Soon after the 1977 expedition an extinct
sulphide deposit was found by Cyana on the crest of
the East Pacific Rise (EPR) at 21 degrees North just
south of the tip of Baja California. Since the
sulphide-forming elements are only soluble in the
presence of H 2S at high temperatures, this was the
first definite indication that the hot waters could in
fact penetrate to the surface. It also confirmed that
ore bodies could be formed from such solutions in
the modern ocean. In ophiolites (slabs of oceanic
crust thrust up onto the continents during collisional
events) ore bodies composed of massive lenses of
iron-copper-zinc-sulphides are relatively common.
They rest directly on pillow basalts, are underlain by
strongly mineralized conduits, and are often buried
by subsequent lava flows. All this strongly suggested
that they formed during hydrothermal activity at
spreading centers. The French discovery opened up
the prospect of observing the ore forming process
directly and of sampling the fluids responsible.
In 1979, the Galapagos site was revisited and
exploration continued. However, no high
temperature activity was found. That big discovery
came on the following A/v/n dive series at 21 degrees
North on the EPR. There, a group of American,
French, and Mexican geophysicists discovered the
now famous "black smokers." The putative 350
degrees Celsius end-member fluid was debouching
from the sea floor.
In a hurriedly organized visit to the site in late
1979, it was demonstrated that Alvin could approach
the vents safely and collect water samples. Three
separate vent fields were found, all with maximum
temperatures within a few degrees of 350 degrees
Celsius. The central vents were composed of
chimneys tall, hollow spires formed by ore
minerals precipitated from the hot fluids. They were
surrounded by an extensive halo of low temperature
springs of the Galapagos type presumably fed by
leaks from the central conduit. Geochemists bless
the vent fauna, which, being conveniently large and
white, make excellent exploration tools on an
otherwise black seafloor. The/\/w'n pilots quickly
learned to fly up the "crab gradient" to locate the
center of activity.
On a return visit to 21 degrees North in 1981,
the black smokers were sampled thoroughly and an
additional field discovered. The solutions exiting the
vents are acid (pH approximately 3.5) and contain up
to 300 parts per million H 2S. They have about 20
percent as much iron and manganese, lesser
amounts of copper and zinc and trace levels of lead
and silver. The black smoke is composed of the
sulphide precipitates of these elements (excluding
manganese, which is soluble) formed during the
turbulent entrainment of the cold alkaline seawater
as the hot waters rise above the vents. In the orifices
themselves, the 350 degrees Celsius fluids are clear
and homogeneous. Since they are more than 50
degrees Celsius below the boiling point at in situ
pressure (2,500 meters depth; 250 atmospheres),
there is no flashing, as in geysers, but rather a steady
buoyancy-driven flow of 1 to 1.5 meters a second.
The resulting plumes rise to several hundred meters
above the ridge crest and are carried away in the
regional mid-depth circulation of the ocean. Along
this trajectory, the sulphide particles and the
manganese react with the oxygen dissolved in the
deep water to form hydrous oxides that slowly settle
out to accumulate as the metalliferous sediments
commonly observed on the flanks of mid-ocean
ridges.
The chimneys themselves are up to 20 meters
high and several meters in diameter. They have
extremely varied shapes and surface morphologies.
Generally, they are surrounded by mounds of debris
produced by chimney collapse, perhaps induced by
local earthquake activity.
Since the discoveries at 21 degrees North,
chimney fragments have been identified in a number
of commercial ore deposits on land. Although active
areas comparable in scale to these commercially
exploited ore bodies have not yet been discovered,
one can reconstruct the process of their formation.
As the talus accumulates, it will be reworked and
annealed by the hydrothermal fluids rising through it.
Additional ore is probably precipitated below the
surface by cold water leaking in from the sides.
However, only a small percentage of the mass flux of
a given vent is localized in the chimney itself. The
overwhelming proportion is lost to the water column
as the hot solutions disperse. Thus ophiolite-type
deposits are relatively small, on the order of a few
million tons of ore.
Other Ore-Forming Processes
Larger ore deposits associated with volcanic activity
are found in sediments over zones of lava intrusion.
Such sediment-hosted ore bodies range up to 100
million tons in size and are major producers of base
metals. The most famous active examples are the
brine pools of the Red Sea. There, the floor of the
narrow Red Sea Rift is covered by a thick layer of
marine evaporites deposited when this arm of the
ocean dried up as the result of closure of the shallow
straits off Aden. Hot solutions, probably similar to
those at 21 degrees North, issue from the underlying
basalts and dissolve the salt to form dense brines that
pool in depressions on the bottom. Because the
brines do not disperse through the water column,
almost all of the metals are retained. Consequently,
rich ore deposits are forming at the bottom of the
brine pools as metals from the hot solutions
precipitate.
Unfortunately, no conceivable submarine
could be designed to penetrate these high salinity
fluids because of the enormous buoyancy that
would have to be overcome and the large difference
in density between the brine pools and the seawater.
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A submarine dense enough to enter the brine pools
would drop like a rock through the overlying
seawater and hit the brine pool-seawater boundary
with great force. Hence, the ore-forming solutions
cannot be sampled directly.
Buried spreading centers also are observed
where the ridge axis is adjacent to a source of
sediments either from the continents (as in the Gulf
of California or off the northwest coast of North
America) or near island arcs (for example, the
Marianas Trough). So far Alvin has visited only one of
these sites, the Cuaymas Basin in the Gulf of
California. There, the axis is covered by several
hundred meters of detrital sediment derived from
the Mexican mainland admixed with a large amount
of biogenic material from the very productive
surface waters.
In early 1982, Alvin found large mounds on
the sediment-covered floor of the Guaymas Basin
topped by active hot springs issuing from huge
pagoda-like structures. The chemistry of these
springs is quite different from those at 21 degrees
North. The solutions have a maximum temperature
of 31 5 degrees Celsius, are extremely depleted in
magnesium and sulphate (as at 21 degrees North),
but are alkaline and have very low abundances of
the ore metals. Their most striking features are the
high concentrations of ammonia, abundant dissolved
hydrocarbons (the water samples smell of diesel
fuel!) and the presence of immiscible globules of
molten wax.
It appears from the Alvin work and from the
Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) holes in the basin
that this composition results from the reaction of
hydrothermal solutions similar to those at 21 degrees
North with the sediment column. Dissolution of
biogenic carbonate and the breakdown of planktonic
carbon at high temperatures produce ammonia and
hydrocarbons, which account for the high alkalinity,
the "diesel," and the waxes. The high alkalinity
induces the precipitation of the ore minerals at
depth in the sediments and, unlike the situation at
21 degrees North, retention of the metals is highly
efficient. The solutions venting in Guaymas Basin are
actually "spent" ore forming fluids. The highly
metamorphosed sediments recovered by the DSDP
lend strong support to this scenario. Since the
sediments themselves act as an additional source of
metals to be deposited as sulphides, sediment
hosted volcanogenic massive sulphides have great
compositional diversity. Depending on the origin of
the sediment, a wide range of metal enrichments is
possible. The large size of these bodies is the result
of the efficiency of the mechanism of ore retention.
The biological productivity of the overlying waters is
a crucial factor in this efficiency.
A Continuing Program
These fundamental insights into the processes of ore
formation gained by the study of active systems are
leading to major advances in the field of economic
geology. The ability of Alvin to investigate high
pressure and temperature environments in the
oceans provides a unique opportunity to unravel the
geological and geochemical processes associated
with metamorphism and ore emplacement.
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Rich ore deposits are forming in brine pools at the bottom of
the Red Sea. While metals issuing from black smokers are
dispersed over a wide area, metals entering the brine pools
are trapped in the dense water and therefore precipitate out
in a small area.
The exploration program continues. With the
recent conversion for efficiency purposes of Atlantis
II into the support ship for Alvin, a much larger area
of the ocean is open for exploration. Work on
sediment-starved ridges is continuing with recent
dives on numerous black smoker fields between 10
and 13 degrees North on the East Pacific Rise (see
page 7). Several groups explored the Juan de Fuca
ridge off Oregon and Washington in the summer of
1984. The Guaymas Basin will be revisited in 1985; it
is projected that the Alvin/A-ll will then traverse the
Pacific to investigate hydrothermal phenomena
occurring on the spreading centers behind the
Marianas Arc.
lohn M. Edmond is a Professor in the Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary Sciences Department at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
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Metals also may be trapped by sediments located over an
area of active volcanism, as at the Cuaymas Basin in the Sea
of Cortez. Organic matter in the sediments raises the
alkalinity of the hydrothermal solutions, causing metals to
precipitate out before they reach the surface. (Adapted from
Scientific American, April 1983).
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The wave
of the future
This is a picture of the ocean
The ocean. How you picture it depends, quite simply, on your
perspective. To some it's food, to others, sandy beaches. But the
ocean is a lot more than just water and fish. It's an amazing
complexity of almost incomparable proportions. It's the cradle of
life, the arbiter of weather, the testing ground of science and the
border of nations. And that's just for starters.
It's also one of the most pressing concerns of the decade.
The uses and users of the ocean are currently escalating at an
astonishing rate. And more and more these users are having to
come to grips with their own inseparability. Yet in order for
this great resource to function properly, all these components
must interlock.
A puzzling problem.
That's why 1984-1985 has been designated Year of the Ocean a
nationwide effort to piece together the vast ocean constituencies
for the first time for a common purpose: to insure the equitable use
and wise management of the ocean. And hence, our future.
The cornerstone has been laid. A Foundation established. With
representatives from a cross-section of ocean-interest areas at the
lead. And thousands of organizations taking part across the nation.
This, however, is only the beginning. There is an ongoing need for
increased understanding of and communication about this vital
resource. Year of the Ocean is intended as a catalyst an endeavor
to initiate broad-based interest in addressing the puzzling issues
that surround the ocean. So that when future generations picture
the ocean, they see more than just water, than fish.
Because their lives depend on it.
For a better picture of the ocean, write: Year of the Ocean, Box 1100, 3421 M St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007-3522
Hot Vents
and
Hydrocarbon
Seeps
in the
Sea of Cortez
by Peter Lonsdale
In August 1980, we raised a remarkable dredge haul
from the muddy 2-kilometer-deep floor of the Sea of
Cortez to the deck of the research vessel Melville.
Entangled in the chain bag were boulders of
glistening sulfides, blocks of shiny white talc and
barite minerals, mudstone soaked in oil that had the
foul smell of diesel, and half a dozen living giant tube
worms (Riftia) of the type previously known only
from the rocky crests of mid-ocean ridges.
Earlier that same day our attempt to core the
upper 20 meters of sediment had been equally
spectacular, though less productive. The upper 10
meters of mud are cut by mineralized veins through
which hot fluids have flowed, but sampling was poor
in the lower 10 meters because the plastic core liner
had been melted by seabed temperatures in excess
of 100 degrees Celsius. Thermometers attached to
the corer to measure the temperature gradient and
upward flux of heat through the sediment were
uselessly off-scale, but separate measurements
nearby with a specialized heat-flow probe recorded
vertical gradients near the seafloor of more than 4
degrees Celsius per meter.
Background to Discovery
The exciting results from this day's work were not
wholly unexpected because, as usual, we were
directed to this site by earlier efforts that suggested
the presence of a deep-sea hydrothermal field.
Extensive geophysical surveying had established that
within the Sea of Cortez, also known as the Gulf of
Figure L Location of the Cuaymas Basin within the Sea of
Cortez. Deep Sea Drilling Project core sites 477 and 481 are
also shown.
California, there is a whole system of spreading
centers at which new oceanic crust is formed by
cooling of molten rock.
Where this system comes ashore, beneath the
Colorado River delta in the Salton Trough, there are
high-temperature geothermal fields being exploited
for electricity generation. In the Guaymas Basin in
the central gulf, where we were working, there are
two spreading centers that occupy shallow
overlapping rift valleys, the Northern and Southern
Troughs (Figure 1).
Previous temperature measurements had
defined zones of greater-than-average heat flow in
both troughs, and chemical analyses of bottom
waters had detected trace components derived from
thermal springs. A core drilled 270 meters into the
crust of the Southern Trough, 2.5 kilometers from
our sampling site, had sampled an igneous intrusion
that was initially emplaced as molten rock (near
1,200 degrees Celsius) within the upper 50 meters of
sediment. This intrusion had already cooled,
however, and temperatures in the drill hole
approached 100 degrees Celsius only at sub-seafloor
depths near 200 meters.
Many dredge and core samples had been
taken in Guaymas Basin on previous expeditions,
some of them specifically designed to search for
hydrothermal minerals. No such minerals had been
recovered. We were successful because our
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sampling efforts in the Southern Trough were
immediately preceded by a very detailed survey
with the Scripps Institution of Oceanography's Deep
Tow vehicle. This unmanned instrument package
was towed 10 to 100 meters above a 30-square-
kilometer area of the trough floor for three days. Its
sonars mapped more than 100 piles of rocky mineral
deposits, commonly 20 to 50 meters in diameter and
up to 30 meters high. Measurements of bottom-
water temperature and conductivity over these
deposits indicated plumes of highly diluted
hydrothermal discharges (at 45 meters above the
seafloor the hottest was only 0.4 degrees Celsius
above ambient seawater temperatures). Stereo and
color photographs showed that some deposits were
covered with thickets of tubeworms and surrounded
by clusters of clams and crabs, and also by mats of
fluffy white and yellow material that we interpreted
as sheets of dispersed mineral crystals. All these
observations were precisely located, to within a few
meters, by use of a moored transponder net, so it
was a relatively simple procedure to use the same
transponders to place sampling devices and heat
sensors directly onto the vent areas.
Unusual Vents
The particular geographical setting and geological
conditions of the Guaymas Basin spreading centers
make their hydrothermal phenomena rather
different from those at mid-ocean rises. Sea-floor
spreading in the central gulf, caused by attachment
of Baja California to the Pacific plate and its
subsequent rifting away from mainland Mexico, has
been underway for only about 3 million years, so
despite a fairly fast spreading rate, the gulf is still
quite narrow, in a few places not much more than
100 kilometers from shore to shore. Enormous
volumes of sediment from erosion on land and from
prolific nearshore plankton blooms are delivered by
river slumps and turbidity currents* to the floor of
this steep-sided depression, especially to its deepest
parts, the spreading-center troughs. The influx of
mud, accumulating on the spreading zones at rates
of several meters per thousand years, smothers the
usual spreading-center volcanism, and lava eruption
is prevented. Instead, rising magma spreads out and
cools beneath low-density water-saturated
sediments.
Some short-lived thermal vents result from
expulsion of water from the muds in contact with
the shallow intrusions. As at mid-ocean rises, most of
the high-temperature circulation within the seabed
must be driven by the heat energy of larger magma
chambers at deeper levels, but before the fluid
emerges at the seafloor it must pass through several
hundred meters of highly reactive sediments. John
Edmond's article describes some of the chemical
changes that occur during this passage (see page 15).
One of the most important consequences of
hot fluids passing through recent organic-rich muds
is that hydrothermal petroleum is formed and
transported in solution by the rising fluids. Fractions
*
Density currents that carry sediments from underwater
slopes and scarps into the deep ocean.
of this material condense at the seafloor and give the
mineral deposits their petroliferous odor.
Another practical consequence of the
sediment-smothering of the Guaymas Basin
spreading centers is that finding and sampling vent
minerals and animals is easier than at mid-ocean
rises. Whereas at rise crests most sonar targets are
piles of pillow lava a few of which hide chimneys
and mounds of hydrothermal sulfides, in the
Southern Trough piles of hydrothermal minerals are
the only targets on the muddy trough floor.
Even the best positioned dredges at rise crests
almost inevitably collect blocks of lava. But these
rocks are absent from the Guaymas Basin spreading
centers, and thus cannot destroy the delicate mineral
structures and sampled animals dredged up in this
region. Add to this the calm seas prevailing (except
when mid-winter storms sweep down the gulf), the
nightly sunsets over the clear mountains and
volcanoes of Baja California, and the excellence of
shrimp restaurants in nearby ports, and it is no
wonder that oceanographers have convinced
themselves that the Sea of Cortez is not some
obscure and bizarre backwater of the ocean, but is
the perfect archetype of a young, growing ocean
basin, full of insights into the early history of major
basins like the Atlantic, and well worth further study.
Explorations North and South
In 1982, a diverse group of geologists, physicists,
chemists and biologists revisited the Southern
Trough of Guaymas Basin and used the submersible
Alvin to get their first close-up view of these vents.
We were scheduled into the brief bad-weather
window, so our little ship spent several days tossing
about in a full gale or sheltering behind headlands
and islets.
However, when we eventually reached the
seafloor, the stresses of the expedition were
forgotten. The submersible's sonar displayed the
mineral deposits just as well as Deep Tow's had, so
we were able to drive directly to them and start
collecting samples and photographs. At once we
were able to see that the fluffy mats were not loose
mineral deposits, but patches of the large bacterium
Beggiatoa (see Somero's article, page 67).
The fluids discharging through elaborate
columns and chimneys of sulfides and sulfates, the
sources of the plumes sensed by Deep Tow, had
temperatures from 270 to 314 degrees Celsius. Local
heating of the sediment around the vents proved to
be responsible for very high temperature gradients
(more than 10 degrees Celsius per meter) in the
surrounding mud, where "world record" heat flows
(9 watts per square meter) were measured with
A/v/n's heat flow probe. A few of the springs were
open "black smoker" chimneys through which
mineral-depositing hydrothermal fluids exited at high
velocity (Figure 2), but many chimneys were capped
with horizontal sheets of precipitated minerals, and
discharged slowly downward.
Some mineral mounds seemed to be
completely sealed, but when the surface was broken
with Alvin's manipulator, hot fluid burst out violently
from a hollow interior. Not only were many of the
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deposits saturated with petroleum, but some of the
springs released emulsions of hydrocarbons and
mineralized water.
The 1982 Alvin dives covered only a small
area of the Southern Trough. The Northern Trough
of Guaymas Basin also has an active hydrothermal
circulation, marked by high, but variable, heat flow,
clusters of vent animals (clams), and a different suite
of hydrothermal minerals. Sulfides sampled there in
1977 by another submersible, the U.S. Navy's
Seacliff, were among the first such deposits collected
at an oceanic spreading center (Figure 3).
Isotopic composition of minerals associated
with these sulfides indicate that they precipitate at
temperatures near 300 degrees Celsius, but most
Northern Trough springs are probably cooler, or
more temporary, than those in the Southern Trough;
an extensive search with the same Deep Tow system
that first discovered and sampled hydrothermal
plumes (in 1976 at the Galapagos Rift) failed to
locate any at this spreading center.
The two technically similar spreading centers
in the Guaymas Basin may differ in intensity of
venting because they are at different stages in the life
of a hydrothermal field. The huge heat loss of
multiple 300-degrees-Celsius springs in the Southern
Trough cannot be supported permanently; it is
probably at the peak stage of extracting heat from a
freezing magma chamber. Most of the time there is a
shallower, cooler circulation as in the present
Northern Trough.
Another type of plume rises from both the
Northern Trough and the cooler parts of the
Figure 2. A 314C black smoker with a 25-centimeter-long
chimney on the side of a sulfide deposit in the Southern
Trough of Cuaymas Basin. (Photo taken with Alvin external
camera.)
Figure 3. The seafloor at
a Cuaymas Basin
spreading center,
showing faulted igneous
sills within the sediment
and hydrothermal
deposits built up around
the vents. Among the
instruments illustrated
are the Deep Tow
vehicle, the submersible
Seacliff, a transponder-
plus-current-meter
mooring, a melting
corer, and a rock
dredge.
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Southern Trough. These plumes were sensed not by
Deep Tow's conductivity-temperature probe, but by
its sonars, especially the up-looking sonar, which
recorded columns of small sonar targets extending
up to 900 meters above the seafloor.
We have interpreted these sonar plumes,
which have not yet been seen or sampled, as rising
columns of buoyant hydrocarbon droplets that
escape from the seabed at natural seeps like those
found on some continental shelves. A line of
acoustically similar plumes also was found along the
transform fault zone at one of the basin's margins,
where the shallow sediments are rich in methane
produced by decay of organic matter in near-surface
sediments. Clusters of benthic animals photographed
in this region may be seep communities comparable
to those at shallow-water oil seeps.
Natural Laboratory
Only one of the nine or ten spreading centers within
the gulf has been adequately sampled by
submersible, and only two have been surveyed in
any detail. None of the sonar plumes or the low-
temperature hydrocarbon seeps that probably
underlie them have been examined. Much work
remains to be done, even at the basic exploratory
level.
Until both the vertical and lateral extent and
composition of the mineral deposits and
hydrothermal fields are better defined, no sensible
answer can be given as to whether they represent a
potential resource, be it of metal ores, hydrocarbons,
or geothermal energy. Their greatest value at present
is surely as a natural laboratory where ore and
petroleum-forming processes can be studied.
Perhaps, in an enlightened future, the region will
form a 2,000-meter-deep underwater park, where
/A/wn's successors will treat tourists to sights that rival
Yellowstone's.
Peter Lonsdale is an Associate Research Geologist at the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California,
San Diego.
Attention Teachers!
We offer a 40-percent discount on bulk orders
of five or more copies of each current issue -
or only $2.85 a copy. The same discount
applies to one-year subscriptions for class
adoption ($12 per subscription).
Teachers' orders should be sent to Oceanus
magazine, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, MA 02543. Please
make checks payable to W. H.O.I. Foreign
checks should be payable in dollars drawn on a
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DEAN
College of
Marine Studies
UNIVERSITY
OF DELAWARE
Applications and nominations are in-
vited for the position of Dean of the
College of Marine Studies of the Uni-
versity of Delaware. The preferred
starting date is February 1, 1985, how-
ever, this is negotiable.
The College of Marine Studies has
programs in four interdisciplinary
areas: Marine Policy, Marine Biology
and Biochemistry, Applied Ocean Sci-
ence and Oceanography. The College
offers the degrees of Master of
Science, Master of Arts, Master
of Marine Policy and Doctor of
Philosophy.
Minimum qualifications for the posi-
tion include: an earned doctorate in
any of the areas represented in the
College and broad experience in
Marine Studies; significant ad-
ministrative experience, such as, but
not limited to, department chairper-
son or dean; a record of scholarly
publications in Marine research,
teaching and public service; and
demonstration of outstanding leader-
ship capabilities with a broad vision
for the continued improvement of the
College's research, educational and
service activities.
Nominations or a letter of interest
and resume should be sent by
October 30, 1984, to: Dr. U. Carl
Toensmeyer, Chairperson, Search
Committee, Department of Agricult-
ural and Food Economics, UNIVER-
SITY OF DELAWARE, Newark, DE
19717-1303.
The University of Delaware is an
Equal Opportunity Employer which
encourages applications from quali-
fied minority groups and women.
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INSTANT DATA
RETRIEVAL
DATA DUMP AT UP TO 19,200 BAUD WITHOUT OPENING
SENSOR TO COMPUTER TO PLOT IN
MINUTES
DATA RETRIEVAL WITHOUT OPENING
CONTINUOUS VECTOR AVERAGING.
BURST OR ADAPTIVE SAMPLING
1 MEGABIT SOLID-STATE MEMORY
PROGRAMMABLE OPERATING
FORMATS
ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSOR
EXCELLENT VERTICAL COSINE
RESPONSE
0.2 CM/SEC. RESOLUTION
Polymetallic Sulfides
and Policy Spheres
by ). M. Broadus
and Robert E. Bowen
In the statement supporting his 10 March 1983
proclamation of a U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ), President Reagan asserted "this will provide
the United States jurisdiction for mineral resources
out to 200 nautical miles that are not on the
continental shelf. Recently discovered deposits there
could be an important future source of strategic
minerals." This rationale for the EEZ is an obvious
reference to such deep sea mineral occurrences as
the marine polymetallic sulfides (MRS) created by
the vents along oceanic ridges at crustal spreading
centers (although no such deposits have been found
to date within the U.S. EEZ).
The marine polymetallic sulfides deposits are
of great interest scientifically. Much remains to be
learned about their economic significance, their
implications for strategic materials supply, and their
potential effects on international legal and political
systems, but a number of issues now face
policymakers and the public in the absence of such
information.
To some extent, these issues have been
forced by the pace of scientific developments and
by the initiatives of eager governmental agencies. In
the wake of earlier scientific explorations, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) initiated its own program of MRS research
cruises in 1980. In 1981, NOAA scientists working on
the Galapagos Rift discovered the largest known
MRS deposit. Press notices proclaimed: "Rich ore
load found off coast of Ecuador" and "Deposits of
polymetallic sulfides valued at $2 billion for the
copper alone have been discovered . . ." Interest in
MRS deposits as a source of strategic metals was
aroused in Congress, and a series of Congressional
briefings and NOAA-sponsored national workshops
ensued. NOAA initiatives and proposed research
programs led to anxiety among some academic
scientists that NOAA would usurp national MRS
research efforts.
Also, in 1981, another government agency,
the Interior Department's U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), announced discovery of MRS deposits on
the Juan de Fuca Ridge off the west coast of Canada
(Figure 1). A few months later, the Interior
Department claimed jurisdiction over such minerals,
and the Minerals Management Service (MMS)
commenced the process leading to a lease sale of
MRS deposits presumed to exist on the neighboring
Gorda Ridge, within the EEZ off California and
Oregon. This proposed offering has elicited little
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Figure 1. Marine polymetallic sulfide deposits found on the
/uan de Fuca Ridge are presumed to exist on the Gorda Ridge
within the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone. Considerable
uncertainty remains regarding marine jurisdictions in this
area. The short dashes indicate the approximate boundary of
the U.S. and Canadian EEZs, the long dashes show the
tentative boundary between U.S. and Canadian jurisdiction,
and the solid black line is the firmly established U.S.
Canadian border.
interest among metal producers, but it has triggered
substantial public debate in Oregon and California
and strong opposition from environmental groups.
Marine Polymetallic Sulfides
In 1977, at the Galapagos Rift, scientists aboard the
Deep Submergence Research Vehicle Alvin had
made the first direct observation of hydrothermal
activity at a submarine spreading ridge (see page 7).
They found mounds of sediment composed
primarily of iron and manganese oxides surrounding
the hydrothermal vents a discovery of scientific
importance, but of no economic interest. Interest in
the resource potential of hydrothermal deposits
increased rather dramatically the following year with
the discovery, at 21 degrees North on the East
Pacific Rise (EPR), of hot vents (350 degrees Celsius)
spewing forth hydrothermal fluid containing metal-
rich sulfide minerals. These minerals precipitate into
mounds of sulfide debris and build spire-like
chimneys ranging between 1 and 5 meters in height.
Since 1978, similar deposits have been found at 13
degrees North on the EPR, at 86 degrees West on
the Galapagos Rift, in the Guaymas Basin, near the
southern boundary of the Juan de Fuca Ridge, and at
20 degrees South on the EPR. Samples from these
areas are extremely limited and differ in metal
concentrations, but some have intriguingly high
amounts of zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), and silver (Ag)
(Table 1 ).
Economic Potential and Public Investment
Perhaps the most basic public policy question before
us is how large an investment of public resources is
justified by the economic promise of MPS deposits.
Although the MPS deposits are composed largely of
useful substances iron, sulfur, copper, zinc, lead,
silver, and cadmium their value as a resource is not
established. Despite the fact that some metals do
appear to occur in concentrations greater than in the
ores of many producing mines, the metals in the
sulfides will remain unexploited as long as demand
can be satisfied more economically from other
sources. For example, because of the overwhelming
abundance of known cheap sources, neither iron nor
sulfur is ever seriously proposed as a commercial
product from MPS mining. Economic attention has
centered on the deposits' zinc, copper, silver, lead,
and cadmium content.
Supply and Demand
Economic simulation models that project the
consumption of these commodities often predict the
absolute exhaustion of existing, known resources
under the pressure of anticipated population and
economic growth. Such predictions of increasing
scarcity have led to much of the interest in the
economic potential of MPS. Often overlooked,
however, is the fact that during the last quarter
century new reserves of copper, zinc, and lead have
been discovered on land at a rate equal to or greater
than increases in consumption. As metals do
become increasingly scarce, their prices will rise:
provoking exploration, creating reserves, and
increasing substitution, recycling, innovation, and
conservation.
Great reductions in copper consumption
could be achieved readily by substituting aluminum
or non-metallic conductors, called synmetals, in
electrical uses. Long-run demand reductions are
forecast for current uses of lead and zinc. Because of
its financial role, silver is a peculiar commodity; its
market value can fluctuate independently of demand
for its productive uses. Increased silver value could
conceivably tip the balance for MPS exploitation,
offsetting erosion in the markets for other metals.
Cadmium, another metal found in MPS deposits,
faces severe environmental restrictions, as does lead.
Techniques for recycling all these metals are in
place, and recycling outputs could be increased
readily.
Mining Technology and Cost
Mining sulfide deposits would be prohibitively
expensive in the short run and would require the
development of an entirely new technology. A U.S.
Interior Department panel on marine hard minerals
engineering technology assessment concluded:
"Little or no technology exists for mining mineral
deposits in waters of 100 to 10,000 feet, . . . and
adaptability of existing systems, or parts thereof . . .
is essentially unknown." Commerical exploitation
would require new methods to assess the grade and
tonnage of prospective deposits, new systems to
recover solid material from on and beneath the
seabed, and modification of metallurgical processes
to extract the metals from the ores.
If the commercial promise of MPS resources
were very large, one would expect substantial
private industrial interest. Instead, a relatively
pessimistic appraisal was made by the American
Mining Congress in a letter to the NOAA:
Many of the metals found thus far in the sulphide
deposits are widely distributed on land
geographically and geologically and are
abundant, with many identified deposits awaiting
favorable economic stimulus and market
conditions for development. . . . We think there is
insufficient economic incentive at this time for
U.S. private industry to undertake the exploration,
evaluation, and process research necessary to
discover and develop these deposits. . . .
It is important, however, to distinguish
between the resource value of the deposits and the
Table 1. Several valuable metals, including zinc, copper, and silver are present in marine-polymetallic sulfides.
Concentrations of Selected Elements from Marine Polymetallic Sulfide Sites
Area
value of knowledge about them. Though the former
may be negligible, knowledge about MRS has
substantial value. Information on the genesis of
mineral deposits and their geologic settings can be
critical to the success of exploration for these
deposits on land. Close study of MRS mineralizations
also may increase understanding of such basic
mysteries as geotectonic processes and the planet's
thermal and geochemical dynamics. Furthermore,
development of technologies to aid these scientific
inquiries will generally advance human capability to
function in a hostile environment.
Research Strategies
The scientific opportunities and unanswered
questions surrounding the hydrothermal vents leave
little doubt that more research is called for, but,
because of the presumed economic value of the
sulfide deposits, the design of an appropriate
research strategy focusing on the mix of basic
science and economic research and development
(R&D) has itself become an issue of public policy.
Though obvious oversimplifications, the distinctions
between science and R&D (as characterized in
Figure 2) are not merely semantic. Different activities
will be pursued and different results obtained
depending on the goals and motivation of the
research program. For instance, a commercial R&D
program must address technological, marketing, and
legal questions of little scientific interest. On the
other hand, basic scientific information about the
nature of the magma chamber or the role of the
mineralization process in the planet's overall
chemical balance would only incidentally move
MRS closer to commercial exploitation. Basic
research is directed toward generalization about
basic physical processes, while R&D, in this instance,
is aimed at identifying particular mineral deposits
that are big, rich, and accessible.
It also is useful to consider MRS research
strategy from the points of view of degree of
geographic concentration, concentration of effort in
time, extent to which the research is centrally
designed and directed, and scope of participation in
execution of the research.
Plans by the Interior Department to focus
MRS research on the Gorda and Juan de Fuca Ridges
illustrate a program with limited geographic focus.
One factor driving MRS work on the Gorda Ridge is
that it is within U.S. jurisdiction, but it is unclear
whether a program that is so narrowly focused
geographically will generate sufficient information to
SCIENCE R&D
BASIC SCIENCE
Magma chamber features
Dynamics of the chamber in
time and space
Role in the Earth's chemical
dynamics
Role in Earth's thermal
dynamics
Implications for plate tectonic
theory
SCIENTIFIC R&D
Geographic and size distribution
Relation of spreading rate to
physical properties of deposits
Characterization of
"typical" MRS
deposit
Erosion and weathering processes
Preservational factors
Deposit depth and nature of
stockworks
Duration of active venting
Unique magnetic properties
Plume chemistry and behavior
Natural history of deposits
Similarities and potential analogues
to undiscovered onshore
deposits
COMMERCIAL R&D
Grade of the "ore"
Physical characteristics of the
"ore"
compressive strength
density
grain size
Close-space drilling of
commercial prospects
Exploration techniques
Development of recovery
technology
Market forecasts
Legal and regulatory factors
Figure 2. The substance of marine polymetallic sulfide research can be categorized (somewhat artificially) by purpose or
objective, into science and research and development. The questions addressed will differ, as shown here, depending on
whether the research is scientifically or commercially motivated. Some scientific inquiries, however, here called "Scientific R&D,
could also provide results useful for commercial development efforts.
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permit generalizations about the MRS phenomenon.
The relatively unconfined research sponsored by the
National Science Foundation accommodates a
broader geographic approach.
Agency Assignments and Commercial Development
One of the most actively, if quietly, contested public
policy issues has been the assignment of
responsibility for MRS research and development
among government agencies. There is some
ambiguity about the respective roles of the
Department of Interior (USGS and MMS) and the
Department of Commerce (NOAA), complicated by
the fact that each contains agencies with relevant
scientific skills and missions as well as commercial
and regulatory functions.
For example, NOAA played a leading role in
development of MRS science and possesses
substantial marine scientific skills and experience. As
part of the Department of Commerce, however,
NOAA's activities must be justified largely by their
applicability to the support of commerce. As NOAA
Administrator John Byrne stated in 1983, in
discussing MRS research at NOAA, "We have special
responsibilities, which we take quite seriously, to
support the economic well-being of American
industry, help facilitate the development of new
industries, and ensure the availability of strategic
materials."
Under the Deep Seabed Hard Minerals
Resources Act of 1980 (DSHMRA), NOAA is
authorized to license or permit private firms to
explore or exploit areas seaward of the continental
shelf on an interim basis, pending entry into force of
a Law of the Sea Treaty or alternative reciprocating
states arrangement. Although NOAA's authority is
limited to "nodules" seaward of the continental shelf,
the exact extent of the U.S. continental shelf has not
been officially determined nor has its relationship to
the new EEZ.
For some time in 1983 there was discussion
within NOAA about a legislative broadening of the
agency's licensing responsibilities beyond "nodules"
to include MRS. Nothing has happened along those
lines, however, and more recently NOAA's attention
seems to have been reoriented toward more basic
studies of the vent systems and associated oceanic
and environmental processes.
Within the Interior Department, the
traditional mission of USGS is largely scientific, and
the marine geology branch of USGS makes major
contributions to the scientific understanding of
marine mineral deposits. Of course, the Interior
Department also plays the leading role in
management and regulation of the nation's offshore
mineral resources. Under the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA), the Secretary of Interior is
authorized to lease lands of the outer continental
shelf for hard mineral exploration and development.
The OCSLA specifies that these leases are to be
awarded through the bonus-bid leasing system, well-
known through its use to award offshore oil and gas
leases. Under this system, prospective lessees
compete by bidding in an auction to see which will
pay the largest "front-end" bonus to the government
to receive the lease.
Decisions about the commercial development of deep-sea
sulfide deposits will be dictated by the present value of the
potential resource as affected by trade on the world's metals
markets, such as the London Metal Exchange, shown here.
Recently, such markets have been depressed.
The proposed Minerals Management Service
lease sale of presumed deposits off the West Coast
apparently was initiated in part to stimulate private
involvement in exploration efforts. Some have
questioned, however, whether the bonus-bid leasing
system is an appropriate vehicle for industrial access
to MRS deposits since there is great uncertainty
about their commercial potential and since the
metals industry, unlike the petroleum industry, is not
rich in cash reserves with which to make bonus
payments. For example, at a 1983 workshop, Robert
McManus, a NOAA attorney, questioned ". . .
whether or not the bonus-bid system, which is
generally applicable under the OCSLA, makes
economic sense, as it applies to the exploration and
exploitation of the resources we are talking about
today." Within the scientific community, concern
has been expressed about the possibly restrictive
effects of commercial leasing on the free flow of data
and scientific information.
Legislation introduced by Representatives
Douglas Bosco (D-Calif.) and Norman D'Amours (D-
N.H.) would impose a moratorium on the MRS lease
sale "until more definitive scientific information is
gathered and analyzed on both the mining potential
of the site and on the environmental effects of such
mining." Thus the bill would prohibit a lease sale
until late 1988 or the completion of a "feasibility
report," whichever comes first.
In the face of such opposition, limited
industrial interest, and questionable economic
rationale, William Clark, the Secretary of Interior, has
already suspended the MRS lease sale for at least a
year, stating that there is still "no commitment" to
any "future leasing" on the Gorda Ridge. A special
federal-state working group has been formed to
review the leasing procedure and greatly reduce the
size of the offered tract. Hence, even within the
Department of Interior, the most appropriate access
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provisions for private MPS exploration and
development are still under active review.
No matter how the potential resource is
eventually managed, it seems likely that agency roles
and responsibilities will continue to overlap
substantially in the area of scientific research. Such
overlap is spelled out explicitly in a 1983 letter of
understanding between the Administrator of NOAA
and the Director of the USCS. It states:
NOAA has primary responsibility for the water
column; the USCS has primary responsibility for
sediment and rock investigations beneath the
ocean floor. Both agencies have responsibilities
for processes operating on the ocean floor. We
recognize that each agency may carry out
research in the areas of the other's primary
responsibility, in addition to conducting research
and other activities for which each agency has
primary responsibility.
Because of the relatively primitive state of
knowledge about MPS minerals and the speculative
stage of their development as economic resources, a
major share of government activity in the near-term
will necessarily involve such programs of scientific
research. Continuing governmental support for
academic research, based on peer review of diverse
research proposals (as administered, for example, by
the National Science Foundation), seems to afford a
major buffer against possible adverse impacts from
overlapping agency responsibilities, interagency
rivalry, and lack of coordination. At the same time, it
appears that appreciable progress is being made
informally within the government to improve
understanding and coordination between NOAA
and the Department of Interior.
International Jurisdiction
A substantial amount of international cooperation
has been built into MPS research efforts in order to
draw from a broader pool of available talent,
research funds, and equipment. However, most of
the known deposits of MPS are arguably within the
national jurisdiction of at least one, and in some
cases two, coastal states. If the MPS deposits
continue to be viewed as important economic
resources, the result is likely to be limitations on
scientific explorations in these areas.
According to the recently negotiated Law of
the Sea Treaty (which the United States has refused
to sign), if deposits lie outside national jurisdictions
they are subject to regulation by the International
Seabed Authority. The deposit at 20 degrees South
on the East Pacific Rise may be the only MPS deposit
discovered thus far that is outside of national
jurisdiction. Those deposits within 200 miles of the
territorial sea baseline would fall within the EEZ
jurisdiction of the claiming coastal state. The
deposits at 21 degrees North on the EPR and in the
Guaymas Basin fall within the Mexican EEZ, while
those along the northern Juan de Fuca Ridge are
within the Canadian EEZ. The remaining deposits
can arguably be claimed to be within various coastal
nations' jurisdictions by way of the existing
definitions of the outer extent of the continental
shelf.
At least two separate sources provide legal
definition for the extent of continental shelf
jurisdiction. According to the international legal
instrument currently in force, the 1958 Convention
on the Continental Shelf, the shelf is defined as the
200-meter isobath or the point to which adjacent
areas are exploitable. One difficulty with the
convention has been in determining precisely the
limits of exploitability. This language was recently
used by the Department of Interior in an attempt to
establish regulatory rights over the MPS deposits of
the Juan de Fuca Ridge. However, on receiving a
letter of protest from the Canadian government, the
claim was withdrawn.
A second definition is offered by Article 76 of
the Law of the Sea Treaty. The treaty language is
extremely ambiguous and open to broad
interpretation. According to the treaty, the shelf
comprises the area throughout the natural
prolongation of the land territory of the coastal state
to the edge of the continental margin. In areas where
the shelf is farther than 200 miles from the territorial
sea baselines, the outer shelf is fixed at a distance of
350 nautical miles or to 100 nautical miles seaward
of the 2,500-meter isobath. However, the most
intriguing provision of Article 76 is that defining a
"submarine ridge" (Article 76:6). In such areas, the
coastal state is granted jurisdiction to a distance of
350 nautical miles. The difficulty lies in the fact that
the term is not defined anywhere in the treaty and
thus is open to interpretation by individual coastal
states. The ambiguity inherent in both the 1958
Convention on the Continental Shelf and in Article
76 of the Law of the Sea Treaty suggests that a
substantial proportion of MPS deposits will be
claimed by coastal states by means of continental
shelf jurisdiction.
These jurisdictional issues have several
implications for international law and politics. Of the
most immediate importance are those relating to the
regulation of marine scientific research. If, as has
been suggested, most known MPS deposits are
within national jurisdiction, research relating to them
will fall under the marine science consent regime
established by the Law of the Sea Treaty. This must
be a concern to American scientists, given the
inflated economic claims that have been associated
with the deposits.
Environmental Concerns
One of the most fascinating aspects of the
hydrothermal vent discoveries is the unique habitat
surrounding the vents. While very little work has
been done to date the time that biologists have
spent at the vents can be measured in days some
general statements can be made. Frederick Grassle, a
biologist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, has suggested that although the vent
community is not particularly diverse, "species
unique to the vent ecosystem include at least a
dozen new subfamilies and many more new genera"
(see page 67). Further, while little is known about the
global distribution of species, some of the creatures
may be geographically limited. Hydrothermal vents
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are now recognized to produce environmental
conditions that may be similar to those that first
produced life on earth. The biology of areas of active
hydrothermal venting is, therefore, of intense
scientific interest and value.
An environmental impact study of MRS
exploration and exploitation on the Gorda Ridge
concluded that substantial scientific research must
be carried out before impacts on the environment
can be determined precisely. The report does
suggest that the proximity of activities to vent
communities, "coupled with the small size of the
assemblages and the abundence of new life forms,
greatly increases the potential for the extinction of
scientifically valuable species."
The major work thus far on the biological
impacts of marine mining was that done as part of
the Deep Ocean Mining Environmental Study
(DOMES). Designed to examine the likely
environmental impacts of deep-sea mining of
manganese nodules, the study concluded that such
impacts would be minimal. However, differences
between the study area of the DOMES report and
the Gorda Ridge make application of the DOMES
results to the vent areas difficult. For example, the
DOMES report stated that, "NOAA is not aware of
any benthic endangered species in the area that may
be affected. . . ." As has already been noted this may
not be the case with MRS.
Another important difference is the
proportion of area affected by exploration and
exploitation activities. Nodule mining is carried out
over broad areas of the abyssal plain, where the
benthic ecology is largely uniform. MRS activity
would be more concentrated geographically. Most
hydrothermal activity found to date is along the axes
of submarine spreading ridges in the eastern Pacific.
Impacts on the highly localized vent communities
could be much more severe than on characteristic
benthic communities of the abyssal plains. Other
differences between the two habitats include
colonization and recolonization rates in the two
areas, the potential impact on the water column of
oxide (from manganese nodule mining) and sulfide
plumes, and the proximity of activities to the coast.
As an economic resource, MRS is still at an
early and extremely speculative stage. Physical
environmental impacts from commercial
development of MRS are not likely to occur for many
years. But one impact being felt immediately is the
diversion of limited resources and human energies to
address environmental issues. Although we have
seen no exact accounting of the expected cost of
staging the MRS lease sale, one knowledgeable MMS
official has estimated privately that the entire
procedure will cost the government several million
dollars. This does not include the costs of review,
comment, opposition, or possible litigation and
environmental conflict management that are borne
outside the government.
If MRS proves to be an economic "non-
starter," then most of this expenditure of energies
and resources will have been wasted. It may be, in
short, that the most pressing environmental issue
posed by the marine polymetallic sulfide
phenomenon is when to begin addressing questions
about the environmental impact of a commercial
development that may very well never take place.
The MRS deposits almost certainly will not be
exploited for a very long time, if at all. Meanwhile, if
too much emphasis is placed on their resource
potential, time, money, and effort may be wasted in
planning for their development. The unique and
scientifically valuable geology and biology of these
areas, however, makes continued basic research of
critical importance.
]. M. Broadus, an economist, is Social Scientist at the Marine
Policy and Ocean Management Center of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution. Robert f. Bowen, a political
scientist, is a Visiting Investigator at the same Center.
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The Seeps Find at the
Figure /. The density of organisms near hypersaline seeps at the base of the Florida Escarpment. In the foreground,
partly buried rock talus is covered with numerous mussel shells and several live galatheid crabs. In the background,
the seafloor is blanketed with living mussels. Each mussel is covered with gastropods, which appear as white dots.
In the upper right is a small patch of encrusted tube worms. (Alvin bow camera photograph)
by Florida Escarpment Cruise Participants*
Lxotic communities with abundant organisms were
discovered at 3,266 meters depth in the abyssal Gulf
of Mexico in March of 1 984. The communities were
found serendipitously at 26 degrees, 2 minutes
North, 84 degrees, 55 minutes West, during a diving
expedition with the submersible Alvin. The
expedition's purpose was to examine the processes
of formation and subsequent erosion of the passive
continental margin off the west coast of Florida.
The Atlantic gulf community contains the
same types of organisms that characterize the Pacific
vent communities white bacterial mats; large,
dense beds of mussels; numerous small gastropods;
*
Florida Escarpment Cruise Participants: Charles K. Paull,
Chief Scientist, Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO);
Barbara Hecker, Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory;
A. Conrad Neumann, University of North Carolina (UNC);
Elisabeth L. Sikes, UNC; lames Hook, Boston University
(BU); William Corso, University of Texas, Austin; Raymond
Freeman-Lynde, NORDA; Robert Commeau, U.S.
Geological Survey; Stjepko Golubic, BU; and loseph
Curray, SIO.
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(he she//s of live mussels; thick patches of 1 -meter-
long tube worms; red-fleshed vesicomyid clams;
galatheid crabs; and eel-like zoarcid fish (Figure 1).
The Pacific vent communities are found
immediately adjacent to hydrothermal vents
associated with mid-ocean ridge crest magma
sources. Until the Florida discovery, these were the
only known large deep-sea biological communities
that receive their primary energy from chemical
sources rather than from the sun through
photosynthesis. The chemical energy is released by
bacterially mediated oxidation of reduced inorganic
compounds, such as hydrogen sulfide, coming from
the hot vents (see page 73).
The deep-sea communities in the Gulf of
Mexico exist on a passive continental margin at
ambient temperature. The geological setting is
entirely different than that inhabited by the Pacific
vent communities. The deep-sea Gulf communities
are found at the base of the Florida Escarpment, a
gigantic limestone cliff that rises some 2,000 meters
above the 3,280-meter-deep floor of the Gulf. The
escarpment is composed of outcropping limestones
Florida Escarpment
Figure 2. The limestone wall of the escarpment (upper left) and the cemented sediment that drapes portions of the
lower escarpment. The white patches appear to be bacterial mats. The geometry of each mat indicates an area of
seepage. Dense hypersaline fluids seep out onto the seafloor (upper left), then flow downslope fanning out to the
lower right. (Alvin bow camera photograph)
deposited in shallow water 100 million years ago
that have since subsided to their present great
depths.
The abyssal sediments of the Gulf of Mexico
are slowly burying the lower Florida Escarpment. The
community of organisms occurs directly at the
contact between the abyssal sediments and the
limestone wall, where hypersaline waters are
seeping out onto the seafloor (Figure 2).
The escarpment is not associated with hot
water or magmatic sources. However, the Gulf of
Mexico seep communities appear to thrive on the
same kind of energy generation and have similar
food chains as do the Pacific communities. Biological
production presumably starts with bacterial
oxidation of reduced compounds carried in fluids
that seep out of the adjacent Florida platform.
The sediments associated with the seeps,
which appear as black patches, contain anomalous
amounts of authigenic* sulfide minerals, particularly
pyrite. Although these sediments do not contain
* The term authigenic describes minerals that were formed
in their current location, rather than having been
transported to their current location at some time after their
formation.
concentrations of economically important metals,
they are an example of active sulfide deposition. The
deposition of sulfides is associated with the
production of acid, the effects of which are seen in
the corrosion of the nearby carbonates, including
the limestones of the basal escarpment. If similar
seep sites are common along the escarpment, then
the associated corrosion may be affecting the
morphology of the escarpment itself.
This discovery extends the known range of
chemosynthetically supported deep-sea
communities into the Atlantic, and demonstrates
that these communities occur 1) in geologic settings
other than mid-ocean ridge crests, and 2) without a
heat dependence. This suggests that the most
important component necessary to sustain these
deep-sea communities is a source of reduced
inorganic compounds. The occurrence of such a
community on a passive margin suggests hitherto
unrealized implications for the origin and
maintenance of deep-sea chemosynthetically
supported communities.
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A Cruise Report
Odyssey to 1 1 North
by Paul R. Ryan
8 May 1984
Captain Reuben R. Baker, ]r.
Research Vessel Atlantis II
Acapulco, Mexico
Dear Captain Baker:
On or about 17 May 1984, your vessel being ready for
sea and weather permitting, you will depart Acapulco,
Mexico, on Leg VII of Voyage 1 12. This leg, which will
carry the vessel to Manzanillo, Mexico, will be for the
Geology and Geophysics Department.
Alvin begins a dive. (Photo by Rod Catanach, WHOI)
The purpose of this leg is to continue the
studies of hydrothermal vents on the East Pacific Rise.
Six dives by DSRV Alvin will be made within a 20
nautical mile radius of 10 57' N, 103 41' W to map
the temperature, the composition, and the particle
density of plumes to determine the chemical and
physical processes within plumes and to determine
the total heat loss from a vent field. Biological studies
of bacterial populations will also be made. In addition
to sampling from the submarine, there will be Niskin
bottle casts, temperature profiling, and plankton tows
from the hydrographic winch.
Please advise the Port Office of all personnel
changes prior to departure and maintain twice-daily
schedules (via radio or satellite) on assigned
frequencies, and submit to the Port Office at radio
contact on Mondays and Thursdays a situation report
from Master and Chief Scientist.
Please advise the Controller's Office of all
significant expenses incurred, particularly the quantity,
price, and source of fuel oil. Also, at each port stop,
please advise the Controller's Office the gallons of fuel
on board, stating the date the inventory was taken.
I wish you a pleasant and successful voyage.
Yours very truly,
John H. Steele,
Director,
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
I he sailing orders above tell only part of the story.
Leg VII brought together many scientists,
technicians, and crew members* to test a new
apparatus at sea that involved hazardous maneuvers
for the always-adventurous research submersible
Alvin. It is easy when reading the often dry, routine
reports between ship and Port Office to think that
modern oceanography happens effortlessly, as if by
magic. It is easy to forget that work at sea is a team
effort marrying for a brief interval the expertise of
the seaman, the technician, and the scientist. One
cannot make a living without the other.
* Reuben R. Baker, Jr., Master; David F. Casiles, Chief Mate;
Arthur D. Colburn III, Second Mate; Courtenay Barber III,
Third Mate; Leon J. Fitzgerald, Radio Operator; Harry H.
Stanton, Medical Technician; Kenneth E. Bazner, Bosun;
Craig D. Dickson, Deck Maintenance; Wayne A. Bailey,
Able Bodied Seaman; Edward R. Brodrick, A.B.; Joseph A.
Guzaj, A.B.; Linda G. Wilson, Ordinary Seaman; Robert J.
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Alvin recovery in progress. Inset, Richard von Herzen, Senior
Scientist and Chairman of the Geology and Geophysics
Department at WHOI, enters the sub in his capacity as co-
chief scientist of the cruise to 11 North. Right, the
submersible is lifted smoothly aboard. (Photos by Jerome
Dean and author)
Leg VII also demonstrated that Murphy's Law
prevails on the high seas as well as land "things
never go right the first time," as one old salt put it.
Corey, O.S.; Douglas L. Shores, O.S.; Walter G. Huckabee,
Chief Engineer; Robert W. Baker, 1st Asst. Engr.; Stephen
M. Bean, 2nd Asst. Engr.; Richard F. Morris, 3rd Asst. Engr.;
Albert C. Jefferson, Deck Engr.; Gunter H. Bauerlein,
Electrician; Michael P. Nolin, Oiler; Todd Hibbert, Oiler;
Lawrence J. Goonan, Oiler; Martin H. Morse, Wiper; John
T. Lobo, Chief Steward; Hugh B. Dakers, Cook; Mitchell G.
Barros, Mess Attendant; Sallye A. Davis, Mess Attend.;
Michael ]. Mottl, Co-Chief Scientist; Richard P. von Herzen,
Co-Chief Scientist; Jerome P. Dean, Technician; George L.
Pelletier, Tech.; Holger W. Jannasch, Scientist; Carl O.
Wirsen, Jr., Research Specialist; Stephen J. Molyneaux,
Research Asst.; Sarah A. Little, Scientist; Paul R. Ryan,
Editor, Oceanus; Timothy F. McConachy, Scientist,
University of Toronto; Keith D. Stolzenbach, Scientist, MIT;
David M. Karl, Scientist, University of Hawaii; Carl N.
Beverly, Engineer, University of New Hampshire; Shinshon
Belkin, Scientist, Hebrew University, Israel; Ralph M. Hollis,
Expedition Leader, Chief Alvin Pilot; Dudley B. Foster,
Senior Alvin Pilot; Don Carlos Collasius, Alvin Team; Denzel
E. Gleason, Alvin Team; James F. Aguiar, Jr., Alvin Team;
David M. Sanders, Alvin learn; Parakeet "Harris," Scientist
(kept in cage). All personnel WHOI unless otherwise
indicated.
"
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The scientist, ever the optimist, hopes in his heart of
hearts to accomplish at least half of what he has set
out to do. For him, the accumulation of data is the
most important thing it is upon these numbers that
his conclusions rest, that his findings hinge, that his
career may turn. The technician, ever the pessimist,
is constantly tested at sea to solve difficult problems
overnight with limited spare equipment. Perhaps
they are the real magicians plying their art with what
often seems like chewing gum and bailing wire.
Everywhere there is the spirit of improvisation, from
the members of the Alvin team, with their astronaut-
like attitudes and pride, to the Captain, who
ultimately is in command of the scientific enterprise.
One of the purposes of mapping the smoker
plumes and for determining the "total heat loss from
a vent field" is to define the nature of the underlying
magma chamber. What is its size and shape? Is it
permanent or intermittent? What pathways does the
magma take to the surface? What happens to it along
the way? Probably, the complete answers to these
questions will not come until we develop the
technology to drill directly into the chambers. In the
meantime, cruises like Leg VI! help us understand
how the Earth was formed, how life began. They are
proof that Oceanography is evolving new techniques
to advance the science. And it should not be
forgotten that there is a large human factor involved,
too, in the progress of this science, despite the
efforts of many of those anointed in the profession
to minimize the importance of this element.
14 May 1984
Left Woods Hole in a driving rain at 0410 in a rented
car driven by Michael Mottl, co-chief scientist on the
cruise. We stopped to pick up "Skip" Pelletier and
Jerry Dean, two electronic technicians who will be
making the Leg with us. Mottl, a friendly sort slim,
intense, with beard and glasses talks freely about
the fact that he is up for tenure soon at WHOI. It is
obviously a big concern for him. His whole career-
long years of education (at Princeton and Harvard)
and scientific direction hinges on this question,
and it may even in a subliminal way affect his actions
and decisions in the days ahead.
Mottl has made five dives before this cruise,
but the two on this Leg will be his first ones in the
Pacific. We depart Boston's Logan Airport, with a
change of planes in Dallas, for our destination,
Acapulco. My light reading on the plane is
Hydrothermal Processes at Seafloor Spreading Centers
(see book section). The clouds over Mexico at
32,000 feet look like cotton carvings of ancient Aztec
warriors. As we enter our landing pattern for
Acapulco International Airport memories flood my
mind of the days when I was a student in Mexico
City on the G.I. Bill, of the numerous weekends
spent in Acapulco, and of the birth of my first
daughter in a small clinic off the Paseo de la Reforma
25 years ago.
Mottl interrupts my reverie, confiding that he
hopes to talk to Harmon Craig, a noted Scripps
Institution of Oceanography scientist, and John
Edmond (see page 15), a professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both of
whom were on the previous Leg and made dives.
One engineer (Carl Beverly) on this Leg is from the
University of New Hampshire where they are
assessing the feasibility of developing a buoy system
called Albart that will allow Atlantis II to go off and
do research while Alvin, the Deep Submergence
Research Vehicle (DSRV) operated by WHOI for the
U.S. Navy, dives. At present, in case something
should go wrong, Atlantis II is committed to standing
by all day. Later, we learn that Alvin has had some
technical problems: one engine is not performing
properly.
15 May 1984
Free day in Acapulco. Scuttlebutt: Atlantis II nudged
Alvin last time out and there was a near miss with the
Melville, a Scripps Institution of Oceanography ship.
Dinner the night before at El Mirador, where we
witnessed 3 death-defying 125-foot dives from the
cliffs above the sea; a spectacular scene lit by full
moon and a fire at the base of the cliffs. Buy two
colorful ceramic masks after dinner of cerviche and
red snapper. Morning walk to corner, buy bathing
suit and tooth brush. My Spanish is not as rusty as
feared. Go to government-sanctioned flea market in
afternoon to buy presents, then back to hotel for a
swim and pina coladas. Dinner (eight of us) at
Dino's for me, shrimp in garlic and orange sauce
washed down by sangrias. After dinner, we go to the
ship to give passports to Captain Baker, satisfying
departure regulations; he tells us everything is ready
to go but that we are low on Alvin ballast fluid-
manufactured by Brayco specially for WHOI and
Alvin. Some is expected tomorrow. Also, must take
on fuel tomorrow and ready instruments for trip.
Scientists scheduled to dive must check out in Alvin.
Note that Captain builds miniature trains and has
them on tracks behind seats in his cabin. Mottl
explains over rum-and-coke nightcaps that one of
the chief purposes of the cruise will be to test a new
instrument designed especially to take various
measurements of the waters directly above the
smoker chimneys in the vent areas (see diagram
page 41). The cruise will mark the first time/4/v/n has
towed such an array on dives and there are
considerable operational risks involved.
16 May 1984
0700. Breakfast in coffee shop. Checkout of hotel.
Given assignment to find David Karl, a University of
Hawaii scientist missing for two days. After futile
search at Agencia Maritimas del Pacifico, the agency
that handles the ship's affairs in Mexico, locate him
coming aboard with a sheepish grin and stubble of
beard. Lunch aboard at 1 145 (cheeseburgers and
lemonade). Bunking in with the biologists (Carl
Wirsen, Shinshon Belkin, and Steve Molyneaux).
Temperature outside is 90 or more but ship is air-
conditioned. Learn that we are going farther south
than planned because several transponders were put
down on the last cruise at three or four vent sites
which should make it easier and quicker to find
them.
Sarah Little, a graduate student and the only
woman scientist on board, is planning an experiment
with hydrophones to see if vents can be
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distinguished by sound. Brayco oil arrives: two 55-
gallon drums at $40 a quart, $160 a gallon, $8,800 a
drum.
17 May 1984
Breakfast 0730: melon, oatmeal, ham omelette,
orange juice. Ship scheduled to depart at 0900, but
running a little late. Scuttlebutt: member of scientific
party robbed at knifepoint the night before in town,
lost a lot of his money; somewhat barracho. Standing
on fantail with my camera in hand, a crew member
points out an estate across the bay ("has a bowling
alley and everything") of a wealthy Italian, bought for
$1 1 million: wife died and he gets inheritance of $1
million a year. "Fellow lives next door from Iowa,"
the crew member says knowlingly, "in that modest
house" ($2 million). Seems he came down to visit the
ship on a previous port call and invited the entire
crew back to his house for cocktails and dinner.
Mottl struck by Montezuma's revenge. Most of the
scientific party ate last night in a Mexican restaurant
high on a hill overlooking the harbor. The decor
included a rifle on every pillar and an enormous
Mexican sombrero about five feet in circumference.
Talk at one point got around to the Human Element
Range Extender (HERE), a bottle that serves as the
head while on a dive in Alvin. Number 2, it seems, is
a no-no. Only one scientist has violated that rule in
all the years (20) Alvin has been diving.
1000: Run over the spring line while backing
from dock because pilot boat failed to release it
properly from mooring. Drop port anchor. Takes a
half hour to get the nearly 3-inch in circumference
line free. Finally leave, but just outside the harbor,
we have to turn around and go back for a crew
member who missed the sailing time.
1 145: We are now fully under way. It is
roughly a 36-hour trip to our station at 1057'N,
roughly 1 1 degrees North. Everybody readying and
checking their gear for dives. It is the first cruise for
several people on board. Spend an hour on the
bridge; spot two pilot whales and a number of
unidentified birds. Scuttlebutt: Ship took on 30,000
gallons of unpurified Acapulco water. If true, there
may be some sick hands.
We apparently are heading into some
weather a tropical disturbance is reported near the
dive sites. Captain is reported considering standing
to. Seas are building. Some members of scientific
party have returned to their cabins fighting sea-
sickness. Spend some time talking to Captain Baker:
"I was born in Milton, Massachusetts, and
raised in Jamaica, but used to come back in the
summer to Wellfleet. I was raised on that Caribbean
island for 15 years; went to school there. All my
family are seamen. My wife is a Wellfleet girl; we
have one boy of our own, and she has a son and a
daughter by a previous marriage. I have since
adopted the son.
"I attended a one-man private school in
Baltimore to learn the business of the sea. He was a
fellow who didn't care what your previous education
was as long as you were willing to learn. That's what
I needed at that time because my education was not
all that it could have been, having been raised on the
Michael Mottl, left, co-chief scientist on the cruise, conferring
with Timothy McConachy, a scientist from the University of
Toronto. (Photo by author)
island. He prepares people for taking merchant
marine exams and teaches you how to navigate and
things of that sort. He was able to explain some of
the things that were mysterious to me and make
them very, very plain so that you understood
everything. He was not a fellow who told you all the
answers to all the questions; he told you how it all
worked so that no matter how they twisted it
around, if you sat down and thought for a few
minutes, you could always find out where they were
and get all the pieces in their right places and just go
ahead with the problem. He was very good. I got my
first set of master's papers in 1976.
"I had been working for United Fruit
Company and the American Export Lines. When
United Fruit was sold in 1970, I went to work for
American Export. When you shift from one company
to another, you have to start at the bottom of the list
and work your way up so no matter what kind of a
license you have, you have to sail third or fourth
mate and work your way up in their rotation of
seniority; it can take a long time.
"Then a friend called and asked if I was
interested in a skipper's berth. He knew of a job
towing oil rigs in the North Sea. I thought that was
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Captain Reuben Baker on the bridge o{ the Atlantis II. (Photo
by Anne Rabushka)
interesting. So I went to work for him. He sent me to
the Netherlands where I got a Dutch license on the
strength of my American license.
"I spent the winter of 1975-76 working out of
northern Scotland. We worked north of the
Shetlands off the Norwegian coast about 40 N. You
tow these huge mammoth things that are hundreds
of feet tall from place to place in waters that are full
of ice and it can put a lot of pressure on a man
because sometimes the owners want you to do
something that you know you shouldn't, but they
want you to do it anyway. If you don't, they'll find
somebody who will.
"Anyway, I began working at Woods Hole as
a relief officer. I think I made four or five trips on
Oceanus and several on Lulu, /A/v/n's tender before
the A-ll.
"I'm interested in the science. A great many of
the crew are, too. I encourage scientists to bring
slides, video tapes, or movies. We had a fellow by
the name of Conrad Neumann who used to sail in
the old A-boat (Atlantis). He drew cartoons and
wrote a little book. I, of course, had never laid eyes
on that vessel, so it was really fascinating to see
movies of the science that was made aboard her.
"It's been a great challenge, this appointment.
I mean to get the whole thing together; to get the A-
frame working; to get the submarine working; the
side A-frame working; to get everything working
properly. We are always thinking of possible changes
or modifications. We'd like to use the A-frame to a
little better advantage, other than for just launching
the submarine. We plan to do oceanography off of
it. I've designed a bit and a block, for example, so
that we can put the A-frame out over the side, or
over the stern; hopefully, we'll fly ANGUS (a sled-
like vehicle equipped with cameras and other
equipment for surveying the bottom) from there next
trip and use it a little bit better."
18 May 1984
We are now into the tropical disturbance. Seas are a
good 6 feet or more; ship is rolling quite a bit with
wind on her tail. Dive plans have changed. Biologists
will take the first dive because new sophisticated
navigation equipment aboard Alvin is not working;
also the heavy seas might add to the risks in
launching the new plume instrument. And, the
digital data recorder in the submarine is not
operating properly. Can't locate the computer
specialist from WHOI who apparently is the only
one who knows how the navigational system works.
He was on the last Leg and is now thought to be on
vacation somewhere in Mexico. The new equipment
is needed to activate transponders that have been
left on the bottom to relocate vent fields. Members
of the scientific party complain that the vents should
be better marked, but that there is no money for this
in the grants. However, there is considerable money
lost in wasted dives. Sarah Little's "piggyback sound
experiment" (done on her own initiative and at her
own expense, following similar work done by John
Orcutt at Scripps) may prove to be a method for
locating vents by the noise they give off. However,
as yet, there is no way of telling whether a vent seen
on a particular dive has been observed before by
someone else.
19 May 1984
First dive (Jannasch and Belkin) delayed an hour
because winch doesn't work properly and because
we drifted about 15 miles off station last night. Spent
most of morning in radio room listening to talk (of
which there is precious little) between ship and sub.
Had chicken for lunch but felt nauseous afterward
and retired to cabin. Missed personal tour of the ship
by the Captain, but he said we could do it later.
Went back to the radio room around 1500 and
learned that Ralph Hollis, the chief pilot and
expedition leader, and Jannasch had found both
black and white smokers, plus collected most of the
samples they wanted. Great excitment! They put
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transponders down at smoker sites, which means
that Mottl won't have to waste time looking for
them. The navigational equipment is still out as well
as the crucial data logger. There is a backup data
tape system aboard Alvin, which may have to be
used as emergency equipment. Sub popped to
surface right on schedule at 1700. Everybody says
Atlantis ll's new launching system for Alvin is much
better than that formerly used by Lulu faster in and
out of the water and can launch in heavier weather.
Scientists, especially the biologists, spent busy
evening preparing samples. Got my first first-hand
look at a tube worm.
Von Herzen/Mottl's crew spent evening
preparing to launch the new array. There will be a
little tension on deck when that goes over the side
tomorrow. Seas have eased considerably; perhaps 2
to 3 feet. Overcast, squally skies in morning gave
way to mostly sunny in the afternoon. Although it is
hot out, there is a comfortable breeze that makes life
on deck tolerable. I'm told it took sub about 2 hours
to reach the bottom; then they moved 300 meters to
the west and then 300 meters to the south before
reaching the vent area.
First film shown tonight in mess lounge
"Reds," with Warren Beatty and Diane Keaton. Von
Herzen asked me to stand navigational watch (2100-
0200) for the survey wire, or what is known as the
"Bottom Water Temperature" sampler. This requires
punching in digital display numbers to an IBM
computer and then computing wire's position in
relation to the vent field found earlier in the day.
Didn't find any temperature anomalies. Computer
went on fritz toward end of monitoring. Fun to be
useful!
20 May 1984
Time to test array with Alvin. Mottl and Little aboard
the sub with a relatively young pilot, Don Carlos
Collasius. The crew experiences a difficult time
launching the array in conjunction with Alvin. In fact,
the array hangs up on the A-ll's rudder. Divers have
to be sent down to free it; white tip sharks plainly
visible nearby. Array finally freed and attached to
Alvin. Dive delayed about an hour. Seas moderate.
We learn by radio that most of the instruments on
array are not working because of a breakage in the
power cord. We are not sure what caused the
breakage but believe it was not caused by the
hangup on launching. Mottl reports that he spent 2!/2
hours on the bottom searching for the vents and
smokers. Both he and Little say they saw lots of life
on the bottom (approximately 2,500 meters depth).
In fact, one interesting lobster-like, white Galatheid
crab came up by accident in Alvin's basket. Mottl
pleased that he got some water samples for chemical
Sarah Little, a graduate student in the MIT/WHOI program,
entering Alvin for a dive. (Photo by author)
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David Casiles, the Chief Mate, inspecting array cable that
hung up on rudder during launch. (Photo by lerome Dean)
analysis. When array released about 1515, it popped
to the surface so close to the ship that one set of
buoys came up on the starboard side and the other
on the port.
After dinner, I joined von Herzen, Mottl,
Jannasch, and Little in the chief scientists' cabin for a
post-dive discussion. Hollis and the Captain dropped
by, too. It's decided to work on the array overnight
(the technicians will make some modifications for a
smoother launch and recovery). Hollis suggests a
backup plan whereby two thermal probes aboard
Alvin can be used to do some of the things that the
array is supposed to do, if it fails again (chiefly
measure the dimensions of the smoker plumes). It is
agreed that biologists will get the fifth dive to wind
up their program. On the fourth dive one of the
scientist's seats goes to a pilot for training purposes.
Mottl figures that if the array can be made to
work correctly in just one of his four dives, then the
effort will have been worth it. Loss of the data logger
and the navigational computer, however, were a
serious blow. General feeling is that today's dive,
even with its problems, was successful in many
ways. Plan is to test array on Alvin first thing in the
morning. If it tests out, it goes. If not, the dive will be
made without it, using Hollis' idea for an alternate
system.
Went out on deck before retiring. One of the
crew was fishing but not catching anything. White
tip sharks could be seen prowling in the waters lit
from the deck lights. Saw at least eight a couple 5
to 6 feet. One of crew commented: "Glad I'm not
one of those swimmers tomorrow." I had heard that
a French diver recently lost the better part of a swim
fin to a white tip in these waters. Turned in at 2330
with technicians still working frantically on array.
21 May 84
Bad news! It was discovered late last night that
saltwater leaked into the pressure housing guarding
the electronic equipment on the array. Dive is more
than an hour late. Technicians will work all day
cleaning electronic chips and trying to figure out
where and how water (apparently under high
pressure) got into housing. Housing will be dropped
(minus electronic gear) after supper to 2,500 meters
to test it for leaks. Alvin launch is okay after which
the Captain gives me a personal tour of the ship. He
explains the ins and outs of getting things done in
foreign ports.
The chief steward, John Lobo, has a pet
parakeet named "Harris" aboard. The first night at
sea his cage fell in the heavy weather and the poor
bird was terrified. Since then, he has refused to
come out of his cage and sit on anyone's shoulder.
The bird is carried on the official passenger list as a
"scientist."
The dive was successful. They got
temperature measurements above a smoker, a good
map of the terrain, and some water and smoker
(rock) samples. Temperatures were not too high,
Dense life on the bottom at 1 7
5to/zenbach)
North. (Photo by Keith
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leading to the conclusion that magma activity
underneath is not too vigorous. Evening spent
readying array for another try tomorrow.
22 May 1984
In my discussions with the scientists and sub pilots
who have dived on vents, one senses their awe at
having stepped into another world. Von Herzen: "It's
a very surrealistic scene." Little: "Everyting moves so
slowly. Fish do not appear to be disturbed by sub."
Pilot: "I've taken and seen film from Scripps' Deep
Tow and it just isn't the same as being there. Bob
Ballard's Argo and ]ason (see Oceanus, Vol 25, No. 7)
will never totally replace the need for man to go to
the bottom. There are observations that no camera
will get, particularly the sense of the entire vent
field."
Launching of array goes smoothly. No strain
on electrical cable. Word is out that the electronics
on the array failed. In fact, it appears that something
was wrong with system before it hit the water. Mottl,
who was one of the two scientists making the dive
today, believes it is some small "glitch," perhaps a
ground wire not connected properly, or the high
temperature on the deck from the tropical sun
before launch. Jannasch is happy. Mottl has brought
back a couple of good tube worms and a "fuzzy"
(covered with bacteria) smoker rock. The fuzz on the
rock is the bacteria Jannasch has been seeking (it
looks like a frizzled white beard clinging to the black
and brownish rock). Just two dives left: Mottl hopes
to talk Jannasch into splitting them (a biologist and a
geologist aboard both dives) so that he can have two
shots at a successful dive with the array. Many sharks
and birds around the ship.
23 May 1984
Drafted on the overnight Bottom Water
Temperature sampler shift from 0100 to 0700 as wire
navigator. Managed to hit vent target four times
during the shift, not a bad showing considering we
were aiming at a spot roughly the size of a small
house from 2,500 meters (7,500 feet) up with a fair
current running. Von Herzen is trying to see if he can
get temperature anomalies over the vents from a
distance of 10 to 15 meters off the bottom with what
he calls the "fish." We get a couple of small
anomalies, but conclusion from this nightly exercise
is that warm water from vents dissipates quickly.
Alvin launch goes smoothly, including array.
First report from the sub indicates that crucial parts
of the array are still not working. Mottl is
discouraged. He sees a difficult time ahead
convincing the National Science Foundation (NSF) to
put up the balance ($100,000 or so) of funding
needed to complete the project properly; he and
von Herzen received $100,000 from NSF for what
was considered a
"high-risk" project. The amount
covered building the array and conducting the first
field tests of the system.
In late afternoon, I got a ride with "the Avon
lady," the woman who "manned" the rubber/plastic
runabout that bears the name of the cosmetic
company, to pick up the array. I manage to aquit
myself well, getting up and down the rope ladder on
tethr
point*
Oft. chain
50 ft.yn. line
K) ft. yn. I in*
or-4 Ball Float
8ft. syn. IH
-Watar Sampler
Transmisk>nmtr~[ ] lOft. 3/M cabla
clampad on
-Currant Matar
Early array instrument design for mapping the temperature,
composition, and particle density of plumes from hot springs.
An early plan for launching the array. (Courtesy of lerome
Dean)
the side of the ship without falling in among the
numerous white tips clearly visible in the water
below. Even managed to hookup the winch cable
from the ship to the array in fairly seaman-like
fashion.
The time has certainly gone quickly at sea. I
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The rosette water sampler section of the array being
launched from the A-ll. (Photo by Sarah Little)
often catch myself guessing whether it is Monday or
Sunday or Tuesday. My Timex (good to 50 meters)
has taken a licking on this trip (from the humidity)
and today failed to keep on ticking. Should have
given it to an El Mirador diver in Acapulco while I
had the chance. Tomorrow I will have to investigate
the complexities of the washer and dryer on board.
Water was almost like glass today. Plan tonight is to
switch the instrumentation from Bottom Water
Temperature surveying wire to the array system,
thereby bypassing A/v/n's electronic system and
giving the array the capability of transmitting thermal
data directly to the ship. Great idea! Hope it works.
24 May 1984
The launch did not go smoothly. The array cable
nearly fouled with Alvin as it was going into the
water. The sub lost a hot water sampling bottle
(titanium and expensive) that is carried in the front
basket. Seas were moderate. The array now has the
Bottom Water Temperature sampler attached to it so
that data can be transmitted directly to the ship
rather than being logged within Alvin. Word finally
comes it js working! Mottl breaks into a smile for
the first time in a week at the thought of getting a full
data set. Just after noon, a tropical shower (it looked
like a storm to me!) catches up with us and
postpones for a day the chief steward's notion of
having a picnic (steaks, hamburgers, franks, and
beans) on the starboard deck. The meals have been
first class on this voyage, with the cook offering a
varied menu that included Cornish game hen and a
pumpkin pie that defies description. About 1445
someone comments that Alvin has signaled that she
has released the array. Von Herzen is slightly
annoyed at this loss of almost a half hour's worth of
valuable data (1515 was the scheduled time of
release).
The co-chief scientist had no way of knowing
that a small drama was unfolding on the ocean floor
2,500 meters below. In maneuvering the sub close to
a black smoker for plume measurements, the array
cable got snagged, and the pilot, Dudley Foster,
released the array in hopes that 'it would shoot to the
surface. When the sub released the array, it caused
an imbalance which forced the sub backwards into
deeper water where it nearly got caught under a
cliff. The pilot had to compensate by adjusting his
ballast, which took 20 minutes or more. Meanwhile,
the array was still hungup over the smoker. The
choice was between leaving the expensive piece of
equipment on the bottom or trying to do something
about it.
The pilot, after 40 minutes of vainly
attempting to free the array using the sub's
mechanical arm, decided to use Alvin's sturdy frame
"The Avon lady" and the author, securing the array after a
dive. (Photo by Jerome Dean)
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as a ram. He backed off and "gave it a full charge."
The chimney broke and the array, this time a success
at collecting data, headed for the surface driven by
its two three-ball float mechanisms. Once at the
surface, the array was difficult to spot from the Avon
in the tossing seas. An orange flag atop the array was
the only thing that appeared above the surface. But
it was spotted and the recovery, although difficult,
went smoothly.
The day's excitement, however, was not over.
When the sub popped to the surface about an hour
later, it was surrounded by several large sharks. After
much maneuvering, the bridle (used to bring the sub
into position for the aft winch) was attached by the
swimmers who hopped from the Avon onto Alvin's
small deck without going into the water. Two
transponders that Alvin had brought to the surface
were recovered by the Avon crew (normally the
responsibility of the swimmers).
One humorous moment came when the Avon
lady called the bridge and informed the Captain that
"there are a lot of sharks out here." The Captain,
with a grin, shot back on his walkie-talkie: "Don't tell
the swimmers." Watching the Avon's maneuvering
during the tricky transponder recovery period, he
more than once commented for the whole bridge to
hear, "She's a smart girl, she is."
TANGLED
ARRRY
PLUME
EXPERIMENT
An anonymous artist left this work, titled TAPE, in the A-ll
onboard photocopier.
28 May 1984
Arrived back in Woods Hole by way of Manzanillo
and Mexico City. Spent a pleasant day off yesterday
with several scientists at a resort near Las Hadas,
made famous by Bo Derek in the film "10." We
swam, had a few drinks, and exchanged sea stories
with the science party from Washington University
in St. Louis and elsewhere, who were outward
bound on leg VIM of Voyage 112.
29 August 1984
Members of the von Herzen/Mottl Leg VII team met
today at the Clark Laboratory on WHOI's Quissett
campus to discuss the cruise results. An initial work
up of the data during June, July, and August, mostly
by Sarah Little, was termed "encouraging." It is
decided to take the next step the drafting of a
proposal to the National Science Foundation for
additional funds to complete the study on the
physical nature of a vent field.
Scientists, technicians, and crew relaxing at starboard-side
picnic, while the A-ll heads (or Manzanillo, Mexico, at end of
Leg VII o( Voyage 7 7 2. (Photo by Keith Stolzenbach)
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Alvin's Memory
by George D. Stetten
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article is based on
research and development at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) of the Alvinf
Atlantis II Data System by John Akens and the
author, with technical assistance from George
Meier.
I his issue of Oceanus is devoted to the nature of
hot vents and cold seeps. There, as elsewhere, the
limits of exploration are, largely, the limits of the
tools at hand. The deep submersible Alvin allows
each scientist to glimpse the ocean floor through his
porthole, record it on film and video, and collect
samples to be brought to the surface. Meanwhile,
Alvin's electronic senses are recorded and displayed
inside by Alvin's onboard computer system.
From the beginning of science, humans have
built tools to supplement their abilities to perceive
and to remember. Long before he helped build the
submarine which bears his name, Allyn Vine,
Scientist Emeritus at WHOI, learned the following
song from his teacher, Maurice Ewing.
We sailed the ocean blue,
We searched the ocean bottom,
We learned a fact or two,
Then promptly we forgot'em.
Alvin, now 20 years old, cannot send data to
the surface. So, in addition to three human
occupants, the submersible carries six small
interconnected RCA computers to help interpret and
remember data. Computers have two great
advantages over humans: they don't experience
sensory overload, and they don't (normally) suffer
memory lapses. Though Alvin only has six computers
in its network right now, with further miniaturization
the number could be expanded.
The Serial Data Stream
Before computers were installed aboard Alvin, a
beautifully simple way of tying equipment together
with a minimum number of wires was used. It was
called the "Serial Data Stream." Basically, it consisted
of a "shift register."
A shift register is a piece of computer
hardware that works something like a row of
buckets. You can drop data in these digital buckets,
and then dump them repeatedly, each into the next.
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View of the internal
instrumentation in
Alvin, port side.
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upper left. Keyboard is
in upper right above
pilot's seat, and front
porthole is in lower
right. (Photo by Rodney
Catanach, WHO/)
system is running). Certain power-up command
sequences are stored in the nodes.
Nodes also keep an eye on the computers
beneath them in the tree. Listeners and Collectors
normally operate without any instruction, "blabbing"
their status to the node above them. Nodes serve to
keep the system running, switching from channel to
channel, diagnosing the general health of the system,
and resetting any faulty computer.
Sensing Capabilities
Every second, Alvin has the capability to sense the
outside magnetic field in three dimensions, an array
of temperatures outside its hull, the pressure
(corresponding to its depth), a gyroscopic bearing in
the horizontal plane, the altitude off the bottom, the
propeller speed, the rudder position, transmissivity
of light through the water, the speed of a free-
spinning propellor (to measure water speed), the
oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations inside,
the voltage and current of its power supplies, the
temperature and pressure of its ballast system, the
pressure of its compressed air and hydraulic system,
and anything else the next scientist might want to
record.
All of Alvin's sensors are not always hooked
up. The number of instruments it can bear at once is
limited by their bulky and heavy pressure housings.
From the computer system's point of view, however,
adding one more piece of data is very simple,
requiring no change other than plugging it in at the
upstream end.
Alvin's sense of position is now evolving.
Simultaneous navigation data increases the
usefulness of other data, and allows for map making.
Besides altitude (off the bottom) and depth (from the
surface), the sub can measure the time it takes sound
to get to a "transponder" and back, and so
determine the distance to the transponder. A
transponder is a piece of equipment that listens for a
beep on one frequency, and then responds on
another, identifiable, frequency.
Before Alvin is launched, a net of
transponders can be deployed on the ocean bottom.
If Alvin knows where the transponders are, it can
calculate its own location. (The Atlantis II also has a
computer that can calculate Alvin's location from the
same transponders.)
These transponders are expensive, and their
deployment time-consuming. Alvin may soon carry a
multi-element transducer to determine the bearing
on a single transponder, thus reducing the number
of transponders needed.
A new kind of marker, recognizable by its
passive acoustic characteristics, may eventually be
developed to replace the transponder. Such markers
would be cheap and need no power, thus allowing
permanent deployment, but Alvin's sonar capabilities
would have to be enhanced to recognize these
markers.
Alvin's power source is batteries, and
although much of the computer system is very
economical in its use of this energy, certain parts still
consume an appreciable amount.
Problems, mostly in the power supplies and
the interface with equipment, have sometimes
halted the data system entirely.
The computers have no vital functions on
Alvin. They do not control its limbs, ballast, or
propulsion. This is left to the human pilots with
somewhat old-fashioned, but simple and reliable,
switches. Undoubtedly, robotics is just down the
road (see page 14). However, the evolution of
underwater vehicles, both manned and unmanned,
is only a few generations past Adam and Eve.
George D. Stetten was a Research Assistant in the Ocean
Engineering Department of the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution.
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The Giant Tube Worms
by Meredith L Jones
When John Corliss and John Edmond took A/v/'n
down 2,500 meters to the Galapagos Rift in 1977,
they truly opened a can of worms for biologists. The
collections made by these and other geologists on
that particular expedition have been a source of
amazement for and conjecture by biologists for the
succeeding seven years. From my standpoint, the
most impressive and interesting of the animals
brought back are the so-called "giant tube worms."
Looking like something dreamed up for the
latest sci-fi spectacular, the worms for a time defied
classification; we referred to them simply as "tube
worms" until their anatomy and ultimately their
taxonomic relationships could be worked out. The
first clue to the tube worms' taxonomy was their lack
of mouth and gut structures. This strongly suggested
a relationship to the Pogonophora, a group of worms
mostly found in the deep sea and likewise lacking
mouth and gut structures (accepted in other animals
as being of more than passing import). This phylum,
the name of which means "beard bearers," was
unknown until the 20th century.
Of the several external differences between
the Rift tube worms and the pogonophorans, size
was most striking. The largest pogonophorans
previously reported were 450 millimeters long,
and
perhaps 1.5 millimeters in diameter.
The largest of
the Rift tube worms collected in 1977 was 320
millimeters long and 25 millimeters in diameter;
subsequent collections have yielded one specimen
with a length of 1 .5 meters and a diameter of 37
millimeters.
A thicket of tube worms on the floor of the Galapagos Rift in
1979 Initially the relationship of the tube worms
to other
animals was unclear. (Photo by lack Donnelly, WHOl)
When scientists first encountered the giant tube worms, they
were surprised by their length and by other characteristics.
For example, the tube worms lacked any visible
means of
support, as they did not have either a
mouth or gut. (Photo
by lack Donnelly, WHOl)
The New Species
In 1969, Michael Webb of the University of
Stellenbosch, South Africa, described a
pogonophoran worm collected off the California
coast near San Diego. The sea bottom there was
unremarkable silt with some rocky outcrops. The
specimens of the new species, Lamellibrachia
barhami, were something in excess of 650
millimeters long and from 7 to 9 millimeters in
diameter at their anterior ends. Throughout his
description of these worms, Webb referred to
various of their morphological characteristics as
"aberrant," "unique," and "unusual" in comparison
to roughly similar structures in the other
Pogonophora.
Among other things, L bamami differs trom
other pogonophorans in the structure of the plume
of tentacles (gill filaments) that protrudes from the
open end of its tube. Another difference is
in the
portion of the worm that supports
the plume region
and anchors the worm's body at the tube opening. It
has the aspect of a long collar with flaps that meet
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over the worm's dorsal surface, forming a canal-like
passage. Webb called this region the "vestimentum."
On the basis of the unique structure of his
new worm, Webb proposed a new class, order,
family, genus, and species for it in the phylum
Pogonophora. The class name, Afrenulata, refers to a
structure, present in the other Pogonophora, lacking
in the new species; the ordinal name, Vestimentifera,
refers to the vestimentum, a morphological feature
not found in the other pogonophores; and the
familial name, Lamellibrachiidae, is based on the
name of the new genus.
In 1 975, Jaap van der Land of the Leiden
Museum (The Netherlands) and Arne N0rrevang of
the University of Copenhagen, Denmark, described
a second species of the genus, Lamellibrachia
luymesi, found off the coast of Guayana in the
western Atlantic. L barhami had been collected by
the submersible Deepstar 400 at 1,125 meters depth
in the Pacific; the new Atlantic species (represented
by a single specimen) was taken by bottom trawl at a
depth of only 500 meters. In the course of their
extensive monograph on L luymesi, van der Land
and N0rrevang refer to the anterior plume-like area
as the obturacular region. They note, as did Webb,
that the plume filaments are borne on a central
support structure, the obturaculum.
Both species of Lamellibrachia, in common
with all other known Pogonophora, have a long,
relatively undifferentiated third region, the trunk.
However, several other pogonophores have a fourth
segmented region, the opisthosome. This structure
was not found in either species of Lamellibrachia
not necessarily because they lack such a region, but
probably because of the method of collection and
the thinness of that portion of trunk.
Anatomy
Further collections of giant tube worms from the
Galapagos Rift in 1979, made available a large
number of specimens for examination, allowing
some general observations to be made. The body of
the giant tube worm comprises four discrete regions.
At the head end, protruding from the tube, is a red
plume, colored by the hemoglobin carried in the
tube worm's blood. The second region was a collar-
like, double flap structure, comparable to the
vestimentum of Lamellibrachia. The third region, the
trunk, makes up about 70 to 80 percent of the total
body length. In contrast to Lamellibrachia, there was,
indeed, a fourth multisegmented region comparable
to the opisthosomes of the other known
Pogonophora (Figure 1).
The sub-structure of the obturacular plume
merits further comment, for subsequent examination
and research has shown it to be crucial to the life of
the vestimentiferan worms. Although a glance at the
obturacular plume mat suggests that it is a hodge-
podge of filaments oriented in all directions, actually
it has a rather rigorous pattern of organization.
The plume (Figure 2) has an axial support (the
obturaculum of van der Land and N0rrevang). The
plume's feather-like aspect is due to the numerous
branchial lamellae (gill layers) projecting at right
angles to the obturaculum. Each of the lamellae is
composed of numerous gill filaments fused together
at their bases. In the largest specimen available, we
estimated that the plume had 228,000 individual
filaments. Each filament is provided with a pair of
blood vessels, one carrying blood to the tip of the
filament and the other bringing blood back to the
body. Along the length of the filament, capillaries
connect the two vessels and pass immediately below
the outer cuticle of the filaments. Thus the plume
forms a most remarkable exchange organ for the
uptake of life necessities and the elimination of
wastes.
Another structural character of vast
importance to the worms is the so-called
trophosome (Figure 3). Looking superficially like
Figure 1. The largest
specimen of Riftia
pachyptila, 1.5 meters
long, from the Rose
Garden hydrothermal
vent on the Galapagos
Rift. When the animal is
alive, the most anterior
region, the plume or
obturaculum (OB)
extends from the tube;
the vestimentum (VE)
holds the worm at the
tube opening; the long
trunk (TR) contains the
trophosome, gonads,
and other organs; the
posteriormost region,
the opisthosome (OP)
anchors the base of the
tube (scale bar is 5
centimeters).
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Figure 2. a) Lateral view of the plume of Riftia pachyptila, showing the numerous branchial filaments (scale bar is 5 centimeters);
b) ventral view of the Riftia plume showing the relationship of the branchial lamellae to the ventral ridge of the obturaculum
(scale bar is 5 centimeters); c) an isolated single lamella of Riftia with half of the obturaculum to the right and more than 100
branchial filaments to the left (scale bar is 5 millimeters).
proper worm tissue, the trophosome is actually
composed of large numbers of symbiotic bacteria.
Certain of these
"lodgers" within the worms' bodies
obtain energy from a biochemical "treatment" of
sulfide brought to them by the blood system of the
worm. Utilizing carbon dioxide and the energy
drived from the sulfide, the bacteria form organic
carbon, primarily for themselves (see page 79). Some
of this organic carbon finds its way into the worms'
tissues, strongly suggesting that the mouthless,
gutless worms obtain much, if not most, of their
nutrition from their
"guests."
Another New Species
Extensive morphological and histological
comparisons of the Galapagos Rift tube worms with
written descriptions of both species of Lamellibrachia
and with museum specimens of L barhami revealed
several things. The tube worms from the Galapagos
Rift are, indeed, related to the two species of
Lamellibrachia. In fact, these three worms are more
closely related to one another than to any of the
other pogonophorans, but certain structural features
set the Galapagos Rift tube worms apart from their
new-found relatives.
The end result of all of this comparing back
and forth was that the Rift tube worms were
declared a new genus and species, Riftia pachyptila.
They have a new family, the Riftiidae, whereas the
two previously described species made up the
family Lamellibrachiidae. Finally, the structure and
cellular make-up of these three species are so much
at variance with the remainder of the phylum
Pogonophora that two separate subphyla are needed
to accommodate both groups.
Thus it was, subsequent to the collections
Figure 3. A transverse section of the trunk of a male Riftia,
showing the extent of testicular tissue (FT) and trophosome
(TS) (scale bar is 3 millimeters).
from the Galapagos Rift and prior to the collecting of
biological material from more recently discovered
hydrothermal vent and related sites, that there were
three formally recognized vestimentiferan species. In
later collections Riftia has been found at
hydrothermal localities on the East Pacific Rise at 1 1
to 13 degrees North and at 21 degrees North, as well
as on the muddy bottom of the Guaymas Basin in
the Gulf of California. At least two other species of
vestimentiferans were taken by the French
submersible Cyana at the 1 1 to 13 degrees North
site, in about 2,600 meters of water in March 1982;
yet another species was recovered by Alvin at 21
degrees North, also at about 2,600 meters, in May
1982. More recently, in August 1983, the Canadian
submersible Pisces IV collected at least one other
new species of vestimentiferan from a hydrothermal
site at about 1,600 meters depth on the Juan de Fuca
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Figure 4. Anterior regions of the specimens of four populations of
degrees North (73) and the Ga/apagos Rift (CR). Note differences
centimeters).
Ridge off the coasts of British Columbia and
Washington. And, while recollecting Lamellibrachia
barhami off San Diego in 1980, the U.S. Navy
submersible Seadiff brought up still another new
vestimentiferan species from about 1,800 meters
depth. Most recently, in March 1984, Alvin, working
at approximately 3,200 meters in the eastern Gulf of
Mexico, collected an undescribed vestimentiferan.
Comparing Riftia Populations
In considering the relationships among the
four populations of Riftia (Guaymas Basin, 21
degrees North, 11 to 13 degrees North, and
Galapagos Rift see map, page 9) the most obvious
morphological difference is the comparative lengths
of the obturacular and vestimental regions. The
specimens of Riftia pictured here were chosen as
being nearest to the average of all specimens
available from each of the various sites (Figure 4).
The ratios of the vestimentum length to obturaculum
length are: Guaymas Basin (northern most site), 2.32;
21 degrees North, 1.50; 11 to 13 degrees North,
1
.32; and Galapagos (southern most site), 1.10.
These differences may merely reflect a gradual
north-to-south change in relative length of body
regions or they may demonstrate a real taxonomic
difference among the four populations. A firm
decision in this case must await further study of
present and future collections of Riftia.
Whereas an adult Lamellibrachia or Riftia has
an unadorned anterior face of its obturacula, such is
not the case in the three undescribed
vestimentiferans from the sites on the East Pacific
RISC (I igurc 5). Of the two species from 11 to 13
degrees North, the larger has a thin, fin-like structure
enm-rnion bftween the two obturacular halves. The
sm.illrr new spci ics has, arising from the obturacular
face, a central axial rod provided with a variable
number of ( up-like structures that appear to have
been secreted by the anterior face of the
obturaculum; the whole structure, rod and cups, is
brown-orange in color and opaque. The new
Riftia Guaymas Basin (GB), 21 degrees North (21), 11 to 13
in relative lengths of obturacula and vestimenta (scale bar is 10
vestimentiferan species from 21 degrees North also
possesses a rod-and-cups structure on the anterior
obturacular surface, but it is consistently whitish-
nearly transparent and would seem to be
composed of a quite different material than that of
the species from 11 to 13 degrees North. There are
other structural differences that allow a
discrimination between the two.
In 1981, I received a small collection of
vestimentiferans from Paul Johnson and John
DeLaney of the University of Washington, which
they obtained by dredging on the Juan de Fuca
Ridge. These specimens were provided with an
obturacular rod-and-cups structure similar to that of
the species from 11 to 13 degrees North, but
different in their relatively longer obturaculum. In
1983, using Pisces IV, Verena Tunnicliffe (University
of Victoria, British Columbia) made more extensive
collections of vestimentiferans at a site
approximately 75 kilometers southeast of the
Johnson-DeLaney site. Although some small
specimens from a single site (the Lamphere
Chimney) were similar, if not identical, to the
Johnson-DeLaney specimens, most of the specimens
in the Tunnicliffe collection were larger and lacked
the opaque rod-and-cups ornamentation, having
instead a single transparent cup on the obturacular
face (Figure 6). These two forms from the Juan de
Fuca Ridge are presently under study; hopefully
histological and other comparisons will soon confirm
whether there are one or two species present at this
most northerly of the hydrothermal vents.
Cold-Water Vestimentiferans
Thus far I have considered new vestimentiferan
material from hydrothermal vents where the
environment is characterized by elevated water
temperatures and sulfide-rich vent waters. However,
the first known vestimentiferan, Lamellibrachia
barhami, was collected off San Diego at an
unremarkable site (not the home of a hydrothermal
vent) differing rather little from any sea bottom of
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Figure 5. Undescribed
vestimentiferan from the
1 1 to 13 degrees North
site. The larger, "finned"
species is on the left
(scale bar is 5
millimeters), with a
closer view (middle) of
its fin-like ornament
(arrow; scale bar is 7
millimeter); on the right,
a smaller species with
rod-and-cups
obturacular ornament
(scale bar is 1
millimeter).
similar depth. No sulfide analyses have been carried
out on the waters of the San Diego site, but
curiously enough, deposits of barite (barium sulfate)
are present in the area; this would suggest that the
site might be a cold-water sulfide habitat. When
5eac//ff dove there in 1980, we anticipated that new
collections of L barhami would be obtained. With
mixed feelings, I found that L barhami was
outnumbered, about four to one, by yet another
new vestimentiferan. Lamellibrachia barhami has a
smooth and unadorned obturacular face, and its
branchial plume comprises branchial filaments of
uniformly small size protected by several lamellar
sheaths. The new vestimentiferan possesses a rather
thick crust over the obturacular face, from the center
of which projects a stout spike-like structure; it has
branchial filaments of two sizes and lacks any kind of
protective lamellar sheath.
Finally, when biological material from the
Alvin collecting expedition on the Florida
Escarpment in the eastern Gulf of Mexico came to
our laboratory for examination, we discovered still
another new vestimentiferan (Figure 7). The Florida
Escarpment habitat is similar to the cold-water
environment off San Diego, so it is not too surprising
that the new worm bears a thick crust over the
anterior face of the obturaculum, has plume
filaments of two different sizes, and lacks lamellar
figure 6. a) Undescribed
rod-and-cups species of
vestimentiferan from 2 1
degrees North (scale bar
is 1 millimeter); b)
undescribed rod-and-
cups form from the
northern luan de Fuca
Ridge (scale bar is ?
millimeter); c)
undescribed species
\\ith a single transparent
cup from the southern
luan de Fuca Ridge
(scale bar is 5
millimeters).
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Fossilized Worm Tubes Found in Oman
According to a recent report in Science,*
geo/ot>/sfs \\orkmg in the Sultanate of Oman have
d/scovered what appear to be fossilized worm tubes
dating tram the Upper Cretaceous period. The
mineralized remains of the tubes typically have
sinuous shapes and are randomly oriented, two
features that would suggest that they were not formed
h\ ph\ SK al prtK esses, but are indeed of biological
origin. They are preserved in a matrix of zinc and iron
sulfide minerals in an ophiolite deposit that was
formed at a ridge crest spreading center some 95
million years ago. The patterns of mineralization, the
scale, and the orientation of the fossils are all strongly
suggestive of recent fossilized worm tubes found near
hydrothermal vents.
The resemblence of the fossilized organisms to
modern worms found at deep-sea hot springs and
sulfide seeps seems quite strong, but the authors note
that it is impossible at this point to say whether the
Cretaceous worms were ancestors of the present-day
species, or whether the modern worms evolved
independently, adopting a similar form in response to
similar evolutionary pressures or by chance. The
existence of these fossils, however, does suggest that
hydrothermal vent communities have existed for some
time.
Another piece of evidence for the existence of
hydrothermal vent communities in the Cretaceous
period comes from the existence at hydrothermal
vents of two species (the limpet Neomphalus
tretterae and the stalked barnacle Neolepas zevinae)
that apparently survived the Late Cretaceous
extinctions only at hydrothermal vents. Scientists
postulate that these two organisms took refuge in hot
spring communities at relatively shallow spreading
centers near continents or around islands, and
eventually migrated to other spreading centers to
escape predation pressures.
*
Haymon, R. M., R. A. Koski, and C. Sinclair. 1984. Fossils
of hydrothermal vent worms from Cretaceous sulfide ores
of the Samail ophiolite, Oman. Science. Vol. 223: 1407-9.
sheaths surrounding the plume. However, it differs
from the San Diego specimens in that it lacks the
central spike-like structure. Instead, a thin fin-like
ornament arises from between the obturacular
halves, much the same as with one of the species
from the 1 1 to 1 3 degrees North site.
So, what can we say about the plethora of
Vestimentifera from various habitats in the eastern
Pacific, the Gulf of Mexico, and the western Atlantic
off northern South America? For now, I can only
acknowledge one valid species of Riftia, with the
possibility that at least one more species may be
justified. At least six more vestimentiferan species
are undescribed. How all of the various species,
"new" and "old," will fall into families, orders, and
classes remains to be seen. I am confident that the
presence or absence of obturacular ornamentation,
the presence or absence of lamellar sheaths, the
relative lengths of the obturaculum and the
vestimentum, the presence of different size plume
filaments, as well as a number of morphological
characteristics beyond the purview of the present
discussion, will all help in the ultimate resolution of
the enigma of the Vestimentifera.
Meredith L. /ones is a Curator in the Department of
Invertebrate Zoology, National Museum of Natural History,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
figure 7. a)
Lamellibrachia barhami,
(he first described
vestimentiferan species,
found off San Diego,
showing lamellar
sheaths (LS) surrounding
the branchial filaments;
b) the spiked form, an
undescribed species,
also found off San
Diego; c) undescribed
species from the Florida
Escarpment in the Gulf
of Mexico. For the latter
two specimens, the
region of larger (if) and
smaller branchial
filaments (SF) are
indicated (scale bar for
all three pictures is 5
millimeters).
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Growth and Distribution
of Mollusks at
Deep-Sea Vents and Seeps
by R. D. Turner and R. A. Lutz
I he discovery in 1977 of remarkable animal
communities at deep-sea hydrothermal vents in the
eastern Pacific and the recent discovery of
amazingly similar communities at deep sulfide
seeps in the Gulf of Mexico off Florida has
generated many questions with profound
ecological and evolutionary implications. Two of
the most fundamental are: 1) are biological
processes in these systems relatively fast or slow, 2)
how do the nearly sedentary organisms at the vents
and seeps locate and colonize these restricted,
geographically isolated environments?
Our consideration of biological processes in
these environments focuses on the rate at which
species grow and the means by which they
colonize new sites based on reproductive patterns
and associated larval dispersal capabilities. Our
article is restricted mainly to the molluscan
members of these vent and seep faunas (Figure 1)
because mollusks are the one group present at
these sites that preserve within their shells
relatively complete records of their larval
development and rate of growth.
Prior to the use of the submersible Alvin,
which made possible the discovery of the
hydrothermal vent faunal assemblages along
various sections of mid-ocean ridge systems,
knowledge of deep-sea biology and ecology came
primarily from dredge samples of the vast, soft-
sediment habitats of the abyssal plains.
Communities occupying the "typical" soft-sediment
deep-sea seafloor are characterized by low
population densities and biomass, but, species
diversity is extremely high. Biological processes,
such as rates of metabolism and growth, are slow in
comparison to such processes in shallow-water
ecosystems.
These reduced rates have been attributed to
the low food supply, high ambient pressure, and
low temperature of the "typical" deep-sea floor.
Exploration of hydrothermal vent and sulfide seep
communities at mid-ocean ridge systems, fault
vents, and seeps at the base of carbonate
escarpments has revealed a profoundly different
kind of ecosystem. It is characterized by high
population density and biomass as well as rapid
rates of growth (see Oceanus Vol. 22, No. 2, pp 2-
10).
Food Sources
It is generally accepted that the primary factor
limiting growth in the deep-sea is food. Only a
small percentage of the food produced in the
euphotic zone* by photoautotrophs (plants and
photosynthetic bacteria) is transferred to the
seafloor. Because of this, the lavish biological
communities at the hydrothermal vents and sulfide
seeps represent a fascinating enigma. In 1977, two
alternate mechanisms were put forth to explain the
sources of nutrition supporting the dense faunal
assemblages at the thermal vents. These were: 1)
that thermal plumes rising from the vents create
inflowing bottom currents that concentrate food
from surrounding waters; 2) that the ultimate
source of food, the primary producers, are
chemosynthetic bacteria that are able to derive
* Surface waters to about 80 meters that receive sufficient
sunlight for photosynthesis.
Figure 1. At left, distribution of all 48 species of deep-sea hot vent and sulfide seep mollusks
collected or photographed to
date. Outline drawings indicate a known record for which specimens were not available (or illustration. Illustrations are not
to scale. Many of the species have not yet been named so a list of names cannot accompany the map, but drawings are
used to indicate the species. The archeogastropod limpets are the most diverse group found at the vents.
Mussels are
differentiated from clams by having a byssus (hardened threads that attach the animal to the substrate). The outline turrids
labeled A B and C, are all similar to the one shown in Figure 7. The specimens from the three sites were all different, but
all too young to identify. The hairy coiled archeogastropod is the only species from Explorers' Ridge
for which we have seen
specimens. The outlined limpet at this site, which is figured in side view, broods its young.
The Nuculana and Thyasira
shown in outline at the Guaymas Basin site are said to also occur in the vicinity of 21 degrees North. /
= Galapagos Rift; .
= 1 7 -22 S (photo survey); 3 = 11 to 13 N; 4 = 2 1 N; 5
= Guaymas Basin; 6 = San Diego Trough; ', - Santa Barbara
Channel; 8 = Explorers Ridge; 9 = Florida Escarpment. (Drawing by R. D. Turner)
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energy from the oxidation of sulfur compounds,
especially hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S), which is present
in high concentrations (up to 350 micromoles per
liter at the Galapagos Rift site and 600 micromoles
per liter at 21 degrees North) in the hot waters
eminating from the vents. Although the first of
these two hypotheses is still tenable, the presence
of amazingly similar communities at the ambient
temperature sulfide seeps suggests that food
concentrating effects of rising plumes play a
relatively minor role, if any, in increasing the food
available at the vents.
Furthermore, the results of numerous
independent studies conducted over the last few
years strongly suggest that bacterial
chemosynthesis (see page 79) is the major source
of food for the vent and seep communities.
Perhaps even more intriguing is the evidence
accumulated to date suggesting the existence of a
symbiotic association between chemoautotrophic,
sulfur oxidizing bacteria and several of the
dominant macrofaunal organisms (for example,
clams, mussels, and giant worms).
It is suspected that similar dependent
symbiotic relationships may play an important role
in the food-chain dynamics at the seep sites. Such
high concentrations of both free-living and
symbiotic chemoautotrophic bacteria may well be
responsible for the high rates of growth reported
for organisms at the sites.
Growth Rate Studies
To date, three techniques have been utilized to
obtain growth rate estimates for deep-sea mollusks:
1) radio-chemical dating; 2) mark-recapture; and 3)
shell dissolution analyses.
Radio-chemical techniques center around
analyses of absolute values for and the ratios of the
various naturally occurring radio-nucleotides (such
as radium-226, thorium-228, and uranium-238)
within the mollusk shells. Initial studies conducted
by Karl Turekian at Yale and his co-workers in the
mid-1970s yielded extremely slow growth rates
(average increase in shell length about 0.084
millimeters per year) for specimens of a small (less
than 9 millimeters long) deposit feeding bivalve,
Jindaria callistiformis, inhabiting soft sediments at a
depth of 3,806 meters in the north Atlantic.
By contrast, similar radiometric techniques
yielded a mean "age" at the time of collection of
6.5 years for a 22-centimeter-long specimen of the
giant white clam, Calyptogena magnifica, which was
collected dead at the Galapagos Rift (Clambake I
site). The average growth rate of the clam was
estimated to be 4 centimeters per year. Using more
recent and refined radiometric methods, Turekian
and his associates have registered a growth rate
estimate of 5 to 6 centimeters per year for a
specimen of this species (shell length, 19
centimeters) collected alive at the Galapagos Rift
site. Such growth rates are approximately three
orders of magnitude greater than the earlier
estimates obtained for Tindaria callistiformis.
One final radiometric analysis was
performed on a clam, C. magnifica, from the 21
degrees North site. The average rate of shell length
increase of the 21
.5-centimeter-long specimen was
approximately 0.6 centimeters per year or about 10
times less than that of a clam of comparable size
from the Galapagos Rift. This estimate, however, is
still about 70 times greater than that obtained for
Tindaria callistiformis.
The second technique, mark-recapture, has
been utilized successfully to estimate the growth
rate of the mussel common at the Galapagos Rift
hydrothermal vents and also found along the East
Pacific Rise at the vent fields between 1 1 and 13
degrees North and between 17 and 22 degrees
South. In these studies, conducted at the
Galapagos "Mussel Bed" site, the shells of the living
mussels were abraded with a small triangular file
along their growing margins on February 12, 1979,
Figure 2. Right, a dump
'ime/s and
numerous empty clam
shc//s ,i( the Mussel
Bed hydrothermal site
.ilnng the Ca/a'paj,'" s
Rift. The growing shell
margin*, of individual
mussc/s in the clump
were abraded using a
small triangular file that
was worked with the
Alvin manipulator. The
clump was marked
with ,i small plastic
i o.iifil i uhi-, upper
center, and all the
mussels were retrieved
293 days later during a
subsequent expedition.
The corroded T-handle
of the discarded file is
us//)/f in the
foreground. (Phott, by Richard A. Lutz.) Far right, disarticulated shell valve of one of the larger "marked" mussels retrieved
the Mussel Bed site. Note the file mark (FM) and subsequent marginal growth beyond the abraded regionMeasurements made on numerous marked and retrieved specimens were used to generate the growth curve for this soecies
given in Figure 3. (Photo by William K. Sacco)
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protective periostracum (outer organic layer of the
shell) does not remain intact throughout the life of
the specimen studied. In the case of Calyptogena,
the periostracum remains intact only along the
growing margin of the shell and is rapidly lost on
older portions of the outer shell layer.
Shells are sectioned from the umbo (the
oldest part of the shell) to the ventral margin (the
youngest part of the shell, where new growth
occurs see Figure 5). The amount of outer shell
layer dissolved at any distance from the umbo can
be determined precisely. Assuming a constant rate
ot dissolution of the outer shell layer of the clam
throughout its life (we are currently testing the
validity of this assumption in a series of in situ
experiments at 21 degrees North), these
measurements have been utilized to calculate the
growth rates and age structure of clams at the site.
The growth curve generated from initial results of
our studies is depicted in Figure 3. The resulting
( urve is remarkably similar to that for the mussels
.it the Galapagos Rift site. From the curve it may be
estimated th.it it takes approximately 1 year for a
< Lim in rc<i( h 50 millimeters in length, while a clam
200 millimeters long would be approximately 20
years old.
Thus, all the studies (radiometric, mark-
recapture, and shell dissolution analyses) on
mollusks from deep-sea hydrothermal vents
( ondiK ted to date have yielded growth rates that
are comparable to those of numerous species of
shallow-water bivalves, but are several orders of
m.ignitude higher th.m those reported for the only
"typical," deep sea lnvalve, Tindaria callistiformis,
analyzed to d.ite. To the extent that rates of growth
reflect the r.ites at which biological processes are
occurring at the vents, the results summarized
above provide strong evidence that biological
processes at the vents proceed at extremely rapid
rates for a deep-sea environment.
At the present time, it is not possible for us
U
Figure 5. Bivalves grow
from the umbo (U) by
accreting new shell at
the ventral margin (V).
The ridges paralleling
the ventral margin are a
result of this growth.
The giant white clam,
right, from the
Galapagos Rift
hydrothermal vent area
may reach 240 mm (9'/2
inches) in length. The
large mussel, left,
occurring at the
recently discovered
sulfide seeps off the
Florida west coast
reaches at least 190
mm (7 }/2 inches) in
length. Both species
have symbiotic bacteria
in their gills and both
appear to grow rapidly.
(Photo by R. D. Turner)
to estimate the growth rate of mollusks at deep-sea
sulfide seeps (Figure 6) as no experiments have
been performed in these recently discovered
environments and no radio-chemical analyses have
been made on the relatively few organisms
collected to date. Future studies of growth
characteristics of species from these
nonhydrothermal regions will contribute greatly to
our understanding of factors controlling rates of
biological processes in the deep sea (see page 67).
Figure 6. A dense bed of mussels at a sulfide seep near the
base of the Florida Escarpment at 3,266 meters depth (26
02' N; 84 55' W). Note the numerous small coiled
archeogastropods on the surface of the mussels. (Photo by
S. Colubic)
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Larval Development and Dispersal
The questions concerning the manner in which
organisms locate and colonize geographically
separated deep-sea vents and seeps are becoming
more, rather than less, complex with the collection
of increasing numbers of specimens. It has been
suggested by a number of scientists that free-
swimming larval stages are the principal agents of
recruitment and gene flow among these isolated
communities. As alluded to at the beginning of this
article, most of our knowledge concerning larval
development and dispersal comes (as does our
knowledge of growth previously discussed) from
analyses of the shells of the molluscan fauna at the
sites.
Parallel terminologies are applied to the
early growth stages in both bivalves and
gastropods.* The entire shell formed prior to
metamorphosis is called the protoconch in
gastropods and the prodissoconch in bivalves; this
*
Bivalves are mollusks with two shells, such as clams,
mussels, or oysters. Gastropods are also mollusks, but
have only one shell, for example snails.
corresponds to the more general term "larval shell"
as used by many authors.
The first shelled stage is the protoconch I
(gastropods) and prodissoconch I (bivalves) and is
secreted by a special organ known as the shell
gland. The initial shell is generally ornamented and
has a coarse grained appearance under the optical
microscope that resolves into a granulated or
punctate surface texture under the scanning
electron microscope. In gastropods, the
protoconch I, which always comprises less than
two whorls, also has been called the "embryonic
shell."
The protoconch II and prodissoconch II
stages represent a different process of larval shell
growth during which shell is added by marginal
deposition by the mantle edge. In gastropods, the
protoconch II, when present, may range from 1.5
to 8 or more whorls and may be smooth to heavily
ornamented (Figure 7). In bivalves, sculpture of the
prodissoconch II shell is generally restricted to
comarginal growth lines, ridges that parallel the
growing margin of the shell (Figure 8).
In marine organisms, there are two major
modes of larval development planktotrophic and
Figure 7. A juvenile turrid gastropod from the 21 degrees North hydrothermal vent area. The small protoconch I (PI) and
multispiral protoconch II (Pit) indicate a planktotrophic mode of development. D = teleoconch; all scale bars = 100 microns
(Scanning electron micrographs [SEMs] by Alan S. Pooley)
Figure 8. Left, early post-larval specimen of the mussel common at the Florida seep (see Figure 5). Note the small
prodissoconch I (PI) and large prodissoconch II (Pll) characteristic of bivalve species having planktotrophic development and
high dispersal capabilities. D = dissoconch; scale bar = 100 microns. Right, early post-larval mussels nestled in the eroded
apex of a small coiled archeogastropod, which is extremely abundant at the site. Scale bar = 7,000 microns. (SEMs by E.
Sieling)
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Figure 9. Led, a Galapagos Rift vent habitat, showing mussels attached to the basaltic substrate
and nestled among the
vestimentiferans (Riftia pachyptilaj. Near the center ;s a vent fish (a bythitid) and directly below it is a brachyuran crab,
Bythograea thermydron. The numerous, small, whitish to gray, more-or-less oval spots
seen on the substrate, the mussels,
and tubes of the Riftia are limpets. Right, a clam, Calyptogena magnifica, crawling on the basaltic substrate at 21 degrees
North. To the right are numerous specimens nestled in a crevice. The small white objects dotting the substrate are trochid
gastropods. (Photos by John Edmond and Robert Messier)
nonplanktotrophic. Planktotrophic larvae possess
adaptations that permit them to feed during the
free-swimming stage. Generally, they have the
capability to disperse over large geographic areas.
By contrast, most nonplanktotrophic larvae are
entirely dependent for nutrition on the yolk of the
egg and generally have limited dispersal
capabilities.
The main criterion for distinguishing
between planktotrophic and nonplanktotrophic
modes of development, using the morphology of
gastropod larval shells, was outlined in 1950 by
Gunnar Thorson in his "apex theory." This, in
essence, states that a "clumsy large apex" points to
nonplanktotrophic development, while a "narrowly
twisted apex, often with definite sculpture," points
to planktotrophic development. That is, large
rounded protoconchs with only one or a few
whorls indicate larvae that spend little or no time in
the plankton, while narrow protoconchs with many
whorls suggest planktotrophic development with a
capability for larval dispersal over long distances.
Bivalve species with planktotrophic larvae have a
relatively small prodissoconch I (70 to 150 microns
in length), reflecting the small size of the egg. The
prodissoconch II, deposited largely during a free-
swimming existence, is large (200 to 600 microns in
length) relative to the prodissoconch I. In contrast,
species with nonplanktotrophic larvae have a
relatively large prodissoconch I (135 to 500 microns
in length), and the prodissoconch II is relatively
small or absent.
Our initial studies of the larval shell
morphology of vent and seep bivalves, based on
the analysis of well-preserved juvenile mussels
collected during the early cruises (late 1970s) to the
Galapagos Rift site, revealed relatively small
prodissoconch I shells with lengths ranging from 95
to 1 10 microns. The prodissoconch II shells were
large (more than 400 microns in length) and devoid
of sculpture, except for comarginal growth lines or
ridges.
The large mussel found at the deep-sea
sulfide seep off the west coast of Florida has a
similar larval shell morphology (Figure 8). The
morphologies of the larval shells of both of these
species of vent/seep mollusks suggest
planktotrophic modes of development. It has been
estimated that the larvae of these species may be
able to drift in the water column for periods
varying from several weeks to several months.
Abyssal current speeds as high as 18 centimeters
per second have been recorded at a site
approximately 50 meters above the East Pacific
Rise. Other measurements at comparable depths in
the Pacific have been as high as 33 centimeters per
second. Given a planktonic existence lasting for
several weeks or months, such currents could
easily account for dispersal of larvae over hundreds
Or even thousands of kilometers. Another
possibility suggested by French scientists is that the
larvae of these species may rise to surface waters
where more rapid currents could disperse them
over even greater distances.
Vent Ecology
The clams and mussels (Figure 9) are the most
common members of the macrofauna at many of
the deep-sea vent and seep sites, and the two
species of mussels present are among a small
subset of vent/seep species that appear to have a
high-dispersal mode of development. To date, 48
species of mollusks have been collected from
deep-sea vents and seeps (Figure 1). Specimens of
25 of the 48 species have the larval shells
sufficiently well preserved to infer modes of larval
development. Of these 25 well preserved species,
only two gastropods (both turrids, one from the
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Figure 10. Left, an archeogastropod limpet from the 21 degrees North hydrothermal vent field. Center and right: higher
magnifications of this specimen showing the protoconch. Note the relatively large, corroded protoconch I (far right) and the
absence of a protoconch II, indicating a nonplanktotrophic mode of development. The pronounced corrosion of the entire
aragonitic protoconch reflects the relatively rapid rates of shell dissolution at this site. Scale bars all equal WO microns.
(SEMs by Alan S. Pooley)
Figure 1 1 . Well preserved larval shells of juvenile specimens of various species of archeogastropods from deep-sea
hydrothermal vents in the eastern Pacific. All these protoconch morphologies are characteristic of species with restricted
dispersal capabilities. Left pair: archeogastropod limpets. Right pair: coiled archeogastropods. All scale bars equal 50
microns. (SEMs by Alan S. Pooley)
Galapagos Rift and one from 21 degrees North) and
the two species of mussels have planktotrophic
development (Figure 7 and 8). All of the remaining
gastropod species (1 trochid, 6 coiled trochiform
archeogastropods, and 14 archeogastropod limpets
[Figure 9]), have larval shell morphologies
indicative of nonplanktotrophic modes of
development. Representative micrographs,
depicting shell protoconch morphologies of a
number of these nonplanktotrophic species, are
shown in Figures 10 and 1 1 . Comparison with
closely related shallow-water species, for which
modes of development are known, suggests that all
21 of these species have extremely brief (remaining
in the water column for only a few hours or days),
free-swimming, nonfeeding larval stages.
Although we have no well-preserved
juvenile specimens of any of the vent clams
(Ca/yptogena), which appear to be common to so
many vent and seep environments, the maximum
diameter of 309 microns recently reported for the
large yolky egg of Calyptogena magnifica suggests
the existence of a nonplanktotrophic larval stage.
In addition to the information gathered thus
far for the vent mollusks, some data are available
for benthic crustaceans and polychaetes. The
modes of larval development of four species of
vent decapods have been inferred from analyses of
egg size and fecundity as well as isolation of a few
zoeal stages from vent plankton tows. As with the
vent mollusks, the Crustacea have an array of
reproductive strategies. The two species of
galatheid crabs, Munidopsis subsquamosa and
Mun/dops/s lentigo, that have been sampled appear
to have nonplanktotrophic development, while
both the brachyuran crab, Bythograea thermydron,
and the caridean shrimp, A/v/nocans lusca, have
been interpreted as having widely dispersing
planktotrophic larval stages. Daniel Desbruyeres
and his French co-workers have suggested, by
analogy with other ampharetid polychaetes, that
the pompeii worms, Alvinella and Paralvinella, have
nonplanktotrophic benthic larvae. They also have
theorized that the presence of Paralvinella at the
Galapagos, 13 and 21 degrees North, and Guaymas
Basin sites is maintained by the swimming of adults
rather than by larval dispersal.
Further Studies Needed
The deep-sea vent and seep faunas appear to be
comprised of organisms exhibiting a heterogenous
array of reproductive strategies. While it is
relatively easy to envision various means by which
those vent organisms having planktotrophic larvae
could colonize distant vents or sulfide seeps, the
manner in which species with nonplanktotrophic
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development disperse between vent sites is far
more diftu ult to address. For example, despite the
3,300 kilomt-ter distance between the Galapagos
Kitt and Jl degrees North sites, all seven of the
molluscan species (Calyptogena and 6 limpets)
shared h\ these two vent areas exhibit
n< tnplanktotrophic development.
If these species indeed do have extremely
briri trt-e-swimming stages, one is forced to
conclude that they must disperse between vents in
a step-wise manner. However, large-scale surveys
ot mid-ocean ridge systems suggest that the
distances between many active vent areas are too
great for such dispersal to be feasible.
Alternatively, because cold ambient bottom
waters of environments away from the immediate
vicinity of the vents would lower development
rates, nonplanktotrophic larvae from the vent
organisms may be capable of remaining in the
plankton for far longer periods and thus be able to
disperse far more widely than their shallow-water
analogues. Clearly further biogeographic,
systematic, and genetic studies are needed before
we can fully understand the role of larval
development in the origin and persistence of
hydrothermal vent and sulfide seep species.
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Animals in Soft Sediments
Near Hydrothermal Vents
by J. Frederick Grassle
I he discovery of strange, large worms at
hydrothermal vents (Figure 1) has kindled
considerable interest in the deep sea among
biologists and the public (Figure 2). Many of the
vent species represent new families, but the
number of species is not unusual in comparison to
similar habitats in shallow waters. Equally worthy of
interest is the enormous diversity of deep-sea
species discovered in the late 1960s and early
1970s. Most of these animals are tiny (passing
through 1 millimeter sieves), and live in the soft
deep-sea mud (see Oceanus, Vol. 25, No. 2, p. 40).
They are not photogenic in their natural habitat; we
see them only after weeks and months of laborious
sorting through deep-sea sediment.
The description of presently collected
macrofauna (retained by 0.3 millimeter mesh), such
as worms Polychaeta and Oligochaeta and
small shrimp-like crustaceans Amphipoda,
Isopoda, Tanaidacea, and Cumacea is only
beginning and will take decades. Description of the
even smaller (meiofaunal) worms (mainly
Nematoda) and Crustacea Copepoda and
Ostracoda is likely to take even longer.
The number of quantitative deep-sea
samples of macrofauna, collected with fine screens,
from deep-sea areas is on the order of a hundred.
Figure 1 . Galapagos tube worm field. (Photo by Kathy
Crane, WHOI)
Figure 2. "I don't know
why I don't care about
the bottom of the
ocean, but I don't."
(Drawing by Saxon,
1983 The New Yorker
Magazine, Inc.)
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Nonquantitative epibenthic sled trawls, which
obtain large numbers of individuals from the mud-
dwelling community, are equally few. Although
future sampling certainly will bring a number of
surprises, the zoogeographic generalization of
relative high diversity of species in regions below
the continental shelves is already well-established.
Although diverse, this does not mean that
communities on the deep-sea floor are uniform. In
i cntral ocean gyres, where productivity is low,
many groups of animals decline to very low
densities of individuals and species. Regions of
upwelling with pulses of organic matter reaching
the bottom have large numbers of individuals but a
reduced diversity. Deep-ocean trenches with
frequent mud slides have both reduced density
and diversity.
Hydrothermal vent communities also have a
low diversity (see Oceanus, Vol. 22, No. 2, p. 2).
Two explanations may be relevant: most deep-sea
species may not be able to adapt to the high
temperature or unique chemical environment, and
for vent species each vent is an ephemeral, highly
productive habitat. Populations adapted to such
spatially and temporally varying food supplies tend
to occupy as much space as possible where food is
most plentiful, thus excluding other species.
Vent Soft-Sediment Communities
Hydrothermal vent areas have soft sediment
communities in addition to the more spectacular
hard-surface vent communities. How do these
compare with the communities occupying the
broad expanse of deep-sea floor? Are these areas
islands or oases of life like the hard-surface vent
fauna?
Three soft-sediment vent areas have been
studied: the Galapagos Mounds, the East Pacific
Rise at 21 degrees North, and the Cuaymas Basin.
Each area has a very different fauna and only one,
the Galapagos Mounds (particularly away from the
main mound formations), is similar to the most
widespread deep-sea communities. Box core
samples from the Galapagos Mounds, covering an
area of 0.27 square meters, have uncovered 21 1
species, including 82 polychaetes, 57 tanaids, and
38 isopods.
Both diversity and density decline by half on
the tops of mounds (Figure 3 and 4). There the
mineral content of the sediments increases in
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association with a slow outward flux of
hydrothermal fluid. The most common species is a
spionid polychaete worm, which is widely
distributed in both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
I have compared other soft-sediment vent
communities with the community at the Galapagos
Mounds.
The most impoverished of these occurs in
the soft-sediments formed as fall-out from the
"black smoker" chimneys at the East Pacific Rise.
The sediments sparkle as if they were laced with
gold dust, but in fact contain sulfide minerals of
zinc, iron, and copper. The shiny mineral is
chalcopyrite or fools gold. Soft-sediment samples
were taken close to the base of twin black smokers
that were surrounded by a large clam field, clumps
of Riftia, and large rounded structures made up of
tubes of the Pompeii worm, Alvinella.
Soft sediments accumulate only in rocky
depressions around the twin smokers.
Consequently, Alvin, (operated by the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution for the U.S. Navy) must
maneuver close to these high temperature vents in
order to sample. Spring-loaded box corers are kept
in a tray mounted in the basket immediately
beneath the pilot's forward porthole. The
mechanical manipulator is used to push these
corers into the sediment and snap them shut.
After sampling around the twin peaks, the
submarine traversed 800 meters of nearly barren,
rocky terrain to a black smoker with more
widespread unconsolidated suflide sediments. No
large vent animals were observed in the vicinity.
Small polychaetes, previously known only from the
Galapagos vents, were found in sediments at both
sites. The sediments around the smoker that was
devoid of large animals contained a small clam also
found at the Galapagos vents, but not in the twin
smoker sediments. The densities of individuals and
species were even lower than on the tops of the
Galapagos Mounds.
The most interesting soft-sediment vent
environments are in the Guaymas Basin. There,
hydrothermal fluid percolates through a thick layer
of pelagic sediment. Large mounds with
hydrothermal vents and dense thickets of Riftia can
be seen and the sediment around these mounds is
mottled with creamy patches of bacterial mat and
greyish patches saturated with petroleum (Figure
5).
The creamy patches of furry bacterial mat
(mostly made up of strands of Begg/a(oa^ occur
over soft sediments that smell strongly of hydrogen
sulfide from hydrothermal fluid venting through the
sediments. The greyish patches of petroleum result
from hydrocarbons cooked out of the oils of
planktonic organisms in the sediment at
temperatures up to 400 degrees Celsius. The
petroleum in these sediments contains olefins
normally found in refined petroleum products.
The only animal that can live in these oily
sediments is a small, new species of polychaete
worm previously collected only at the Galapagos
and 21 degrees North vents. This worm belongs to
a well-known genus Ophryothrocha, found in
shallow and deep water all over the world. There
Figure 3. Sea pens, sponges, and a sea cucumber, right, on
a Galapagos Mound. (Photo by author)
Figure 4. Class sponges and a brittle star on a Galapagos
Mound. (Photo by author)
Figure 5. Microbial mats on the sediment surface in the
Guaymas Basin. (Photo taken with Alvin external camera)
are other members of this genus that are
particularly hardy and thrive unattended in
laboratory aquarium systems.
Range of Distribution
Four polychaete species have been found only at
soft-sediment vent sites in the Guaymas Basin and
the East Pacific Rise. The same species occur in the
Galapagos vents and were found in washings from
mussel clumps and Riftia thickets at the Galapagos
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vents In Houard Sanders, a biologist at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution. Similarly most of
thr large vent animals are endemic to hydrothermal
environments. Vent mussels are known from
Galapagos and from 11 to 13 degrees North on the
East Pacific Rise. The large vent clam Calyptogena
magnifies is known only from the East Pacific Rise
,m<i the Galapagos Rift, although another species of
gena has been collected at Guaymas. The
distribution of the most characteristic group of vent
animals, the Vestimentiiera, is described in detail by
Meredith Jones in another article in this issue (see
page 47).
Animals that live only at vents must drift
great distances over an inhospitable environment
to colonize new vents. Some deep-sea larvae travel
all the way to the surface to feed before settling
back to the bottom. Studies by Richard Lutz at
Rutgers and Ruth Turner at Harvard indicate that
this is unlikely to be the case for the hard-surface
vent molluscs (see page 55). Once larvae reach a
new vent, individuals will have a better chance of
i ontributing to subsequent generations if they grow
rapidly and produce many offspring. Many of these
\\ill settle at the site but a large proportion must
take their chances in deep-ocean currents to locate
new vents.
Perpetual darkness and hundreds of
atmospheres of pressure are not extreme
environments for the enormous diversity of life
living in the sediments of most of the deep-sea
floor. Differences in food supply arriving from the
surface and the activities of organisms are the main
reasons for differences from place to place in the
deep-sea realm. Local environments are created by
algae, wood, and animal carcasses sinking to the
bottom. Fish feeding on the bottom disturb the
sessile community of small animals, and large
sessile or slow-moving animals create local
environments for the smaller forms. In this food-
poor environment, the feces of larger animals or
the fall-out around filtering animals, such as glass
sponges, may be important microhabitats for other
species. In vent areas, strong chemical gradients
and associated differences in microbial activity
provide additional sources of small-scale patchiness
to which different species may respond. Study of
the interrelated gradients and activities should
improve our understanding of the ecology of deep-
sea communities.
I I rederick Crass/e is a Senior Scientist in the Biology
I >i-p,irtment at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
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Physiology and Biochemistry
of the
Hydrothermal Vent Animals
by George N. Somero
lor a physiologist or a biochemist interested in
how organisms manage to thrive in different
environments, a useful starting point is to ask,
"What types of stresses present in the environment
may necessitate adaptive responses by the
organism?" By examining how organisms have
responded, through evolution, to the conditions in
their habitat, a biologist can gain understanding of
two critical features of organisms: their abilities to
tolerate habitat conditions, and their capacities for
total biological activity (rate of metabolism,
reproduction, et cetera).
If we approach hydrothermal vent animals
from this perspective, we find no shortage of
environmental stresses to consider in our analysis.
From our perspective as terrestrial creatures living
under one atmosphere (atm) of pressure, with
ample oxygen to breathe, contact with noxious
gasses avoidable (for the most part), and with
plenty of sunlight in our environment to drive
carbon-dioxide fixation via photosynthesis, the
vents seem a highly stressful habitat. At the depths
where the Galapagos and 21 degrees North (East
Pacific Rise) vent sites occur 2,500 to 2,600
meters ambient pressures range between 250 and
260 atm (hydrostatic pressure rises by about 1 atm
for each 10 meters of depth). These pressures are
high enough to severely perturb many
physiological systems. The waters flowing from the
vents, which the vent animals must "breathe," are
rich in hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S), a molecule highly
toxic to almost all living systems. Hydrogen sulfide,
even at concentrations less than one-thousandth of
those found in some vent animals, poisons aerobic
respiration, the metabolic pathway most animals
rely on for extracting energy from their food.
Getting food in the first place can be a
problem for organisms living deep in the oceans.
Far from the surface, the vents are well removed
from the zone in which photosynthetic fixation of
carbon occurs (the euphotic zone). Virtually all
photosynthesis in the oceans is carried out by small
green algae in the upper 100 to 200 meters of the
water column. Thus, any foodstuffs supplied to the
vent animals from photosynthetic production must
travel almost 2,500 meters (approximately 8,000
feet) down the water column. And, based on
studies in which sediment traps were employed to
discern how mgch reduced carbon can reach the
deep ocean from the euphotic zone, it seems
unlikely that more than a small percentage of the
reduced carbon compounds produced
photosynthetically in the euphotic zone can reach
depths near 2,500 meters.
Knowing the locations of the vent sites and
the composition of the waters emitted from the
vents, one might predict that hydrothermal vents
would be relatively impoverished in animal life, as,
indeed, the typical deep sea appears to be. This
expectation is not borne out; rather, hydrothermal
vent communities contain some of the densest
aggregations of animal life found on land or in the
sea. Vastly more abundant than animals from the
typical deep sea, many vent organisms also strike
us as being odd. They have anatomical,
physiological, and biochemical properties that set
them off dramatically from most other animals.
Probably the oddest among the vent animals
is the large tube worm, Riftia pachyptila Jones, the
largest known member of phylum Pogonophora
(see page 47). Riftia may reach approximately one
meter in length and several centimeters in
diameter. Yet its lack of a mouth and digestive
system immediately raises the question, "How does
this animal obtain its nutrition?" Riitia, like the
largest, most populous bivalve molluscs at the
vents, lives only where a steady flow of sulfide-rich
water occurs; that is, the animals that constitute the
largest fraction of the vent animal biomass have
chosen for their habitat the most stressful niche
available at the vents!
Hydrogen Sulfide
The feature of the vent environment that probably
has most influenced the evolutionary path taken by
the vent organisms is a molecule I have already
mentioned, hydrogen sulfide. From the standpoint
of its roles in metabolism, hydrogen sulfide is at
once good and evil. Certain features of this
molecule help account for the abundance (and
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some ot the most unusual characteristics) of vent
.inimals. Hulrogen sulfide is a highly reduced
molet ule. meaning that, if the proper metabolic
mat hmer\ is present, a great deal of energy can be
obtained \\hen hydrogen sulfide is oxidized. This
ntial i an only be realized, of course, if the
nisni teeding on sulfide avoids being poisoned
In it.
The ability to exploit the energy contained in
the molecular bonds of hydrogen sulfide is
restricted to certain types of bacteria, which
possess the enzyme systems needed to oxidize
sulfide and to use the energy released to fuel their
metabolisms. The energy released drives the
Calvin-Benson cycle, the biochemical pathway
used by photosynthetic organisms and certain
nonphotosynthetic bacteria to fix carbon dioxide.
Nonphotosynthetic bacteria with this potential-
species able to use sulfide plus species able to tap
the energy of other inorganic sources have what
is termed a chemolithoautotrophic metabolism.
Literally, these bacteria "eat" reduced inorganic
chemicals like hydrogen sulfide, which, in effect,
takes the place of the sunlight used by
photosynthetic organisms. Thus, given a supply of
energy-rich inorganic chemicals,
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria can do in the dark
what light-requiring photosynthetic organisms like
marine algae can do only in the presence of
sunlight: achieve net fixation of carbon dioxide and
synthesize reduced carbon compounds (sugars and
the like). This provides nourishment for the
organisms performing these syntheses and can
nourish organisms that feed on these primary
producers.
The role of sulfide-oxidizing bacteria in the
vent ecosystem is crucial (see page 79). Bacteria
form the base of the vent foodchain, and provide
much, if not all, of the reduced-carbon compounds
needed by the vent animals. How, then, do the
animals feed on the vent bacteria? The answer is
quite complicated; biologists are only now
beginning to understand the nutritional
relationships between chemolithoautotrophic,
sulfide-oxidizing bacteria and the vent animals that
depend for their sustenance on these bacteria.
One type of feeding may be a simple
proc ess of "grazing." Motile invertebrates, such as
small crustaceans, may crawl over the rich bacterial
m, its and
"graze" on these "fields" of bacteria,
much as a herbivore feeds on green plants.
Another form of exploitation of the bacteria is
more subtle: chemicals released from the bacteria
when they die mix with the seawater and serve as
a source of dissolved organic molecules for the
soil bodied vent invertebrates. Soft-bodied marine
invertebrates have outstanding abilities to extract
organic molecules (such as amino acids) from
seawater. These dissolved organic molecules are
important in the animals' nutrition. Unfortunately,
we do not know what types and quantities of
dissolved organic molecules are present in the vent
waters, so their ( ontribution to the needs of the
vent animals is unclear. Future expeditions to the
\ents will measure the types and quantities of
organic molec ules in the vent waters, and also
determine how effectively these molecules are
taken up by the vent animals.
Symbiosis
Perhaps the most important way in which bacteria
contribute to the vent animals' dietary needs is
through symbiotic interactions. In a symbiotic
system, two different organisms live in close
association for the mutual benefit of both. For
example, many corals house small photosynthetic
algae within their tissues, thereby gaining an "in
house" supply of photosynthetic products. The
symbiotic algae benefit too: they receive anchorage
in a stable, sunlit habitat, and have direct access to
the carbon dioxide released via respiration from
the animal tissues.
In Riftia pachyptila, and in the vent bivalves,
including the large white clam, Calyptogena
magnifica, and the vent mussels, sulfur bacteria
may play a role analogous to that of the
photosynthetic algae in corals. Colleen Cavanaugh
of Harvard University and her colleagues first
showed that the trophosome tissue of Riftia
pachyptila is densely populated with bacteria
(Figures 1 and 2). The trophosome is a soft tissue
filling much of the internal body cavity of
pogonophoran tube worms. It is thought to play a
major nutritional role for the worms. Biochemical
studies by Horst Felbeck of the Scripps Institution
of Oceanography demonstrated that the
trophosome bacteria could oxidize sulfide and use
the energy released to drive the Calvin-Benson
cycle. Subsequent work by Cavanaugh has shown
that the vent bivalves house large numbers of
bacteria in their enormous gills, and Felbeck and
co-workers have shown that the symbionts of the
bivalves, too, have the enzyme systems needed to
exploit the energy of sulfide for driving net carbon
dioxide fixation (Figure 3).
Although we basically understand these
animal-bacteria symbioses, vast amounts of
additional study will be required before we will be
able to answer the following questions. First, how
heavily do the animals depend on the nutrients
produced "in house" by their symbionts? Are the
symbionts providing the dominant fraction of food,
vitamins, et cetera, for the animals, or does the
uptake of dissolved and/or particulate organic
matter from external sources also make an
important contribution to the animals' nutrition?
For Riftia pachyptila, which lacks a mouth and
digestive tract (Figure 1), it is tempting to speculate
that most, if not all, of the animal's dietary needs
could be supplied by the symbiotic bacteria.
However, judgment on this point must be
suspended until more work is done.
Second, what types of organic molecules are
transferred from symbiont to host and from host to
symbiont? How does the supply of nutrients from
bacteria vary with the host animal's nutritional
needs? What types of nutrients might the animal
"feed" its bacterial colony? For example, might the
animal "feed" its symbionts molecules that can
signal, to the bacteria, what the host's nutritional
requirements are? Lastly, to return to the important
question of how the animals cope with the toxic
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effects of sulfide, we can ask how the animal
supplies its sulfide-oxidizing bacteria with enough
hydrogen sulfide to fuel the bacterial
chemolithoautotrophic metabolic system and yet
not poison the metabolism of host and bacterial
tissues.
Survival Strategies
Given a clean sheet of paper, how might one
design an organism that can live in the presence of
potentially toxic concentrations of hydrogen
sulfide? Such a bioengineering approach might
involve several strategies. One idea is to build
around the organism a protective coat
impermeable to sulfide. Unfortunately, if the
animal must take in sulfide to fuel its bacterial
symbionts' metabolisms, such a simple defensive
strategy cannot be the answer. A second possibility
is to redesign the respiratory proteins that are the
primary locus of sulfide poisoning. For instance, the
respiratory enzyme cytochrome c oxidase, which is
involved in the use of molecular oxygen in aerobic
respiration, but is poisoned by very low
concentrations of sulfide, might be modified (over
evolutionary time) to gain an insensitivity to sulfide.
A sulfide-tolerant animal might run its
metabolism with anaerobic pathways of energy
generation. In this way, the sulfide poisoning of
aerobic respiration would not be a problem.
However, the energy yield from degrading
foodstuffs through anaerobic metabolic pathways is
vastly lower (as much as 90 percent lower) than the
energy yield obtained when these same foodstuffs
are fully combusted to carbon dioxide and water
via aerobic pathways. Thus, the strategy of giving
up aerobic respiration seems suboptimal.
A fourth strategy requires a high degree of
evolutionary novelty, for it entails the "invention"
of a new type of protein, a "sulfide-binding
protein," that could bind sulfide extremely tightly
and prevent it from entering the mitochondria,
intracellular organelles where the sulfide-sensitive
respiratory enzymes are located. Such a sulfide-
binding protein could keep the levels of free
(unbound) sulfide extremely low, well below the
toxic threshold. At some point, of course, the
sulfide-binding proteins would have to unload their
bound sulfide, so the challenge facing this type of
protein is not only to tie up sulfide, but also to
release it at an appropriate site, under appropriate
conditions.
A fifth possible approach is the inclusion of
sulfide-detoxifying enzymes on the superficial
layers of the animals. These enzymes could form a
"peripheral defense" by detoxifying any sulfide not
rapidly taken up by the symbiotic bacteria or
bound by the sulfide-binding proteins.
Figure 2. Scanning electron micrograph, right, showing
symbiotic bacteria from the trophosome of Riftia
pachyptila. (Scanning electron micrograph courtesy of
Colleen Cavanaugh of Harvard University)
TENTACLES
Ciraitatory system
transport (---)
TROPHOSOME (plus gonad)
;ut surfaces
Figure 1 . Metabolic and anatomical models of the
pogonophoran tube worm, Riftia pachyptila. The lower
drawing illustrates the anatomical organization of the
worm. The trophosome tissue contains large numbers of
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria, supplied with hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) by the well-developed blood system of the
worm. Only the tentacles are in direct contact with the
ambient seawater. The upper figure shows the essential
biochemical transformations thought to occur in this
symbiosis. Sulfide (H 2S) is oxidized to sulfate (SOjj, which is
returned to the environment. Some of the energy released
during the oxidation of sulfide is used to produce the
biological "energy currency" compounds, ATP and
NADPH, which in turn are utilized to drive the net fixation
of carbon dioxide (CO2) and the reduction of nitrate (NO})
to ammonia (NHj). CO2 is thought to be trapped in the
tour-carbon compound, malate, for transport to the
bacteria in the trophosome.
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Figure 3. A comparison
of food chains,
sunlight-driven versus
sulfide-driven. In
photosynthetic food
chains, sunlight is used
in the chloroplasts
(chlorophyll containing
organelles) to drive
CO2 fixation via the
Calvin-Benson cycle. In
the vent tube worm
and clam, energy
released from sulfide
oxidation by bacterial
symbionts is used to
power the Calvin-
Benson cycle for
synthesis of reduced
carbon compounds.
Exploring Riftia's Adaptations
Our best data come from studies of Riftia
pachyptila, which uses at least two of these
strategies to good advantage. To determine
whether Riftia pachyptila relies, as most animals do,
on efficient aerobic metabolic pathways for
extracting energy from its food, Steven Hand
(University of Southwestern Louisiana), Mark
Powell (a graduate student at Scripps), and I
measured the ability of the tentacle of Riftia to
consume oxygen. We found, indeed, that the
tissue respired rapidly. Thus, a shift away from
efficient aerobic metabolism to anaerobic
processes was not operative. However, in contrast
to other animals studied, we found that the oxygen
consumption of tentacle tissue from Riftia was not
strongly inhibited by sulfide. Is this ability to respire
in the presence of sulfide a reflection of sulfide-
insensitive respiratory enzymes in Riftia? Not at all:
the cytochrome c oxidase of Riftia was found to be
just as sensitive to inhibition by sulfide as the
cytochrome c oxidases of animals from non-vent
habitats. We observed, however, that the
sensitivity of the cytochrome c oxidase of Riftia to
sulfide was strongly dependent on the extent to
which we had purified the enzyme; in other words,
on the extent to which other types of proteins had
been removed from our preparations. The most
highly-purified preparations of the enzyme were
the most sensitive to sulfide, a result suggesting
that something in the tentacle tissue used as our
source of enzyme was able to protect the enzyme
irom sulfide. Because the tentacle is highly
vascularized, as evident from its bright red color,
we reasoned that a blood-borne factor could be
protecting the cytochrome c oxidase system. To
test this conjecture, we added a minute amount of
blood to a preparation of sulfide-inhibited enzyme.
To our satisfaction, we found that full activity of the
cytochrome c oxidase system could be restored by
the addition of even very small amounts of blood
from the worm.
We conducted these experiments aboard
the R/V New Horizon, as part of the Oasis 82
Expedition to the 21 -degrees-North vent site, in
April and May of 1982 (other vessels taking part in
the expedition were R/V Melville and R/V Alvinf
Lulu). At the same time, James Childress and Alissa
Arp (University of California, Santa Barbara) were
working aboard the R/V Melville, examining sulfide
transport by the blood of Riftia. They had just
discovered a protein in the blood of the worm able
to bind sulfide very tightly, possibly serving as a
sulfide-transport protein, much as hemoglobin
transports oxygen. When we compared notes, it
became obvious that we had focused in on the
same protein, starting from two different directions.
This one type of protein, never before observed,
could be doing at least two critical things for the
animal and its bacterial symbionts. The sulfide-
binding protein, as Childress and Arp named their
discovery, appeared to be able to extract sulfide
from the seawater and transport the molecule via
the animal's bloodstream to the bacteria in the
trophosome. The sulfide-binding proteins are
protective, too. Because there are high
concentrations of the sulfide-binding proteins in
the blood of Riftia, and because these proteins can
bind sulfide extremely tightly, levels of free sulfide
in the blood are kept too low to pose a threat to
the animal. As well, sulfide-binding proteins may
exist within the cells of the animal or bacteria,
possibly serving to withdraw sulfide from the blood
of Riftia to "feed" to the sulfide-oxidizing
machinery of the bacteria. Ongoing studies of
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these proteins may further illuminate their
contributions to the symbiosis.
As vital to Riftia' s survival as the sulfide-
binding proteins appear to be, the worm needs
another defense against sulfide. This is the
"peripheral defense" strategy mentioned earlier.
Studies by Mark Powell and myself have shown
that the very outer layer of the sausage-like
bodywall of Riftia (Figure 4) contains enzyme
systems capable of rapidly oxidizing any free
sulfide that enters the cells. This
"peripheral
defense" may be extremely important in poorly
vascularized tissues, like the body-wall
musculature, where a rich blood supply (with
plenty of sulfide-binding protein to tie up sulfide) is
not present (Figure 5).
Other Vent Fauna
Thus far, I have discussed primarily the adaptations
of Riftia pachyptila, an emphasis reflecting the large
share of attention that the biologists working in the
vent program have given this unusual worm. In
fairness to the other members of the vent fauna,
however, it must be emphasized that many other
animals found in the sulfide-rich outflows have
solved the same adaptational problems. Studies of
the respiratory metabolism of the vent bivalves and
crustaceans by Kenneth L. Smith, Jr. (Scripps), and
James J. Childress and Thomas Mickel (University
of California, Santa Barbara) have shown that these
species, too, sustain aerobic respiration, generally
at levels similar to those of related species from
shallow-water habitats. This is interesting in light of
the findings made by Childress, Smith, and others
that pelagic animals from typical deep-sea regions
have extraordinarily low metabolic rates. High
pressure alone is not responsible for the low
metabolic rates of pelagic deep-sea animals. The
metabolic rates of the vent animals no doubt
reflect the abundance of food present at the vents,
relative to the nutrition available to other deep-
living pelagic species.
How the other vent animals deal with sulfide
toxicity is not clear. For many species, simple
avoidance of sulfide-rich waters may preclude the
need for defenses against the toxic effects of
sulfide. Perhaps the distribution patterns of animals
at the vents reflect, in part, the different species'
abilities to cope with sulfide. Only certain species,
for example Riftia and the large bivalves, are
clustered in the flow of sulfide-rich waters; other
animals, such as the "spaghetti worm," appear to
occur only outside the zones of high sulfide
concentrations. On our next trip to the vents, we
will investigate whether the more peripherally
occurring species lack sulfide detoxifying systems.
Mark Powell and I have found that the
"peripheral defense" noted in the body-wall
musculature of Riftia appears to occur in the huge
foot of Calyptogena magnifica (Figure 6). This clam
typically lives along cracks in the seafloor through
which sulfide-rich waters issue, its foot engorged
with blood and extended deeply into the crack.
Thus, the clam's foot must be protected from
sulfide inhibition of metabolism.
Figure 4. Horst Felbeck of Scripps holding a large specimen
of Riftia that has been removed from its white tube. (Photo
by Steven C. Hand)
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Figure 5. How hydrogen sulfide is handled by Riftia
pachyptila. Sulfide (H2S) and oxygen (O2) are taken up
through the tentacle and carried by the blood to the
bacterial symbionts in the trophosome. During transport
the sulfide is tightly bound to sulfide-binding protein, thus
preventing toxic levels of free sulfide from occurring in the
blood. The body-wall musculature has a superficial layer
where sulfide-oxidizing activity takes place, possibly to
detoxify any sulfide that penetrates into the musculature.
Summary
From the perspective of the environmental
physiologist and biochemist, the vent animals offer
some vivid lessons concerning the adaptability of
living systems. These animals have one of the most
stressful habitats imaginable: high pressures; no
light, therefore no photosynthetic productivity; and
waters laden with toxic substances. Through
evolutionary changes, the vent animals have met
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these challenges, and can tolerate and even thrive
in their unusual environment. These creatures are
most aesthetic and fascinating for those biologists
fortunate enough to be able to work with them.
George N. Somero is the lohn Dove Isaacs Professor of
Vitura/ Philosophy at the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, University of California San Diego, La lolla,
California.
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Chemosynthesis:
The Nutritional Basis
for Life at Deep-Sea Vents
by Holger W. Jannasch
I he finding of unusually dense populations of
animals in the deep sea, clustered around
hydrothermal vents, was originally a puzzling
discovery. As anywhere else on earth, animal life in
the deep sea was known to be sustained by plants;
mainly by the phytoplankton of surface waters.
These photosynthetic primary producers of organic
carbon from carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) form the base of
the food chain. However, only a small fraction of the
total organic matter produced escapes recycling in
surface waters and further decomposition in the
water column by sinking relatively fast as particulate
materials to the bottom. In principle: the deeper the
bottom, the fewer the food particles that arrive, and,
consequently, the smaller the benthic animal
biomass.
In this light, the biomass of vent invertebrates
observed was much too high. Its quantity and
distribution suggested some other food source than
organic sediments trickling down from the surface.
The dense clusters of mussels, clams, and tube
worms around vent openings indicated a highly
localized food source; when hydrogen sulfide was
found to be a substantial constitutent of the
hydrothermal fluid being emitted at the vents, the
possibility of chemosynthetic primary production of
organic carbon became apparent. Today, after
several years of work at the vents and in the
laboratory, this hypothesis is accepted as fact.
The Nature of Chemosynthesis
All organisms require energy, electrons for the
transfer of energy, and carbon for the construction of
organic compounds. The term "chemosynthesis"
indicates that the energy for biosynthesis (mainly the
transformation of inorganic to organic carbon) is
provided by a chemical oxidation. In the same
fashion in which light and photosynthesis determine
the occurrence and abundance of life on the
Table 1. Types of metabolism (Terminology).
continents and in surface waters, the availability of
certain inorganic energy sources and
chemosynthesis control the abundance of animal
populations at deep-sea vents.
Chemosynthesis was discovered about 100
years ago. In Paris in 1887, Sergei Winogradski
observed that a peculiar and very large bacterium,
Beggiatoa, grew in the virtual absence of organic
matter, but needed hydrogen sulfide (H 2S). During
growth, globules of elemental sulfur appeared in the
cells and disappeared again when the hydrogen
sulfide outside of the cell was exhausted.
Winogradski, a leading figure in microbial ecology,
interpreted these observations as "chemo-
autotrophic" growth based on the oxidation of
hydrogen sulfide to elemental sulfur and on to
sulfate ("auto-" meaning that no other source of
carbon than CO 2 is required). The bacteria use the
energy released by the oxidation of hydrogen sulfide
to build organic compounds from CO 2 . Plants, by
the same token, are "photoautotrophic," relying on
the sun's energy for growth.
Extending this terminology for describing
types of metabolism (Table 1) to include the
source of electrons, plants become photo-auto-
lithotrophic (litho means mineral or inorganic, in this
case H 2O) and animals chemo-hetero-organotrophic
(hetero means other, that is, other than CO 2 ).
Microbiologists commonly boast that micro-
organisms are physiologically more versatile than
plants and animals together and can carry out
virtually any combination of traits presented in
Table 1. Doing so, they are able to exist under
extreme conditions and in habitats where neither
plants nor animals can survive.
The following will clarity the common use of
this terminology. If the emphasis is on the particular
trait of carbon dioxide fixation, for instance,
chemoauto- or chemoheterotrophy are the
Source of:
energy
appropriate designations. If the physiological
(
.ipabilih of using inorganic electron donors is
included in the description, the term
chemoautolithotrophic despite its length is the
-t correct. Chemo- and photosynthetic refer to the
production of organic carbon and are useful in an
ecological context.
Being able to use inorganic materials as
sources of energy, for instance, is unique to certain
bacteria. This is in contrast to the chemotrophic
animals that depend on the energy from organic
chemical compounds. Suitable inorganic materials
oxidized by the chemoautolithotrophic bacteria are
hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide, elemental sulfur,
thiosulfate, ammonia, nitrite, and reduced iron and
possibly manganese. The energy released by the
oxidation of these materials is used by the bacteria
to reduce carbon dioxide to organic carbon [CH 2O]
via the enzymes of the Calvin cycle.* (The same
cycle, driven by light energy, functions in
photosynthetic organisms.) From this point of view,
chemosynthetic bacteria can be described as plants
that are able to grow in the dark.
Prior to the discovery of vent populations, the
actual production of organic carbon by
chemoautotrophic bacteria had not been found to
be of ecological importance, either qualitatively or
quantitatively. Therefore, the single most exciting
biological discovery in the wake of plate tectonics is
that bacterial chemosynthesis can indeed drive
whole ecosystems in the permanently dark
environment of the deep sea.
Figure 1 illustrates the physiological and
evolutionary relationships of chemosynthetic
bacteria to the three major groups of photosynthetic
organisms. The carbon dioxide-reducing mechanism
is the same in all four groups. Procaryotic (no
membrane bound nucleus and no sexual
transmission of genes) phototrophic sulfur bacteria
are considered precursors of eucaryotic (cells having
i series of enzymes that transforms inorganic carbon into
organic compounds.
Table 2. Free energy of chemolithotrophic oxidation reactions.
AC '
Table indicate possible geomicrobiological
transformations wherever these inorganic sources of
energy occur in nature.
Free oxygen is the most efficient electron
acceptor or sink of energy. Anaerobic
chemolithotrophic reactions are less efficient and
depend on nitrate, sulfur, or carbon dioxide as
electron acceptors.
Chemosynthetic Organisms at the Vents
Once chemosynthesis is understood, three questions
arise: what are the most effective sources of
inorganic chemical energy at the vents; what are the
particular types of microorganisms that can use
them; and how do these organisms then serve as
food within the vent ecosystems?
The presently known types of
chemoautolithotrophic bacteria are listed in Table 3.
From their required electron donors and acceptors,
we can predict what organism and what process
might actually occur at the vents. Let us use the
approach of elimination by proceeding from the less
likely to the more likely and proven cases.
Of the anaerobic organisms, the nitrate
reducing, or denitrifying, organisms will have the
least chance of survival at the vents because nitrate
is absent from the highly reduced hydrothermal
fluid. Nitrate concentration in ambient seawater is
relatively low and, on mixing with hydrothermal
fluid, will be used for growth of aerobic bacteria. It is
believed that the nitrogen budget at the vents is
supplemented by nitrogen fixation, but proof of this
hypothesis is not yet available. The newly discovered
Guaymas Basin vent site (see map page 9) seems to
be very different from all other sites studied so far
because of its high ammonia concentration. It is
possible that we will find on future cruises a higher
rate of chemosynthesis carried out by nitrifying
bacteria at this site.
A carbon dioxide respiring, methane
producing bacterium has been isolated from the
base of a "black smoker." This isolation, of course,
does not demonstrate the actual quantitative role of
this organism and its activity in situ, but this type of
organism is most interesting. It is a member of the
"archaebacteria," which are known for living under
extreme conditions, that is, high acidity,
temperatures, and salinity. This particular isolate
exceeds all known methanogenic bacteria by its fast
growth, a minimum generation time of 28 minutes,
at 86 degrees Celsius. It also contains a very peculiar
lipid in its membrane that might serve in future vent
studies as a "biomarker" for the occurrence of this
organism and biological methane formation.
Quite recently, it was reported that highly
thermophilic archaebacteria may reduce elemental
sulfur and possibly sulfate. This also was found to be
true for the isolated bacterium. Anaerobic
chemosynthesis based on hydrogen and oxygenated
forms of sulfur is indeed an important process to
look for in future work. A most interesting claim
concerns growth of bacteria from black smokers at
temperatures of up to 250 degrees Celsius if boiling
is prevented by pressure, as it is, indeed, at the
depth of 2,500 meters (250 atmospheres). There is
Table 3. Autolithotrophic bacteria.
Electron
, Electron acceptor Organisms
that these organisms are extremely difficult to grow
and to study. Masses of cells have been observed in
association with metal oxide deposits, and some
manganese oxidizing bacteria have been isolated,
hut direct proof for the occurrence and magnitude
<)t the process is elusive.
There is, for example, a very large
microorganism found in these deposits that looks
exactly like a photosynthetic cyanobacterium (Figure
J). It is encased in a slime sheath encrusted with iron
oxides. If it can lower the acidity within its sheath to
a pH of about 5.0 by sulfur oxidation to sulfate, iron
oxidation could become its source of energy. This
will remain a puzzle until we can grow this organism
in culture.
Figure 2. Left, a puzzling
vent organism that is
morphologically
indistinguishable from
the photosynthetic
cyanobacterium
Calothrix, yet it is found
in permanent darkness
at 2,550 meters depth
(scale bar 1 micron).
(Photo by Wirsen/
Seling)
Figure 3. Below, the
bacterial cells causing
the turbidity in the
water emitted from
some of the warm vents
(8 to 20 degrees
Celsius); the
background is a
Nuclepore filter with a
pore size of 0.2 microns
(scale bar 7 micron).
(Photo by Wirsen/
Seling)
The Sulfur Oxidizing Bacteria
The most abundant sources of energy for
chemolithotrophic bacteria are hydrogen sultide and
other aerobically oxidizable sulfur compounds, such
as elemental sulfur and thiosulfate, which are listed
in the first line of Table 3. The oxidation of these
compounds is assumed to account for most of the
chemosynthesis at the vents.
The turbid, milky-bluish water extruded from
warm vents contains masses of bacteria (Figure 3).
When the carbon dioxide-fixing capacity of these
natural populations was tested in situ and compared
to two controls (Figure 4), it was found that: 1) the
bacteria in this vent water were adapted to grow at
20 to 30 degrees Celsius (not adapted to low
temperatures as most "psychrophilic" [cold loving]
deep-sea bacteria); 2) they were not specifically
adapted to in situ pressure, but showed a
"barotolerant" response* common for surface-
derived bacteria, and 3) their metabolism was readily
stimulated by an addition of thiosulfate as an energy
source. Enzymatic studies corroborated these results.
When isolated in pure culture and studied in
detail, these bacteria were found to belong to the
genus Thiomicrospira. One isolate was a new species
and was named T. crunogena, which in its original
Greek form means "spring born."
There are many more types of sulfur-
oxidizing bacteria found in dense microbial mats
surrounding the vents and exposed to the hydrogen
sulfide contained in the vent plumes (Figure 5). One
of the filamentous and unusually large microbes
observed is the previously mentioned classical
Beggiatoa. It has been observed to form thick white
mats at the recently discovered Guaymas Basin vent
site. Figure 6 illustrates the size difference between
bacteria at the vents: ordinary, probably
heterotrophic, bacteria of 1 micron length cling to
Beggiatoa filaments of about 5 microns in diameter.
Some Begg/atoa-like filaments sampled from the
Guaymas Basin had a width of 100 microns! Scale
worms, possibly feeding, were observed on these
mats.
A direct feeding of vent animals on bacteria
was observed in several other instances. When
taking samples of warm and turbid water from an
almost stagnant pool at the 21 -degree-North vent
site, we noticed a layer of zooplankton at the
interface with the overlying cold water. The turbidity
turned out to be a suspension of bacterial cells with
the zooplankton obviously feeding on the bacteria.
In another case, we found thick layers of Thiothrix,
another filamentous sulfur bacterium, lining the
housings of polychaete worms on the outer surface
of black smoker chimneys. Moving about within
these housings, the worms appear to feed on the
Thiothrix crop.
The most elegant solution, however, to the
problem of transferring the chemolithotrophically
produced organic carbon most efficiently to the
animals, is found in the symbiotic associations
between the procaryotic bacteria and the eucaryotic
higher organisms. The giant clams (Calyptogena
*
Tolerating a wide range of pressures.
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for the measurement of
CO2-fixation
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Below left, data from
vent water samples
incubated with
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are controls incubated
in the ship's laboratory
(normal pressure) at 3
and 23 degrees Celsius;
the dashed column
indicates an addition of
1 millimole/liter
thiosulfate.
magnifica), which were expected to feed by filtering
particulate materials from the water, were observed
to live and grow well in perfectly clear water in the
absence of an obvious food source. How could they
do it? The large vestimentiferan tube worms (Riftia
pachyptila see page 47) were found to be unable
to feed at all because of the absence of an ingestive
as well as digestive system. The mystery was solved
when it was found microscopically that both
organisms contained quantities of procaryotic cells
(Figure 7). The specific metabolic activity of these
symbiotic bacteria has been demonstrated
enzymatically (see page 67).
By far the largest portion of chemosynthetic
production is provided at the vent through these
symbiotic interactions. There is no example of such
an ingenious adaptation to an extreme environment
anywhere else in the biosphere. Being metabolically
so much more versatile, the bacteria allow the
animals to exist on an inorganic food source. Being
largely unicellular organisms, however, the bacteria
Figure 5. Typical microbial mat trom the immediate
surrounding of a warm vent; largely Thiothrix-type and metal
oxidizing organisms (scale bar 10 microns). (Photo by
Wirsen/Seling)
Figure b. Beggiatoa-type filaments overgrown with unicellular
bacteria (scale bar 10 microns). (Photo by Wirsen/Seling)
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Feeding Acid Rain to Bacteria
The ability of the bacteria found at deep-sea vents to
<>rt hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbon dioxide to
.mic matter and sulfate may eventually provide a
'table solution to the nation's acid rain problems.
Two scientists at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Holger jannasch and Craig Taylor, are
e\ploring ways to use chemosynthetic bacteria to
convert industrial H2S wastes into sulfate (5OT) via
H'ntal sulfur, and to then dilute the sulfate in the
ocean, where it will remain harmless.
When sulfurous chemicals are released into the
atmosphere they return to the ground in the form of
acid rain, which may cause environmental damage to
Likes and streams. Sulfurous chemicals released
directly into terrestrial waters may have similar effects.
In contrast, adverse effects from the release of sulfate
or elemental sulfur into the ocean would be mitigated
by the high buffering capacity of seawater.
In addition to eliminating ill effects from the
sulfurous by-products of industry, jannasch and Taylor
hope that the bacteria grown on the H2S can be used
in synthetic fuel production, the chemical industry, or
aquaculture. In particular, lannasch and Taylor are
working on using the bacteria to grow mussels.
Preliminary experiments showed that mussels grow
well on bacterial cell material, but that too much
particulate elemental sulfur interferes with this process
and kills the shellfish. The next step in this work is to
eliminate the formation of excess particulate sulfur.
If successful, the use of such bacteria to control
acidic pollution of our soils and water supplies, and at
the same time produce a valuable product, could
solve a problem of broadening economic,
environmental, and political importance. The project
is still in the early stages of research, and more work
will be required on such diverse topics as the culturing
of the bacteria on a large-scale basis, the suitability of
the bacteria as a food source for shellfish, other
potentially useful products of such biological
detoxification, and the economics of capturing and
transporting the sulfurous wastes. Eventually, lannasch
and Taylor hope for tremendous returns on the time
and money spent in researching this application of
deep-sea microbiology.
-FLL
/ ii>ure 7. Procaryotic "bacterial" cells of the Riftia
irnpl insome tissue. The cells are 3 to 5 microns in diameter
ebar 10 micron). (Photo by Wirsen/Seling)
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alone are unable to grow into large multicellular
structures.
For the sake of argument, consider the
apocalyptic thought that the surface of the globe
might some day, by a natural or man-made
catastrophe, be blocked from sunlight. Then, with
the end of photosynthesis, most life forms would die
out. Not, however, the vent communities. They are
well protected in their deep-sea environment and
are the only ecosystems on Earth supported by
terrestrial instead of solar energy.
On a happier note, the observation that large
amounts of shellfish grow via bacteria utilizing
hydrogen sulfide has initiated some applied research
in aquaculture (see Oceanus Vol. 22, No. 4, p. 59), in
order to use this common waste of mining and cause
of acid rain productively.
Holger W. lannasch is a Senior Scientist in the Biology
Department at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
Further Reading and Reference
lannasch, H. W. 1983. Microbial processes at deep-sea
hydrotrn-rmal vents. In Hydrothermal Processes at Seafloor
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York: Plenum
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Marine Microbiologist
by Paul R. Ryan
"T
I he mind is the instrument
where science is made. Progress
is not made by the study of
literature or because of
sophisticated instrumentation.
You can use superior instruments
to produce data and still wind up
with inferior science."
This is Holger Windekilde
Jannasch talking. The interview is
being conducted aboard the
Atlantis II, which is on-station
some 360 miles off Mexico at 1 1
degrees North in the Pacific.
Jannasch, a microbiologist and
Senior Scientist at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI), is scheduled to make
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the first of six dives in the
submersible Akin on Leg VII of
Voyage 1 1 2 (see page 34).
"We who do basic
research have to be
opportunists, opportunists in the
sense that we do not have a
tixfd plan for what we will do in
the next 10 years. That would be
foolish. We know what questions
need to be answered, but we
also know our limitations. The
direction of our work becomes
clear as we proceed."
Jannasch's entire life has
been one of seizing oppor-
tunities. A good example is the
accidental sinking in 1968 of
Akin, which the German-born
scientist turned into a "natural
experiment." When the sub
went down in 1,500 meters of
water, it carried a box lunch that
contained a meat sandwich with
mayonnaise, bullion, and fresh
apples. After nearly a year on the
ocean floor, the sub was
recovered, and the food in the
box was almost good enough to
eat practically untouched by
decay, although it contained the
usual amount of bacteria.
Jannasch and Carl Wirsen,
then a Research Associate at
WHOI, wrote in Oceanus: "The
implications of the Akin lunch
experiment are obvious. The
deep sea is not a suitable
environment for dumping solid
organic wastes. It appears that
offshore disposal would largely
eliminate a quick microbial
degradation and mineralization.
Substantial amounts of waste
materials might be trapped in the
deep sea, being removed from
natural or technically enhanced
recycling processes, and might
accumulate in an uncontrollable
fashion."
"From more recent
studies, using the rebuilt Akin
again, we know now that a
general slowdown of metabolic
processes in the deep sea does
apply not only to bacteria from
the sea surface but also to the
indigenous microflora."
"Things have a way of
opening up unexpectedly," the
57-year-old scientist said.
"Before the sub accident, we did
not know what the effect of high
pressure was on deep-sea
bacteria because we had no way
to prevent the decompression of
our samples. The Akin accident
gave us the idea to conduct
research right on the ocean floor,
eliminating the decompression
problem. Later, we developed
samplers that allowed us to bring
the bacteria up to the surface
under pressure. Finally, we were
able to obtain pure cultures
under pressure. One step at a
time, each developing from the
preceding one."
The Early Years
Jannasch was born 23 May 1927
in Holzminden, a town in what is
now West Germany. He was the
second son of Hans W. and
Heidi Jannasch. "In 1933, my
father was a professor of
education in Hamburg, where
the Nazis closed his school. He
was sent to Silesia, an area then
in eastern Germany, which is
now Polish territory."
He watched the heart
beat of tiny fresh water
snails still in their eggs.
This was the beginning of
his interest in science.
The young Jannasch spent
his free days hiking or skiing in
the beautiful mountains near the
Czechoslovakian border. At
home, he tended several aquaria
from which he subjected
specimens to scrutiny under a
microscope. He watched the
heart beat of tiny fresh water
snails still in their eggs. This was
the beginning of his interest in
science.
The future microbiologist
was 12 years old when World
War II broke out. In 1943, at the
age of 15, he was drafted into
the military and sent to Berlin to
man anti-aircraft batteries. At this
time, he hoped eventually to
enter the forestry service. But he
would have to survive the war
first. His battery sustained several
direct hits from allied aircraft, but
it was always quickly rebuilt.
He remembers standing in
line one night passing water
buckets on the first floor of an
eight-story house that was
burning from the bombings.
"Someone screamed all of a
sudden to get away from the
elevators, one was coming down.
The elevator shafts were like
chimneys, the flame melting the
wires. I was on the stairs when
the elevator came down with an
explosion. The door blew off and
out came the remains of people.
I was sick and I ran off. They
could have shot me for that."
The war came to an end.
Jannasch was captured and
freed. His parents were now in
Poland. He himself was restricted
to the American sector of
Germany. His schooling had
terminated at the eighth grade.
By coincidence, he ran into a
student of his father, who was
now director of the private
school at Holzminden where
Jannasch was born and his
father's name well remembered.
They struck a deal whereby the
budding forestry apprentice
traded his woodsman skills (they
needed wood to rebuild the
rafters in the roofs that had been
hit by bombs) for schooling.
In the morning, the young
Jannasch went to classes, taking a
particular interest in literature
and the arts. In the afternoon,
the time was spent cutting wood
in the nearby forest. At night,
there was chamber music.
Occasionally, there was a field
trip to study the Romanesque
architecture of some of
Germany's old cathedrals. His
favorite course though was
astronomy. The school had a
little observatory that was the gift
of a wealthy Mexican who had
sent his son there.
"Where the telescope
ends, the microscope begins" is a
famous saying of Victor Hugo,
the celebrated French writer of
the 19th Century. "Who can tell
which is the grander view?"
Jannasch would be one of those
lucky enough to appreciate both
views, although as time would go
on the microscope would
definitely be his choice for the
grander view.
"I spent many clear winter
nights in the observatory. I was
asked to give lectures to the
students once a month on
double stars or circula nebulas
and so on. I was in heaven, so to
speak. Two years of school,
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absolute heaven, after four years
of tragedy and confusion."
By 1948, Jannasch had
finished high school and had
applied for "a marvelous job as a
bird watcher on an uninhabited
island in the North Sea." His
parents, meanwhile had come
out of Poland, but had lost
everything they owned except
for 20 pounds of possessions. His
father's extensive library was left
behind. The elder Jannasch
though would soon be back in
the harness, teaching teachers
and writing about his wartime
experiences and his theories on
education.
Seabirds and Solitude
"You could walk to the island at
low tide. It was 15 miles from the
mainland. There were some
3,000 terns, among them a very
rare species, plus seagulls, oyster
catchers, and plovers. In the fall,
there was a tremendous
migration. And I was to record
everything. The breeding habits,
the first egg, the number of
young per nest, and so on."
The solitary time spent
doing bird research for a
government institute turned
Jannasch's thoughts once more
toward science, and the need for
more schooling. The time spent
was not all solitary, however. For
it was on the island that he met
his future wife, Friederun. Years
later, the couple would get
married and eventually have a
son, Hans.
Shortly after leaving the
island, Jannasch entered the
University of Gottingen, where
he took basic chemistry, physics,
chemical physiology, zoology,
and botany, leading him on to
microbiology. His studies would
take him to Munich, where he
began his training in
biochemistry under the then
Nobel laureate-to-be Feodor
Lynen.
It was through his
professor at Gottingen that
lannasch would hear a name,
Cornelius van Niel, a name that
was destined to play a very
important role in his life. Van
Niel, a giant figure in
microbiology, had left the
Netherlands in 1928 to work at
the Hopkins Marine Station of
Stanford University.
But at this time in Munich,
he was just an interesting figure
in the literature to Jannasch, who
was a very hungry student, living
in a cellar. On Sundays, he
would treat himself to the only
solid meal of the week, some
dumplings and a good piece of
meat for $2.50. There was a stout
waitress. Each Sunday, she gave
him larger and larger portions.
This went on for some time until
one day she wasn't there. An
elderly waiter on this occasion
gave Jannasch a healthy portion
and the student inquired about
her whereabouts. He learned
that her name was Louise and
that she was home taking care of
her husband, who had once
worked for the railroad and now
was an invalid due to the loss of
a leg in an accident. Jannasch
then found out that Louise had
put up the money out of her
own pocket tor his larger
portions, instructing her
colleague to continue to do so
during her absence. The student
subsequently bought a big
bouquet of flowers and delivered
them personally to Louise at her
home.
America Beckons
In 1955, Jannasch earned his
Ph.D from the University of
Gottingen in West Germany, and
a year later was accepted into
the prestigious Max Planck
Society as an Assistant Scientist
in the Limnology Institute at
Plon.
During his student days,
he had made a trip to the
Zoological Station in Naples,
Italy. It was there that he met
Claude B. ZoBell of the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography,
who extended an invitation to
the young microbiologist to
come to California when his
studies were finished. As the
Max Planck Society was still in
the process of building the
institute where Jannasch was to
take up residence, his guidance
professor, August Thienemann,
urged him to "go in the world
and learn your trade."
In January 1957, Jannasch
and his wife left for California,
where he would work as a
Postdoctoral Fellow at Scripps for
a year and a half. In 1958, two
friends invited Jannasch to go on
an excursion that would take
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them by car around California.
( )n their way back to La jolla
irom s>m Francisco, jannasch
suddenly remembered van Niel.
\ ) urged his friends to stop
\\ hile he made a phone call,
"He had just left his office.
I called his home and said, 'I just
want to bring you greetings from
my professor in Gottingen.' He
said, 'I'll be back there in 20
minutes.'
"And from the first
impression, I knew I had met the
scientist of my life. He asked me,
'what are you doing?' And I
knew five minutes later that I
didn't know what I was doing.
After four hours of discussion, I
had learned more than in the
previous years. Science
appeared in a new light to me,
for which I am forever grateful to
van Niel."
"He asked pointed
questions, such as, 'Do you have
the means to answer this
question? Don't ever approach a
problem knowing that your tools
can only give you low quality
data. Don't submit to pressure to
answer questions that cannot be
answered'."
At the end of their initial
discussion, Jannasch asked Van
Niel if he might attend his
summer course in microbiology,
the only time he lectured during
the year. The answer was a blunt
"No, because you are already a
microbiologist." In a continue' I
discussion, Jannasch was able to
convince van Niel that he was
not, and he was admitted.
"Van Niel, who is now
retired, never applied for a grant,
because he felt it took too much
time away from science. Yet, on
a minimum budget, he clarified
in 1931 and '32 the nature of
photo- and chemosynthesis, a
stroke of genius in the eyes of
many sc ientists."
Why was van Niel, who
counted Ed Rickets and John
Steinbeck among his friends, a
great scientist and teacher?
Jannasc h replied: "Questions of
microbiology were constantly on
his mind. Someone asked him,
'I low c an we keep up with
today's literature?' There are six
journals in microbiology alone
every month and every article is
10 to 15 pages.' 'One can't read
all that and do science, too.'
On Scientists
..
I generally encounter two
types of scientists. Those who
think and work experimentally
and want reproducible yes/no
answers. They may be dry
specialists, but there is genuine
progress.
"And then there are those
who accumulate a lot of general
observations, which they use for
speculations. This requires a rarely
found degree of intuition and
experience. But these generalists
are fun if they were not so often
attracted to those problems that
typically cannot be proven or
disproven.
"We all belong to one type
or the other and find our
satisfaction there. I guess I belong
to the dry type.
"
Holger W. Jannasch
"'Oh,' he said. 'It isn't that
bad. Give me the last issue of the
Journal of Bacteriology.'" Van
Niel then went through every
paper and analyzed them,
showing us that of the 12 papers,
only one contained new and
original material and had to be
read in detail. His knowledge of
the subject was incredible."
Jannasch feels that he
learned more in the two-month
summer course with van Niel
than he had in almost all of his
previous studies. But his funds
were getting low and he faced
the possibility of having to return
to Germany. Fortunately, he was
offered a one-year post as a
Visiting Scientist in the
I )epartment of Microbiology at
the University of Wisconsin, and
.K ( epted.
At the end of the year in
Wisconsin, the news reached
him that his revered Professor
Fhienemann has passed away.
On returning to Germany, he
found that the spirit at the
Limnological Institute had died
with the director and founder.
So, "liberated from the old career
thinking," Jannasch quit the
Institute and started all over
again at Gottingen University
without a job. A stipend entailed
the qualification for
professorship by writing another
thesis, and giving lectures to the
public, faculty, and students.
But, before leaving for
Germany, he had stopped in
Woods Hole to give a seminar at
the invitation of Stanley Watson,
a Senior Scientist in WHOI's
Biology Department and whom
Jannasch had met at a
microbiology conference on the
West Coast. Among the people
he met at Woods Hole was
"Buck" Ketchum, then Associate
Director of WHOI, and Paul Fye,
then Director.
Shortly after arrival in
Germany, Jannasch received a
letter from Fye offering him a
post as Senior Scientist at WHOI.
He was unable to accept
because of his obligations toward
his stipend, but a second letter
from Fye saying "we will wait
for you" made him accept
gladly. "And I have never
regretted it. Woods Hole
became my home, scientifically
and otherwise." Jannasch passed
his qualification for a
professorship (under the German
system of education there is no
assistant or associate rank only
full professor), and arrived at
Woods Hole with his family in
October of 1963.
Woods Hole, 1963
Shortly after arrival in Woods
Hole, Jannasch was participating
in cruises. "The cruises challenge
you to do other projects. You
cannot go on a cruise with only
one project in mind. Often the
opportunities on cruises have
nothing to do with the goals of
the expedition, but they force
you to look at other areas." The
expansion from microbiologist
via limnologist to oceanographer
was now under way.
The Jannaschs soon
became close friends of the
Redfields. Holger would pass
their house every day on the
way to work and Alfred, an early
pioneer in oceanography, would
stop his gardening and the two
men would talk about
philosophy and gardening. Soon
Dr. and Mrs. Redfield offered
space in their garden to the
Jannaschs.
For recreation, the
Jannaschs went for long walks
along the Cape's beaches.
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Holger bought a cat boat (the last
such craft built in Woods Hole
and now 50 years of age). His
wife worked in Falmouth for a
brief time as an architect,
following her training in
Germany, but then discovered
pottery as a full-time hobby.
At the office, Jannasch's
reputation was growing. Cruises
had taken him to the waters off
Venezuela and into the Black Sea
to study bacteria in the
anaerobic conditions there. He
also was involved with the
growing education program at
WHOI, and at the Marine
Biological Laboratory in Woods
Hole. "The presence of the MBL
in Woods Hole has been a
tremendous benefit to me in my
work at WHOI. Mostly, without
knowing it, the two institutions
complement each other
extremely well on the scientific
level."
In 1971, Jannasch was
named director of the Microbial
Ecology Course at the Marine
Biological Laboratory. What
Jannasch had learned from van
Niel and his father was passed
on to a new generation of
students.
Then, in 1977, Jannasch
was thrust into the limelight with
the discovery of life existing
chemosynthetically around
hydrothermal vents in the deep
sea.
"Chemosynthesis had been
known for a very long time,"
Jannasch commented. "But it
was never expected to be of
much importance in a world
where photosynthesis is so
>
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'Tongue in Cheek'
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following letter to the editor
of the Bulletin of the British Ecological Society was
written by Holger Jannasch. It indicates that there
is a lighter side to microbiology.
2 September 1 976
Dear 5/r,
P. /. Hogarth's recent article on "Ecological Aspects of
Dragons" is to be highly commended for its masterful
interpretations of the early contemporary literature. One
startling behavioural trait, however, betraying an enormous
degree of intelligence of the solitary cave-dwelling dragons,
appears to have escaped the author's attention: it has been
frequently reported that the captive "fair maidens" were not
eaten by these heavily armoured and therefore quite
immobile animals but used as attractants for courageous
knights serving as a more or less continuous food supply. It is
unclear whether the ultimate disappearance of those
creatures from small rural kingdoms was accelerated by their
extravagant dealing with royal hostages or by the increasing
fashion of iron mail in the knights' outfit leading, most likely,
to star\ation as it would to a peasant on a lobster diet.
Another omission concerns nutritional and
physiological aspects of the dragons' ecology. R. S. Wolfe has
pointed out in his Woods Hole lectures on the microbial
ecology of digestion that the well known fire-breathing of
dragons indicates their at least facultative or
supplementary nutrition as cellulose fermenters.
Considering the daily production of methane of ca. 100 liters
by a cow as a recent ruminant, the quantity of combustible
gas available to a sizable dragon for flame-throwing purposes
must have been substantial. The mechanism of ignition may
well have been connected to the occasionally reported
gnashing of teeth involving the function of methyl-transferase
in the dental deposition of heavy metal catalysts acting as
flint. It has also been mentioned that small amounts of
phosphine produced during dephosphorylation in the highly
reduced rumen fluid was probably sufficient for the self-
ignition of the exhaled methane at contact with air. As this
matter may be, another highly probable reason (or the
extinction of the fire-breathing species could be bursts of
oxygen by catalase reactions during periods ot evolutionary
trials and errors which were apt to cause disastrous internal
explosions. It could well have been part of a successful
dragon slayer's strategy (most likely such "tricks" have been
eliminated from the hero's reporting) to excite his foe into an
irregular breathing pattern which then resulted in the fatal
back firing.
The frequently mentioned resemblance of dragons
with oversized lizards or snakes includes their lengthy
tongues which were thrust forward in battle or when
yawning. When not in use, these elongated and highly
flexible muscular extremities must have been stored
undoubtedly in a coiled-up position within the mouth cavity.
Thus, the expression "tongue in cheek" may well have
originated during those days of closer contact between men
and dragons and might be interpreted as indicating the fact
that in spite of their fearsome existence and encroachment
on royal progeny at least some of those medieval beasts
enjoyed a touch of respectful tolerance if not affection.
prevalent. With the discovery of
the deep-sea vents, we now
know that entire ecosystems can
exist on chemosynthesis and
depend on terrestrial instead of
solar energy."
In 1980, Jannasch became
the eighth recipient of the Henry
Bigelow Medal, one of several
awards that he has accumulated.
In the presentation of the award
(given for outstanding
contributions to oceanography),
Jannasch was cited for having
"produced a wealth of truly
remarkable scientific information
on the occurrence, physiology,
metabolism, and significance of
bacteria in the marine
environment.
"In addition to his
laboratory studies of microbial
physiology, Holger has also
demonstrated a unique ability for
planning and conducting cleverly
conceived scientific experiments
at sea. His work in the deep
ocean is an excellent example of
his innovative approach to the
study of microbial activity. With
the use of the DSRV Alvin and
the design and development of
highly sophisticated free-vehicles
instrumented for collection,
pressure retention, culturingand
subsampling undecompressed
bacterial populations from great
depths, Holger and his co-
workers successfully conducted
the first in situ experiments on
microbial decomposition in the
deep sea. Through these
experiments, they have
identified the effect of pressure
on microbial metabolism and
documented the extremely slow
rates of microbial decomposition
in the deep sea. These results
provide insights into the fragile
nature of deep sea food chains
as well as sobering thoughts for
using the ocean as a repository
for society's wastes.
"The recent discovery of
dense assemblages of benthic
animals in the vicinity of thermal
vents in the Galapagos Rift area
at a depth of 2,500 meters was
complemented by an equally
exciting discovery of the role of
bacterial chemosynthesis in the
food chain dynamics of this area.
Measurements by Holger and his
co-workers of living microbial
biomass and in situ growth rates
of microbial populations in the
vent areas have indicated that
chemosynthetic primary
production, based on the
utilization of sulfur compounds,
is the principal source of organic
matter for these exceptionally
dense animal populations.
Further elucidation of the
complexity of this system and
quantification of chemosynthetic
production awaits future
research and Holger will no
doubt remain in the forefront of
these continuing efforts."
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Protecting
Caribbean Waters:
The Cartagena Convention
bince 1974, the United Nations
Environment Program (UNEP)
has been trying to protect the
marine environment through its
Regional Seas Program. Divided
into 1 1 designated regions,*
more than 120 of the world's
approximately 130 coastal states
are cooperating to reduce
pollution and conserve living
* The Wider Caribbean, the
Mediterranean, the "Kuwait Action
Plan Region" (Persian Gulf), West and
Central Africa, East Asian Seas, South
East Pacific, South Pacific, Red Sea
and Gulf of Aden, East Africa, South
West Atlantic, and South Asian Seas.
resources. States in each region
assess the quality of their marine
and coastal environments,
identity sources of environmental
degradation, regulate activities
actually or potentially causing
pollution, manage living
resources, and preserve rare
species and habitats. This is
accomplished by compiling
"action plans" that outline areas
of cooperation for each region
and by adopting conventions
that provide legal frameworks for
the activities.
The Wider Caribbean
Region includes the Gulf of
Mexico, the Caribbean Sea, and
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those parts of the western
Atlantic within 200 nautical miles
of the Bahamas and Florida
(south of 30 degrees North),
down to the northern border of
Brazil (see map). States and
territories within this region differ
in their socio-economic and
political systems, natural
resources, and levels of
development. Nevertheless, a
number of environmental
concerns transcend these
differences.
The Caribbean's
mangrove forests, sea grass beds,
and coral reefs are important
habitats for crustaceans,
mollusks, and finfishes. At the
same time, the clear waters and
unspoiled beaches attract nearly
100 million tourists each year.
Fisheries and tourism are
extremely important to the
Caribbean's small island nations
as well as to larger nations with
more diversified economies.
The Caribbean is not as
polluted as the Mediterranean or
Baltic, but there is reason for
concern. Although petroleum
reserves there have not been
fully exploited, the Caribbean is
criss-crossed by shipping lanes
used to transport oil from the
Middle East and Africa to the
Americas. In addition, there are
major refineries and storage
facilities in the region. Recent
development, spawned by local
population growth and increased
tourism, has led to increases in
domestic sewage, upland
erosion, and wastes from
industry and agriculture. Thus,
the beaches, reefs, mangroves,
and sea grasses face effects of oil
spills, siltation, and waste
disposal. Any of these would
damage the fisheries and destroy
much of aesthetic value that
makes the region attractive to
tourists.
No one country can solve
these problems on its own. Each
would be jeopardized should its
neighbors be unwilling or unable
to cope with environmental
contaminants. Recognition of this
mutual dependence led
representatives of 23 states* to
adopt the "Action Plan for the
Wider Caribbean," at Montego
Bay, Jamaica, in April 1981. The
plan outlines more than 70 steps
to improve environmental
U.S A
The Wider Caribbean Region includes all nations bordering the Gulf of Mexico or
the Caribbean Sea, as shown by the shading above.
assessment and management, to
train personnel required for such
tasks, and to create institutional
and financial arrangements to
support the cooperative activities
involved. It organizes tasks under
nine headings: pollution control,
coastal zones, fisheries,
watersheds, natural disasters,
energy, human settlements,
tourism, and environmental
health. Finally, it calls for the
creation of a regional agreement
to serve as a legal basis for
cooperation.
The Convention
The legal agreement called for in
the action plan was drafted and
adopted by representatives of 16
states** at a conference in
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia,
on 24 March 1983. The
*
Barbados, Columbia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Dominica, Dominican
Republic, France, Grenada, Guyana,
Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico,
the Netherlands, Netherlands
Antilles, Nicaragua, Panama, St.
Lucia, Suriname, Trinidad and
Tobago, the United Kingdom, the
United States, and Venezuela.
**
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
France, Grenada, Guatemala,
Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, the
Netherlands, Nicaragua, Panama, St.
Lucia, the United Kingdom, the
United States, and Venezuela.
"Convention for the Protection
and Development of the Marine
Environment of the Wider
Caribbean Region" (Cartagena
Convention) has a three-tiered
legal structure. First set forth are
general goals, obligations, and
guidelines for action throughout
the Caribbean. Second are
procedures for establishing
protocols that will address
cooperative approaches to
specific problems, such as
combating oil spills. Finally, both
the Convention and its protocols
may be supplemented by
annexes of specific technical
standards to be applied toward
regulatory or cooperative
activities.
Since protocols and
annexes can be amended by
simpler procedures than can the
main Convention, this three-
tiered structure permits relatively
quick adjustment to changed
conditions. The protocols also
permit each party to distinguish
between areas of greater or
lesser concern. This is a boon for
the developing island states since
it permits allocating their scarce
funds and skilled personnel to
the most pressing environmental
problems rather than having to
spread them over a wide range
of activities.
The Convention itself
addresses the control of marine
pollution from ships, ocean
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dumping ot wastes, land-based
activities, and airborne
emissions, as well as exploration
and exploitation of nonliving
resources of the seabed. Parties
pledge to protect the marine
environment, establish
contingency plans for responses
to incidents of serious pollution,
assess the environmental impacts
of new activities before they are
begun, exchange scientific and
technical information, and frame
common rules for assessing
environmental damage and
determining liability. The
Convention thus encourages its
participants to cooperate in
dealing with a wide variety of
marine environmental problems.
It also provides a framework
within which the wealthier
parties can help the many small
island states maintain and
improve their environmental
protection programs.
Through UNEP,
coordination of activities is
assured. Rather than creating a
separate secretariat, the
Caribbean states have
designated UNEP to prepare
documents for meetings,
coordinate activities, disseminate
information, and ensure
coordination of activity with
other international organizations,
such as the International
Maritime Organization.
Provisions
The parties to the Cartagena
Convention will meet routinely
at least once every other year,
though a special meeting can be
called at any time. Delegates at
the meetings have broad
authority to assess the general
state of the marine environment
of the region, to adopt, review,
or amend annexes to the
Convention (according to
specific procedures); they can
recommend the adoption of
protocols and amendments, and
can adopt proposals for
cooperative activities. Meetings
provide a forum for exchanging
information and coordinating
responses. They also ensure, by
their regularity, that at least some
portion of the bureaucracy of
each state party to the
Convention will continue to
concern itself with the
environmental attairs of the
region.
As is becoming more
common in treaties on technical
subjects, regional economic
organizations are allowed as
parties if their authority extends
to matters covered by the
convention. The European
Economic Community and the
Caribbean Community were
invited to the Cartagena
Conference; however, these
organizations do not have rights
of participation equal with states.
They may vote only when the
subject is in their area of
authority, and when they do
vote, regional organizations have
votes equal to the number of
their members party to the
Convention. Members of a
regional organization do not vote
individually if the organization
votes as a whole. In this way, the
Cartagena Convention
accommodates the tradition that
states are the only entities with
full rights and duties under
international law, and the new
importaiu <>l < ertain other
entities in international att.nis.
Two provisions of the
Convention may cause some
consternation among
environmentalists. First, each
state has ')() (lays to decide
whether to M cept any new
annex or amendment. An
amendment will come into force
only for those states that approve
it; an objecting government is
neither bound by, nor can it gain
any right from, an annex or
amendment to which it objects.
However, a state may change its
mind at any time and accept the
new annex or amendment. This
raises the possibility of different
rules within the region. Many
environmentalists are likely to be
discouraged by this, but
governments insist on their
freedom from outside authority.
The result may be adoption only
of those annexes or amendments
most parties already agree are
needed.
All financial rules
(including the difficult question
INDUSTRIAL
INTERCOMS
FOR MARINE
COMMUNICATIONS
Designed originally to provide U.S. industry with intercoms which
would deliver clear, dependable voice communication under the
most severe operating conditions, ADCO units have earned wide
acceptance in many segments of the marine industry
Typical installations are aboard ship bridge to deck or engine
room, control center to diving bell on offshore oil platforms and
throughout repair yards, dry docks, piers and storage areas.
What makes ADCO intercoms different is their ability to perform
efficiently regardless of high ambient noise, weather or temperature
extremes. Their heavy-duty cast aluminum cases are built to
withstand rough usage and are both weather and corrosion-proof.
Since each unit is a self-contained station which receives,
amplifies and transmits the signal, intercom systems can include
many stations over very long distances. Installation is simple and
practical: each unit plugs into a nearby AC or DC power source, then
is connected by ordinary low voltage 2-wire cable.
Phone or write for bulletin outlining complete range of models
available.
A D |VlSl n of Guy F Atkinson Company
Building 21
1 West Orange Avenue
South San Francisco. CA 94080
Phone (41 5) 583-9845
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of how much each party will
contribute to the budget) and
rules of procedure for meetings
must be adopted unanimously.
This means that one government
can frustrate the others by
holding out on budget questions.
The unanimity rule will
probably disturb environ-
mentalists because it tends to
strengthen the position of those
favoring low levels of
cooperation. True, a party
desiring a higher level of
cooperation could veto a
program. However, the result of
a veto is no program (or no new
program), an outcome closer to a
low level of cooperation than a
high one. Thus, threats to veto
programs specifying more
cooperation than desired are
more plausible than threats to
veto those specifying a lower
level. Happily, though, the
records of other small
international bodies (for
example, the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Parties and the
European Economic Community)
show that a unanimity rule need
not be the death of cooperation.
At present, the Cartagena
Convention is supplemented by
only one protocol. The "Protocol
Concerning Cooperation in
Combating Oil Spills in the
Wider Caribbean," designed to
protect the regional marine and
coastal environment from oil
spills, calls for the development
of contingency plans and other
cooperative measures. The
contracting parties wisely
recognize that islands, due to the
fragility of their ecosystems and
economic dependence on
tourism, are particularly
vulnerable to the threats
imposed by oil exploration,
production, refining, and
transportation activities. This
protocol also covers (via a
specific annex) hazardous
substances other than oil until
specific protocols are written for
other contaminants.
Governments in the
region expect that other
protocols will be needed.
Resolutions adopted at
Cartagena called for the
preparation of draft protocols on
land-based sources of marine
pollution and on specially
protected areas and wildlife. In
Development also poses indirect threats to Caribbean wildlife. Baby sea turtles may
become disoriented by electrical lights in their attempt to find the sea after emerging
from nests on beaches near towns, factories, or resorts. (Photo fay Scoff A. fc/cert)
each case, UNEP was requested
"to convene, if called upon to do
so by a meeting of the
Contracting Parties, as soon as is
practicable after entry into force
of the Convention, a working
group of experts nominated by
the Contracting Parties and
Signatories to prepare a draft
protocol." In the resolution
calling for a draft protocol on
specially protected areas and
wildlife, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) were
encouraged to prepare proposals
for submission. This reflects a
trend toward recognizing the
expertise of NGOs in
environmental matters.
Ratification
The Cartagena Convention will
enter into force for those states
accepting it 30 days after the
ninth ratification. The Reagan
Administration, which strongly
supports ratification, submitted
the Convention to the U.S.
Senate in January 1984 and
hopes for ratification before the
end of the year. The other
signatories also are considering it,
but none have yet ratified. When
the Convention first comes into
force, participation will be
restricted to those states and
regional economic organizations
invited to the Cartagena
Conference. Additional states or
organizations from outside the
Caribbean area may participate
in the future if three-fourths of
the original parties agree.
The Convention and its
protocols supplement the
general rules on marine pollution
negotiated at the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law
oftheSea(UNCLOSIII). They
permit the states of the wider
Caribbean to adopt measures to
protect their own resources.
Political turmoil in the region has
not yet affected the willingness
of states to cooperate in
environmental matters, nor
should it be allowed to do so.
Each government in the region
stands to gain if cooperation
continues, or to lose if it does
not, irrespective of its political
persuasion.
Nat B. Frazer
and M. J. Peterson,
Research Fellows,
Marine Policy and Ocean
Management Center,
Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution
EDITOR'S NOTE: as we go to
press, the US Senate has
approved the Cartagena
Convention.
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Letters
To the Editor:
A variety of theories, some elegant, some not so elegant,
have been proposed over the years in attempting to
explain various aspects of important climatic change. The
phenomenon of El Nino, of course, can be viewed as just
another element in that ongoing discussion.
Curiously, however, most contemporary theories
(see Oceanus El Nino issue, Vol. 27, No. 2, Summer 1984)
regarding El Nino seem to assume that it's a self-
energizing and self-quenching phenomenon, even though
that idea flies in the face of logic. And, unfortunately, that
focus seems to have inadvertently put blinders on many
researchers in the field, with the result that many avenues
have been trod, only to lead to a dead end. In addition,
too many researchers seem to want to attack the problem
with Cray 1 computers, when simple logic would suffice
to answer most of the questions surrounding El Nino.
However, the company that I am president of
Global Weather, Inc., of Lunenburg, Mass. has been
able, working independently, to decipher the cause of
most of the world's important climatic change.
Most of the climatic changes that lead to an El
Nino are traceable to ocean surface temperature effects
in vital areas (not the ITCZ) that occur long before any
visible manifestations of a warming of the equatorial
Pacific.
But before we get into that, let us explore one of
the many assumptions regarding El Nino. One prevalent
theory is that El Nino was somehow responsible for the
drought of 1983 in the United States. However, looking
more closely at the factors that cause drought, we would
have to suggest that both El Nino and the drought were
the result of changes in the general west to east
circulation, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere.
For example, many researchers feel that the
general atmospheric circulation is the result strictly of
solar insolation, particularly in the tropics, which sets up a
convective air motion, with the Earth's relative rotation
providing the wind direction, setting the Jet Stream in
motion, etc. However, a simple application of the
convective theory based solely on the input of solar
insolation can't even begin to explain the observed
phenomena.
For instance, solar insolation averaged over the
entire Earth doesn't change much from season to season.
Thus, why does the Northern Hemisphere's average
circulation double or even triple in winter? The energy to
drive the atmospheric circulation obviously comes from
something other than solar insolation in winter.
Moreover, in contrast to a generally enhanced
winter circulation, 1983's drought in the United States
occurred during a period when west to east circulation
virtually came to a halt almost around the world.
Ignoring for the moment the causative factors
involved in shaping the general seasonal circulation, there
seems a fundamental relationship between the lack of
general circulation and the drought of 1983.
Indeed there is. Almost all the moisture that falls
on land begins as water evaporated from the surface of
the oceans as the winds sweep over them. However,
when the average circulation is seasonally reduced, ocean
surface evaporation proceeds more slowly, the frequency
of storms is reduced, and the speed and energy of storms
that ultimately cross land is reduced as well. In those
periods of reduced circulation, like the- summer of '83,
many areas experience drought.
Conversely, during the following winter of '83-84
the general circulation was anomalously enhanced, with
the result that storms were more frequent, snow in the
U.S. intermountain region was deeper, flooding was more
prevalent in the U.S. Southeast, etc. This change in the
general circulation, as noted earlier, can be traced, in
part, to ocean temperature effects in certain vital areas.
The ocean covers three quarters of the Earth's
surface and, cooling more slowly than land, functions as a
heat reservoir, radiating that heat back into the
atmosphere, particularly in winter, and this process
contributes immeasurably to the general circulation.
The enhanced circulation in the Northern
Hemisphere in winter is a result of the temperature
contrast between the relatively warm ocean and the very
cold Arctic. A warm ocean/cold Arctic temperature
contrast in certain key areas, such as the region of Iceland
and the Gulf of Alaska, sets up a vigorous local
convection process, with warm air rising from the surface
of the ocean (low pressure) being constantly replaced by
very cold (high pressure) air from the Arctic. But the key
element in the general circulation, and one that seems
lost in most texts on the subject is that these low pressure
cells south of Iceland and around the Aleutians produce
an effect that is not local in nature.
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The Iceland Low and the Aleutian Low are
frictionally coupled to all the air masses nearby, and act
as immense centrifugal pumps. The low pressure cells in
the Gulf of Alaska and south of Iceland (rotating
counterclockwise) are akin to the pulleys on a fan belt,
with the belt represented by the let Stream (and the
general atmospheric circulation). The energy to drive that
belt (the Jet Stream) faster is simply provided by these
rapidly spinning pulleys, which, we've seen, are set in
motion by local temperature contrasts.
Low pressure is simply defined as warm, rising air.
Thus, it the ocean were relatively warm at any given time
(increasing the temperature contrast) in the region of the
Aleutians, for example, the added warm rising air (the
pulley) would provide more energy to drive the fan belt
(the jet Stream and the general circulation) faster. When
this happens, storm frequency increases across the U.S.,
winter snows in the Sierra's and Rockies deepen, flooding
increases in the U.S. Southeast, etc.
In fact, this centrifugal pump process has
historically been responsible for most of the profound
weather the world has experienced.
One example is the so-called "Irish Potato
Famine" of 1845-46, which really wasn't limited to
Ireland. This famine extended all across Europe. Its
genesis was an excess of wetness, which blighted the
potato crop in Ireland and ruined most of the grain crops
in Europe. Storminess seemed endless. The excessive
storminess for Europe and Ireland that year was due to an
intense Iceland Low.
But the ocean's temperature isn't the only factor
at work. A heightened temperature contrast can be
provided either by a warmer ocean or by a colder Arctic.
And, at present, the Arctic is much colder than normal.
The present vigor of the atmosphere's circulation, then,
can be blamed on a very cold Arctic.
Finally, the El Nino effect seems to be the result of
an expansion southward of all air masses in the Pacific
when the Aleutian Low is more vigorous and expanded.
Thus, El Nino also can be blamed on an enhanced
atmospheric circulation, which, in turn, seems to be the
result of earlier climatic change elsewhere. . . . The same
climatic change that led to a presently colder than normal
Arctic.
But instead of asking why the Arctic is presently
colder than normal, we might turn that obvious question
around and ask why the Arctic is warmer in other periods.
Then the answer comes somewhat more easily. The only
source for warmth for the Arctic Ocean (particularly in
winter, when the sun is below the Arctic horizon) is the
Gulf Stream. This great river of warm water flows into the
Arctic Ocean between Iceland and Norway, and the
relative speed of the Gulf Stream in this region varies over
long periods in direct response to the relative intensity of
the atmospheric low that exists in the region of Iceland.
This low drives the Gulf Stream into the Arctic, but at
varying speed. In fact, from time to time, this low goes
away for long periods, and is replaced by high pressure.
When high pressure prevails in this region, its clockwise
rotation pulls cold air and cold water out of the Arctic,
instead of pushing it into the Arctic .
This process began about three years ago, when
Europe experienced a bitterly cold winter, blamed on
high pressure over the North Atlantic. (The summer of '83
on Iceland also was extremely cold, described by the
Icelandic Weather Service as "the coldest summer in
more than 100 years.")
Thus, "El Nino" and last season's drought, both a
result of the present atmospheric circulation patterns,
were conceived in the winter of '81-82, with a colder
ocean in the region of Iceland, developing high pressure
in the North Atlantic, and ultimately leading to a cooling
of the Arctic.
Coincidentally, this same North Atlantic high
pressure/cold Europe pattern also developed in the early
'70s just prior to the "El Nino" of 1972.
The key to forecasting long-range climatic change
lies in understanding the effect of the surface temperature
of the North Atlantic, which will shape the pressure
pattern there and ultimately determine the temperature
of the Arctic. Any future studies should concentrate more
on these aspects of long-range climatic change.
Moreover, Arctic temperature data (particularly north of
the Aleutians and around Iceland) should be made as
widely available as possible.
James M. Gildea,
President,
Global Weather, Inc.
Lunenburg, Massachusetts
EDITOR'S NOTE: Global Weather, Inc., is a relatively
new company that provides long-range forecasts to
brokers in the commodities markets, as well as to other
businesses.
To the Editor:
I feel that appreciation is due from a retired non-specialist
natural history "buff" regarding Oceanus particularly the
issue on El Nino (Vol. 27, No. 2). I have visited a number
of the locales referred to therein. It is a splendid job.
Your quarterly I find continually interesting. To be
sure, some of the material is "over my head" technically,
but your effort to "write it in English," as far as possible, is
noteworthy.
I wish you continued success.
Richard S. Shuman,
Boston, Massachusetts
To the Editor:
The recent Nino issue of Oceanus is both interesting and
useful. There is one editorial error, however, that I bring
to your attention.
The footnote on p. 41 identifies SCOR as a part of
[the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission]
IOC. This is incorrect; the statement should be:
*
Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research,
SCOR, of the International Council of Scientific Unions.
SCOR is a scientific advisory body to the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission and to
the marine science program of UNESCO.
It is important to recognize that SCOR is truly
independent of the IOC and UNESCO, although it works
closely with them. The widespread support of SCOR from
scientists who volunteer their services for its working
groups results in part from that independence.
Warren S. Wooster,
Institute for Marine Studies,
University of Washington, Seattle
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The Antarctic Circumpolar Ocean
SIR GEORGE DEACON, F.R.S.
This broad account of the Antarctic Ocean delves into the history and progress of
scientific discovery and the significance of what we know, particularly about the conser-
vation of living resources. The scientific sections discuss the winds, currents, deep water
circulation, and ice movements.
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Diving and Marine Biology
The Ecology of the Sublittoral
G. F. WARNER
An illustrated examination of the world of marine biology as revealed to the underwater
diver. Heavily illustrated.
Cambridge Studies in Modern Biology 3 $39.50
The Global Climate
JOHN T. HOCIGHTON, F.R.S., EDITOR
A collection of thirteen essays designed as an introduction to the global climate problem
and the complex processes and interactions that play a role in climatic change. $49.50
A Dictionary of Ecology,
Evolution, and Systematics
R. J. LINCOLN, G. A. BOXSHALL, AND P. F. CLARK, EDITORS
"...a distinctive work...' Science Books and Films $52.50 Cloth $19.95 Paper
Light and Photosynthesis in
Aquatic Ecosystems
JOHN T. O. KIRK
A synoptic, transdisciplinary study of the key role of light in both inland and marine
aquatic ecosystems. $74.50
The Ecology of Algae Basic Marine Biology
F. E. ROUND $3950 Paper A. A. FINCHAM
$37.50 Cloth $14.95 Paper
Survival Strategies
of the Algae Numerical Methods
GRETA A. FRYXELL, EDITOR 1H Fluid DynamicS
$32.50 GARY A. SOD About $39.50
Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street hew York, hew York 10022
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Hydrothermal Processes at Seafloor Spreading
Centers, Peter A. Rona, Kurt Bostrom, Lucien
Laubier, and Kenneth L. Smith, Jr., eds. 1983.
NATO Conference Series, IV, Marine Sciences;
v.12. 796 pp. Plenum, N.Y., N.Y. $110.00
This book will be a valuable reference for readers
desiring a comprehensive coverage of
hydrothermal processes at ocean ridge spreading
centers. The treatment is unusually broad topics
covered include geologic settings, physics and
chemistry of hydrothermal systems, rock and
seawater geochemistry, Icelandic hydrothermal
systems relevant to ocean ridges, mineralogy of
hydrothermal deposits, and biological communities
associated with hydrothermal vents. There is also
good coverage of historical background.
On balance, this is a physically attractive
volume produced from "camera-ready" copy.
Inevitably, there is some variability in readability of
the different type styles chosen by authors. Line
drawings and half-tones appear throughout the
book and generally are legible and of high quality.
Color plates also are included, but all are grouped
between pages 18 and 19. It took some time to
establish that most of these were not related to the
Ballard and Francheteau paper in which they were
inserted.
Although the volume will be of greatest
value to researchers actively working on mid-ocean
ridges, the non-specialist also will find articles of
value here. Among these are the geological
overview by van Andel, the informed but non-
mathematical treatment of hydrothermal
convection by Sleep, and the summary of metallic
deposits by Bonatti. The general reader also will
welcome the historical review by Skinner, which
places the modern discoveries in perspective with
some of the older views on origins of metallic ore
bodies, and the brief summary by Grassle of the
new biological discoveries.
For the serious researcher, the articles which
review and summarize material going back 10 years
or more will be of value. Some others, such as the
Ballard and Francheteau summary of geologic
relationships, the Hekinian et a/, paper on metallic
deposits on the East Pacific Rise at 13 degrees
North, and papers by Von Damm et a/, or by
Welhan and Craig on chemistry of fluids at 21
degrees North, East Pacific Rise, present new data
and observations from important areas that have
not been fully documented in journal literature.
Papers by Kristmannsdottir and by Stefansson on
hydrothermal systems in Iceland also summarize
material otherwise not widely available. I was
especially pleased to see the paper by Lister,
summarizing his analysis of the theory of seawater
penetration into hot rock, and the thorough
summary by Taylor of his oxygen isotope studies.
Comprehensive papers by Mottl and by
Thompson summarize data from experimental
studies and from natural rock occurrences on the
effects of both hydrothermal rock-seawater
exchanges and low-temperature rock alteration.
These studies have important implications for the
chemical budget of seawater and for geochemists
interested in deducing original rock composition
from data on altered rocks. Bostrom, Fleet,
Robertson, and Boyle provide extensive coverage
of both modern and "fossil" sedimentary deposits.
As I am not a biologist, I could not rigorously
evaluate what appear to be very authoritative
papers on biological communities at deep-sea
vents. As an "amateur" in this field, I did find these
papers a welcome source of information on
creatures I have seen, but not understood, in many
deep-sea photographs.
This is clearly a book with something for
everybody; as such, it can be recommended for
any marine scientist who requires an authoritative
summary of research on deep-sea hydrothermal
systems.
Wilfred B. Bryan,
Senior Scientist,
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Neptune's Apprentice: Adventures of a
Commercial Fisherwoman by Marie De Santis.
1984. Presidio Press, Novato, Calif. 219 pp. $15.95.
With an enormous amount of energy and
perseverence, Marie De Santis made her career on
the sea as an independent fisher of salmon,
herring, and albacore. She sailed from ignorance to
relative success, and what that meant work and
more work is described excellently in this
account of her adventures. De Santis's prose is as
energetic as her self must be; words tumble forth in
a veritable flood. The author's inventive use of
American language is balm for strained eyeballs.
De Santis was a doctoral candidate in
chemistry at the University of Chicago when, while
visiting California, she first encountered the sea. It
must have been love at first sight because she
threw her six years of study away and stayed in
California. Eventually, she decided fishing was the
best way to combine her need for a livelihood and
her desire to be on the water.
Brief experience as a hand on another's boat
convinced De Santis to get her own vessel and be
her own master. Her ability to strike out on her
own and work hard no doubt contributed to the
acceptance awarded her by the other members of
the California fishing fleet. However, the good
nature and open-mindedness of those salty
characters must be credited, and De Santis does.
Her love for the people she worked with is
obvious.
In eight years of fishing, De Santis learned
about fish, boats, engines, and most of all the sea.
But the knowledge she acquired of the economics
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and politics of fishing must have come as a
surprise, as it will to the reader. This book should
probably be required reading tor everv participant
in the incredible bureaucracy that manages our
waters and the life within them. What outrage
independent commercial fishermen must have felt
as their sphere of activities was inc reasingly
constricted by government agenc ies. In telling the
story of the California fishing industry in the 1970s,
De Santis enables us to share the fishermens'
frustrations and to have some small understanding
of the effects of regulations and restrictions on
people of independent means.
A continuous thread in Neptune's Apprentice
is the attraction of the sea itself. Wide, moody, and
secretive, the ocean offers a spiritual attraction to
people. I found De Santis's explanations of her
ideas and emotions, and her musings on the beauty
and expanse of the water, very agreeable. She
philosophized just enough to be clear and not so
much as to lose my attention.
This book, which is very nicely produced, is
illustrated with some photographs of the author
and her friends (including various fishing boats). It
also has a few lovely drawings by Patricia Walker.
These drawings show fishing boats on the water
with their fishing gear deployed beneath, and are
very helpful for understanding the equipment.
It's a wonderful experience to read a new
book and enjoy it as much as I did. The unabashed
*
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candor of the author in relating her experiences
and mistakes gives the book a sense of intimacy, as
if it were a long letter from a friend. Hopefully, the
author will continue to write about her
adventures her unflagging enthusiasm must be
carrying her through new enterprises that the rest
of us can share through the pages of a book.
Elizabeth Miller
New sourcebooks
that help you
harness the sea.
LIVING AND WORKING
IN THE SEA
Edited by James W. Miller, Florida Institute of Ocean-
ography and Ian G. Koblick. A documented history of
man's attempts over the past 22 years to live on the sea
floor. Ranging from pearl divers of the ancient world to
the first seafloor habitat of 1952, this guide also covers
recent pioneering efforts. Key areas covered include
operational problems, technical details, cooking and
communication, diving and decompression proce-
dures, and more 496pp., $32.95
GREENHOUSE EFFECT AND SEA
LEVEL RISE
A Challenge for this Generation
Edited by Michael C. Barth and James G. Titus. Offers
guidance on how to deal with a catastrophic result of
the
"greenhouse effect" a global warming that could
raise the sea level several feet by the end of the cen-
tury. "A fine and fascinating example of the collabora-
tion of science and public policy." Senator Daniel
Patrick Moynihan. "The issues raised in this report are
so important that we must begin to consider them
today." From the Foreword by William D Ruckels-
haus, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 384 pp.,
$24.50
VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY
Scientific and Engineering Applications
Edited by Paul Ferris Smith, Benthos, Incorporated.
Thoroughly examines the work of professionals who
have made significant scientific achievements in un-
derwater photography Includes guidelines on towed
systems, in situ operations, photography from sub-
mersibles, stereo photography and photogrammetry.
and film and processing. 432 pp., $44.50
VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD
Mail Order Service
7625 Empire Drive, Florence, KY 41042
YES! Please send me the book(s) checked below lor 15 days FREE ex-
amination At the end of 15 days' I'll send the purchase price plus local
sales tax and a small handling and delivery charge or return the book(s)
and OWE NOTHING.
SAVE MONEY! Check here if enclosing payment with order and
publisher pays postage and handling 15-day return-refund guarantee
Be sure to add local sales tax with payment
26084-9 Living and Working in the Sea $32 95
20991-6 Greenhouse Effect and Sea Level Rise $24 50
27962-0 Underwater Photography $44 50
Name
Address
City
State
(No shipment lo P O bo addresses without prepayment >
Zip
VISA MasterCard American Express - Please charge my
credit card Publisher pays shipping/handling If I return the book(s) at
the end of 15 days, charges will be canceled
Card * Exp /
Signature
Oder good in U S A only and subject to credit department approval (Prices slightly
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The Seaside Naturalist: A Guide to Nature Study at
the Seashore by Deborah A. Coulombe. 1984.
Illustrations by the author. Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 246 pp. + x. $12.95.
Do you know if turtles eat turtle grass? Whether
sea lettuce is edible? How the Red Sea got its
name? Whether whales sweat? Answers to these
questions, and lots of similar tidbits of information
are scattered throughout The Seaside Naturalist.
The richly illustrated book is filled with information
about life in the ocean, presented in bite-size
chunks. Since the book gives equal weight to
whales, mollusks, jellyfish, and every other ocean
creature mentioned, it does not have enough space
to go into much detail. Instead, the book presents
broad facts about each group of organisms and
then gives some interesting details for a few
examples. Examples chosen to illustrate both
typical and unusual traits are primarily drawn
from along the Atlantic Coast of the United States,
often from New England waters.
The book evolved from the Tidepool Times,
the newsletter of the Nature Center at Odiorne
Point State Park in Rye, N.H., and this heritage
shows. Individual chapters are fairly short and
retain the unity of theme that one expects of a
newsletter. Each chapter describes one group of
marine life; there are chapters on marine plants,
protozoa, sponges, coelenterates, comb jellies,
marine worms, bryozoans, mollusks, anthropods,
echinoderms, tunicates, fish, marine reptiles, sea
and shorebirds, and marine mammals. There is little
pretense of continuity between the chapters after
reading the introductory sections one can pick up
at the beginning of any chapter and not feel lost.
This makes the book perfect for picking up at odd
moments, but the style becomes quite repetitious if
one wants to settle down for a long night's reading.
The Seaside Naturalist is not a field guide. Its
examples would not cover the diversity of life in a
single tidepool, but the book may make you more
aware of this diversity. Shortly after finishing the
book, I found myself excitedly pointing to a tiny
Major Groups of Marine Animals and
Their Possible Origins
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An illustration from The Seaside Naturalist.
white dot on a piece of seaweed and shouting, "It's
a foram." The Seaside Naturalist is, in short, an
excellent general introduction to ocean plants and
animals, and will be well received by the
enterprising beachcomber or amateur biologist
who wants to know more about life in the ocean
without knowing everything about it. Although the
book includes much scientific nomenclature, it is
clearly written with the layman in mind, and all
scientific terms are well explained. Most high
school students will find it readily intelligible, and
even younger readers will get something from its
lively descriptions and excellent drawings.
Frank Lowenstein
Books Received
Biology
The Biology of Crustacea, Volume
6, Pathobiology, Anthony J.
Provenzano, Jr., ed. Dorothy E.
Bliss, editor-in-chief. 1983.
Academic Press, New York, N.Y.
290 pp. + xxvi. $39.00
This book includes five chapters:
the first covers diseases in
crustaceans caused by viruses,
rickettsiae, bacteria, and fungi; the
second, diseases caused by
protozoa; the third, the responses of
crustaceans to disease; the fourth,
metazoan symbionts of crustaceans,
and the fifth, crustaceans as
parasites of other organisms. Each
author points out the gaps in
knowledge in the particular area of
study.
The Biology of Crustacea, Volume
7, Behavior and Ecology, F. John
Vernberg and Winona B. Vernberg,
eds. Dorothy E. Bliss, editor-in-
chief. 1983. Academic Press, New
York, N.Y. 338 pp + xxvi. $45.00.
This volume is an up-to-date report
on the most dominant lines of
research in crustacean behavior and
ecology. The six chapters cover
topics on: crustacean
communication, movement patterns
and orientation, biological timing,
symbiotic relations, pelagic larval
ecology and development, and
biotic assemblages. Each chapter
author discusses the problems and
challenges to investigators in that
area of crustacean ecology. As with
other volumes in the series, this
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volume includes a classification of
decapoda, the contents of previous
volumes, and systematic indices to
Crustacea and non-crustacea.
Brackish-water Phytoplankton of
the Flemish Lowlands by A. Caljon,
Vol. 18 in the Developments in
Hydrobiology, H. ). Dumont, ed.
1983. Dr. W. Junk Publishers,
Boston, Mass. 272 pp. + viii.
$74.50.
Several interesting algal
communities have been observed
along the Flemish coastal lowland in
the brackish-water of a series of
landlocked creeks connected to the
sea solely by an underground salt
water aquifer. Before describing and
analyzing the phytoplankton
communities, the author provides
topographic, geological, historical,
biological, physical, and chemical
portraits of the landlocked creeks.
The author has included 40
drawings, each with up to 30 figures
of the phytoplankton found in the
Flemish lowlands.
Corals and Coral Reefs of the
Galapagos Islands, by Peter W.
Glynn and Gerard M. Wellington.
1983. University of California Press,
Berkely, Calif. 330 pp. + xvi.
$45.00.
Though this book concentrates on
Galapagos coral ecology, it is useful
in understanding coral reef structure
all over the world. In considerable
scientific detail, this book describes
the coral and coral reefs
surrounding the islands, and
provides an introduction to the
physical environment, discussing
the oceanography, climatology, and
volcanic and tectonic events. This
book describes the nature and
distribution of coral growth, the
effects of the physical environment
on coral, biological interaction, and
Galapagos coral-community
relationships. An appendix by )ohn
W. Wells lists the scleractinian
corals of the Galapagos and
includes black and white
photographs of the 44 species of
coral found there. There are a few
beautiful color plates.
Reproduction in Reef Fishes by
R. E. Thresher. 1984. T.F.H.
Publications, Inc. Neptune City, N.J.
399 pp. $39.95.
To study any animal, including reef
fishes, it is important for the
researcher to be familiar with that
animal's reproduction. This book,
with more than 300 color photos,
describes the courtship, spawning,
and, if present, patterns of care of
eggs and young for some 70 families
of rec'f fishes. This book is designed
for biologists and for marine
aquarists wanting to spawn and rear
reef fishes in aquaria. The book
describes sexual dimorphisms,
spawning season, reproductive
behavior, eggs, and larvae, and
provides a summary of that fish's
reproductive success in captivity.
One chapter describes techniques
for rearing marine fishes. A glossary
and index are provided as well.
Environment/Ecology
Diving and Marine Biology: The
Ecology of the Sublittoral, by
George F. Warner. 1984. Part 3 of
the series, Cambridge Studies in
Modern Biology. Cambridge
University Press, New York, N.Y.
210 pp. + xii. $39.50 (paperback).
Before the advent of the aqualung,
pioneered in the 1940s by Jacques-
Yves Cousteau, most knowledge of
marine ecology was gleaned from
what came up in nets or was lished
out with hooks. Sell < nnt.imrd
underwater breathing aparatus,
(SCUBA) has allowed marm*'
ecology to mature as a modern
scientific discipline. Ihis book,
written for ecologists with or
without diving experient e,
describes the ecology of the marine
environment with whi( h divers are
most familiar shallow waters up to
60 meters deep. Divided into four
parts, the book examines the
ecology of rocky bottoms, kelp
forests, coral reefs, and level
bottoms.
The Ecology of Algae, by F. E.
Round. 1981. (First paperback
edition 1984) Cambridge University
Press, New York, N.Y. 653 pp. + vii.
$39.50.
This book comprehensively
discusses algae from all habitats,
including freshwater and marine
communities, open water,
sediments, rocky shores, coral reefs,
hot springs, ice, and soil. Chapters
discuss seasonal cycles of algal
growth, energy flow, geographical
dispersion, paleoecology and algal
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contribution to sediments. The book
emphasizes the importance of algae
in symbiotic relationships and their
significance to animal grazers in
food chains. The final chapter deals
with the relationships of algae to
eutrophication and pollution of
water, which can only be
understood through an appreciation
of algal ecology. The book includes
an extensive, 52-page reference list
and a classification of algae.
Flows of Energy and Materials in
Marine Ecosystems: Theory and
Practice, M.J.R. Fasham, ed. 1984.
Volume 13 of NATO Conference
Series IV: Marine Sciences. Plenum
Press, New York, NY. 733 pp. + x.
$110.00.
This book presents new findings in
the holistic theory of ecosystems
with a survey of present knowledge
of energy and material flows in
marine ecosystems and techniques
for measuring physiological rates for
the computation of ecological
fluxes. From a conference in
Bombannes, France, in May 1982,
this book includes 22 invited papers
and eight group reports by
biological oceanographers and
ecologists from many countries.
An Introduction to Marine Ecology
by R. S. K. Barnes and R. N. Hughes.
1982. Black well Scientific
Publications, 52 Beacon Street,
Boston, Mass. 348 pp. + vii. $23.50.
This book was designed to serve as
supplementary reading for any
general course on ecology as well as
a standard text for courses devoted
solely to marine ecology. Intended
for students with some knowledge
of general ecology, this book
examines the global distribution of
marine organisms, their habitats,
and their productivity. It then briefly
discusses each of the primary types
of ocean ecosystems, including the
surface waters, the benthos of the
Continental Shelf, salt-marshes and
swamps, rocky shores and kelp
forests, coral reefs, deep-sea
habitats (more than 10,000 meters
deep), pelagic ecosystems, and
deep-sea vents. The concluding
chapter describes humanity's
interaction through fishing,
pollution and land reclamation
with the global marine ecosystem.
The authors tell us that though we
can recognize individual
ecosystems, all are interrelated.
Physiological Mechanisms of
Marine Pollutant Toxicity, Winona
B. Vernberg, Anthony Calabrese,
Frederich P. Thurberg, and F. John
Vernberg, eds. 1982. Academic
Press, New York, N.Y. 564 pp. +
xiii. $45.00.
This is a collection of 25 papers by
59 scientists presented at the fourth
national symposium on Physiology
and Pollution of Marine Organisms
held in 1981 at the University of
South Carolina. The book, divided
into three sections, addresses the
physiological mechanisms of
pollutant toxicity, the functional
aspects of detoxification, and the
environmental health implications of
pollution. Because marine organisms
not only eat and breathe potentially
polluted material, but are also
immersed in a medium of dissolved
and particulate metals, they are
much more susceptible to the
effects of pollution than are
terrestrial organisms.
Field Guides
Marine Mollusks of Cape Cod by
Donald |. Zinn. 1984. Cape Cod
RAYTHEON OCEAN SYSTEMS COMPANY
OCEANOGRAPHIC
INSTRUMENTATION
AND RECORDERS
Bathymetric systems for
echo sounding, sub bottom
and seismic profiling. Line
scan recorders for spectrum
analysis, sonar print-outs
and laboratory applications.
OFFSHORE SYSTEMS
Design, fabrication and
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and transmission systems,
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for emergency activation of
blow-out preventors and other
acoustic control systems.
Raytheon Ocean Systems Company
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East Providence
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Museum of Natural History,
Brewster, Mass. 78 pp. $6.95.
New England amateur
conchologists, here's the book
you've been waiting for. This
paperback identification guide for
casual beachcombers or dining
room zoologists includes a general
introduction to mollusks; an
illustrated glossary of molluscan
terminology; a taxonomy of Phylum
Molusca; a descriptive, illustrated
list of more than 70 mollusks
commonly found on the shores of
Cape Cod; 28 recipes for mollusks,
including Limpets Francaise and
Stuffed Squid; and an extensive
reference section for further
information.
Geology
Coastal Oceanography. Proceedings
of a NATO Workshop on Coastal
Oceanography. Volume 1 1 of the
Marine Sciences of the NATO
Conferences Series. Herman G.
Cade, Anton Edwards, and Harald
Svendsen, eds. 1983. Plenum Press,
New York. 582 pp. + ix. $79.50
This workshop dealt with the
physical oceanography of coastal
waters, especially stressing the
importance of bottom topography,
particularly irregular bottoms and
coastlines. The 32 submitted papers
are arranged under six general
subject headings: Coastal and Shelf
Sea Circulation; Coastal Upwelling
and Other Large Scale Coastal and
Shelf Phenomena; Topographically
Controlled Flow and Other
Mesoscale Shelf Processes;
Topographically Induced Small
Scale Processes; Shelf and Inshore
Water Interaction, Estuaries, Fjords;
and Turbulent Mixing and
Entrainment in Coastal Waters. A
geographic index and a subject
index also are included.
Exploring Our Living Planet by
Robert D. Ballard. 1983. National
Geographic Society, Washington,
D.C. 366 pp. (for National
Geographic members only) $19.95.
Deluxe edition, $29.95.
Discovering the 1 7,000 kilometer
Mid-Ocean Ridge and the
phenomena of seafloor spreading
led to the revolution in geology
called plate tectonics. This theory
transformed geology as profoundly
as the theories of evolution and
relativity transformed biology and
physics. Plate tectonics explains
why mountains rise and oceans
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form. With 176 beautiful color
illustrations and 97 paintings,
diagrams, and maps, this book tells
the fascinating story of how the
forces of plate tectonics-
spreading, slipping, collision, and
hot spots have formed our planet.
Exploring deep-sea vents, climbing
the Earth's tallest mountains, and
visiting exploding volcanoes, the
author leads us on a picture tour of
the planet, showing evidence of the
Earth's evolution in action.
Metals In the Hydrocyde by Wim
Salomons and Ulrich Forstner. 1984.
Springer-Verlag, New York, N.Y.
349 pp. + x. $35.00.
This book presents current
information about the movement of
trace metals as they cycle through
the atmosphere, continental waters,
estuaries, and oceans.
Environmental changes induced by
humans, such as acid rain,
eutrofication, and disposal of
dredged materials, are discussed
and the biological impact of the
processes affecting trace metals is
illustrated by examples. This book is
aimed at geologists, chemists, and
ecologists interested in trace metal
cycling.
Pyroclastic Rocks by R. V. Fisher
and H. V. Schmincke. 1984.
Springer-Verlag, New York, NY.
472 pp. + xiv. $49.50.
Volcanic eruptions are spectacular,
awesome, and terrible in their
effects; pyroclastic rocks are a major
product of volcanism. Pyroclastic
geology is an interdisciplinary field
incorporating parts of volcanology,
geochemistry, sedimentology,
paleontology, and other fields. This
book considers, against a
background of plate tectonics and
information from the related
disciplines, the spectrum of
pyroclastic rocks formed on land,
under water, and by fallout and
flowage mechanisms. There are 14
chapters altogether; those on
stratigraphy and tectonics are
illustrated with case histories.
Seafloor Scour: Design Guidelines
for Ocean-Founded Structures by
John B. Herbich, Robert E. Schiller,
Jr., Ronald K. Watanabe, and
Wayne A. Ounlap. 1984. Marcel
Dekker, Inc. New York, N.Y. 320
pp. + xi. $59.75.
With the ever-increasing number of
offshore structures, there is also an
increasing problem with sediment
scour on sea-floor structures. Sea-
floor scour, caused by moving
sediment, has puzzled ocean
engineers for decades. This book
offers engineers guidelines with
specific procedures to locate, size,
construct, and install various
support systems. The authors
propose specific methods to
mitigate the effects of sea-floor
scour around offshore structures.
Full of mathematical equations and
diagrams, this book has collected
important background information
to provide state-of-the-art guidance
for predicting and minimizing
sediment scour around sea-floor-
founded structures.
Marine Policy
Emerging Marine Economy of the
Pacific, Chennat Gopalakrishnan,
ed. 1984. Butterworth Publishers,
Boston, Mass. 246 pp. + ix. $39.95.
This is a collection of 16 chapters
selected from a large number of
papers presented at the
International Conference on Ocean
Resource Development in the
Pacific, held in Honolulu in
October, 1981. Written by marine
scientists, resource planners, and
policy analysts, the papers examine
issues involved in tapping the
economic potential of the Pacific.
After the introduction, the book is
divided into three parts: Ocean
Energy and Mining, Fisheries and
Aquaculture, and Ocean Resource
Management and Policy. Some of
the topics include ocean thermal
energy conversion (OTEC),
radioactive waste disposal,
manganese nodule mining,
development of the precious coral
industry, and the ethics of ocean
resource development
History
Down to the Sea: The Fishing
Schooners of Gloucester by Joseph
E. Garland. 1983. David R. Godine
Publisher, Boston, Mass. 224 pp. +
xiv. $27.50.
This beautifully produced book is
the story of the swift Gloucester
schooners and the men who built,
sailed, raced, and fished from them.
The Gloucester schooner was used
from roughly 1870 to 1930. Two-
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(Down
to the Sea
masted vessels carrying enormous
canvas, their every day task was to
catch fish, and speed them in from
Georges Bank. These schooners
were called able, handsome ladies,
and the pages of this marvelous
book reveal the way the ships were
constructed and by whom, how
they were sailed and fished, and
what became of them. It is
illustrated with many historical
photographs, maps, diagrams, and
drawings.
Evolution: The History of an Idea by
Peter ). Bowler. 1984. University of
California Press, Berkely, Calif. 412
pp. + xiv. $26.95 cloth; $10.95
paper.
This book gives a broad overview of
the history and philosophy of
evolution. With a 53-page
bibliography, it was written as a text
for students of evolutionary history.
The author outlines the
developments in science and
philosophy that set the stage for
Darwin. Darwin's theory itself is
covered in four chapters: its origins,
the scientific debate it engendered,
the religious and moral problems it
raised, and its eclipse by later
theories. Other chapters discuss the
social implications of evolution and
the synthesis of recent evolutionary
research with Darwin's theory.
Finally, Bowler outlines current
debates about evolution, such as
new Lamarckism, the punctuated
equilibrium theory, and creationism.
Greyhounds of the Sea: The Story
of the American Clipper Ship by
Carl C. Cutler, third edition. 1984.
(First published in 1930.) Naval
Institute Press, Annapolis, Md. 688
pp. $32.95.
In the 18th and early 19th centuries,
clipper ships played an important
role in the U.S. economy, engaging
the labor of a large part of the
population and influencing
American art and literature. With
eight color plates, 50 illustrations,
photographs of ship models and
diagrams of ship plans, this book
tells the story of the rise and decline
of American clipper ships. The
seven appendices include ship and
sail plans of original ships, 500
sailing records of American built
ships, ship measurements, and lists
of famous voyages. The extensive
bibliography should be helpful to
those wishing to learn more about
clipper ships.
Krakatau 1883: The Volcanic
Eruption and its Effects by Tom
Simkin and Richard S. Fiske. 1983.
Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C. 464 pp. $15.00
paperback, $25.00 cloth.
On August 26, 1883, the volcanic
island of Krakatau exploded with a
blast heard more than 4,600
kilometers away. The eruption,
lasting 23 hours, spewed 18 cubic
kilometers of lava, pumice, and ash
into the air, killing at least 36,41 7
people and destroying 165 coastal
villages. Though not the biggest
volcanic eruption in history,
Krakatau is the most famous
because of its immense global
impact. It is still important to
scientists interested in giant sea
waves, the return of life to the ash
covered islands, and the resulting
stratospheric circulation patterns.
This book includes eyewitness
accounts of the explosion; an
English translation of Dutch mining
engineer R.D.M. Verbeek's official
report, completed 1'/2 years after
the eruption; and subsequent
scientific interpretations of the
eruption. Because it is so packed
with details and eyewitness
accounts, it gives the impression of
seeing Krakatau oneself.
Merchant Sailing Ships 1815-1850
by David R. MacGregor. 1984.
Naval Institute Press, Annapolis,
Md. 192 pp. $21.95.
This book is the second of a three-
part series concentrating on cargo-
carrying sailboats. Packed with
sketches, early photographs and
plans of several old merchant sailing
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ships drawn by the author, this
book describes the shipping
industry from 1815 to 1850 and the
various sailing ships built then.
General
Exploring Tropical Islands and Seas
by Frederic Martini. 1984. Prentice-
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 408 pp.
+ xxi. $15.95.
Beginning with the basics of
sunshine and water, this book
delves into the forces that shape the
tropics, and explains how a casual
visitor can observe and understand
these forces. The book covers quite
a breadth of topics including
atmospheric circulation, the role of
corals in island ecology, the
significance of differing colorations
and shapes among fish, the biology
of marine mammals and reptiles,
and the geology of the islands all
carefully explained and suitably
organized for the lay reader. The
author also provides descriptions of
the principal tropical islands,
information on health and weather,
and advice on handling dangerous
animals. Tropically-minded travelers
who have ambitions beyond lazing
on the beach should add this book
to their reading lists right away.
Shipwrecks in the Americas by
Robert F. Marx. 1983. Bonanza
Books, New York, NY. 483 pp. +
xxi. $11.95.
For this book, the author, a
distinguished marine archaeologist,
researched the archives, libraries,
and museums of Europe and North
America. From a file of more than
28,000 shipwrecks around the
world, he chose significant finds in
the Western Hemisphere. This book
is meant to assist the treasure
hunter who has already located a
wreck, and to point those interested
in shipwrecks in the right direction.
Part 1 covers the history of treasure
ships, and early salvors, and the
techniques needed in underwater
archaeology surveying, mapping,
excavating, etc. Part 2 lists major
shipwrecks of the Western
Hemisphere by country, from the
time of Columbus to 1825. The laws
governing salvaging work in each
country are briefly discussed.
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Ninth Annual
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World International Hotel
Atlantic City, New Jersey
There are risks associated with activities
along the shore, whether they be gam-
bling by a roll of the dice or the effects of
a hurricane. Risks are inherent in being at
the shoreline Our theme stresses the ten-
uous nature of the coastal system and the
roles of change, chance and opportunities
in this dynamic system.
Incjuiries should be addressed to
The Coastal Society Annual Conference
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Rutgers, the State University of New
Jersey
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A Decade of Big Ocean Science, Vol 23: 1, Spring 1980 As it has in other major branches of research, the
team approach has become a powerful force in oceanography.
Ocean Energy, Vol. 22:4, Winter 1979/80 How much new energy can the oceans supply?
Ocean/Continent Boundaries, Vol. 22:3, Fall 1979 Continental margins are being studied for oil and gas
prospects as well as for plate tectonics data.
General ISSUe, Vol. 21:3, Summer 1978 The future of deep-ocean drilling, the role of the scanning electron
microscope in marine science, helium isotopes, seagrasses, paralytic shellfish poisoning, and the green sea turtle of the Cayman
Islands.
The Deep Sea, Vol. 21:1, Winter 1978 Over the last decade, scientists have become increasingly interested in the
deep waters and sediments of the abyss.
General ISSUe, Vol. 20:3, Summer 1977 The controversial 200-mile limit constitutes a mini-theme in this issue,
including its effect on U.S. fisheries, management plans within regional councils, and the complex boundary disputes between
the U.S. and Canada. Other articles deal with the electromagnetic sense of sharks, the effects of tritium on ocean dynamics,
nitrogen fixation in salt marshes, and the discovery of animal colonies at hot springs on the ocean floor.
Sound in the Sea, Vol. 20:2, Spring 1977 The use of acoustics in navigation and oceanography.
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o^ Oceanus
Limited quantities of back issues are available at $4.00
each; a 25-percent discount is offered on orders of
five or more. We accept only prepaid orders. Checks
should be made payable to Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution; checks acompanying foreign or-
ders must be payable in U.S. currency and drawn on
a U.S. bank. Address orders to: Oceanus Back Issues;
Subscriber Service Center, P. O. Box 6419, Syracuse,
NY 13217.
Issues not listed here, including those published prior to Spring i*77, are out ot print. They are available on microfilm
through University Microfilm International; 300 North Zeeb Road; Ann Arbor, Ml 48106.
El Nino, Vol. 27:2, Summer, 1984 A comprehensive exploration of the El Nino phenomenon, the oceanic temperature
anomaly blamed for abnormal weather worldwide during 1982 and 1983. Articles cover the ocean/atmosphere connection,
positive effects of El Nino, its effects on the Earth's rotation, and much more.
Industry and the Oceans, Vol. 27: 1, Spring, 1984 Positive uses of the oceans, including genetic engineering,
salmon ranching, striped bass raised in the effluent of a power plant, and products from kelp, horseshoe crab blood, and
fisheries waste. Also included, a new article on marine science in China, and a history of the Naples Zoological Station.
Oceanography in China, Vol. 26:4, Winter 1983/84 Comprehensive overview of the history of marine studies in
China, including present U.S.-China collaboration, tectonic evolution, aquaculture, pollution studies, seaweed-distribution
analysis, the changing role of the Yangtze River, and the administrative structure of oceanographic programs.
Offshore Oil & GaS, Vol. 26:3, Fall 1983 Historical accounts of exploration methods and techniques, highlighting
the development of seismic theory, deep-sea capability, and estimation models. Also covers environmental concerns, domestic
energy alternatives, and natural petroleum seeps.
General Issue, Vol. 26:2, Summer 1983 Articles cover the effects of carbon dioxide buildup on the oceans, the use of
mussels in assessments of chemical pollution, a study of warm-core rings, neurobiological research that relies on marine models,
the marginal ice zone experiment, and career opportunities in oceanography. A number of "concerns" pieces on the U.S.
Exclusive Economic Zone round out the issue.
Seabirds and Shorebirds, Vol. 26:1, Spring 1983 This issue contains articles on the feeding methods, breeding
habits, migration, and conservation of marine birds.
Marine Policy for the 1980S and Beyond, Vol. 25:4, Winter 1982/83 The articles focus on the problems of
managing fisheries, the controversy over dumping wastes in the oceans, the lack of coordination in United States Arctic research
and development, military-sponsored oceanographic research, the Law of the Sea, and the potential for more international
cooperation in oceanographic research. Each author makes recommendations for the future.
Deep Ocean Mining, Vol. 25:3, Fall 1 982 The science and politics of mining the deep ocean floor.
General ISSUe, Vol. 25:2, Summer 1982 Contains articles on how Reagan Administration policies will affect coastal
resource management, a promising new acoustic technique for measuring ocean processes, ocean hot springs research, planning
aquaculture projects in the Third World, public response to a plan to bury high-level radioactive waste in the seabed, and a toxic
marine organism that could prove useful in medical research.
General Issue, Vol. 24:2, Summer 1981 A wide variety of subjects is presented here, including the U.S.
oceanographic experience in China, ventilation of aquatic plants, seabirds at sea, the origin of petroleum, the Panamanian sea-
level canal, oil and gas exploration in the Gulf of Mexico, and the links between oceanography and prehistoric archaeology.
The Oceans AS Waste Space, Vol. 24: 1, Spring 1981 A debate over the appropriateness of ocean disposal.
Senses of the Sea, Vol. 23:3, Fall 1980 A look at the complex sensory systems of marine animals.
General ISSUe, Vol. 23:2, Summer, 1980 Plankton distribution, El Nino and African fisheries, hot springs in the Pacific,
Georges Bank, and more.
A Decade Of Big Ocean Science, Vol. 23: 1, Spring 1980 As it has in other major branches of research, the
team approach has become a powerful force in oceanography.
Ocean Energy, Vol 22:4, Winter 1979/80 How much new energy can the oceans supply?
Ocean/Continent Boundaries, Vol. 22:3, Fall 1979 Continental margins are being studied for oil and gas
prospects as well as for plate tectonics data.
General ISSUe, Vol. 21:3, Summer 1978 The future of deep-ocean drilling, the role of the scanning electron
microscope in marine science, helium isotopes, seagrasses, paralytic shellfish poisoning, and the green sea turtle of the Cayman
Islands.
The Deep Sea, Vol. 21 :1, Winter 1978 Over the last decade, scientists have become increasingly interested in the
deep waters and sediments of the abyss.
General ISSUe, Vol. 20:3, Summer 1977 The controversial 200-mile limit constitutes a mini-theme in this issue,
including its effect on U.S. fisheries, management plans within regional councils, and the complex boundary disputes between
the U.S. and Canada. Other articles deal with the electromagnetic sense of sharks, the effects of tritium on ocean dynamics,
nitrogen fixation in salt marshes, and the discovery of animal colonies at hot springs on the ocean floor.
Sound in the Sea, Vol. 20:2, Spring 1977 The use of acoustics in navigation and oceanography.
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FURUNO makes It just a little easier.
As a leading producer of marine electronics
for navigation, communications and fishfind-
ing . Furuno can draw on a huge technical base
to develop systems to solve a wide range of
underwater survey problems.
The Furuno CI-30 doppler sonar current in-
dicator is an ideal dual-axis log and permits
simultaneous readout of current speed and
direction at three different selectable
depths. It can dramatically increase ac-
curacy of various navigational and true mo-
tion devices. Multicolor display on a 14"
CRT provides an intuitive grasp of data in
any of the four presentation modes: ship
speed, current speed, current and depth
history, and course plot with depth and
current data.
The Furuno SL-27 side-looking sonar
Furuno Electric Co., Ltd.
9-52 Ashihara-cho
Nishinomiya City, Japan
Tel. 0798-65-21 11 /Telex 5644-325 or 326
uses hull mounted phased array transducers to
eliminate the handling problems traditional with
towed fish. It offers a maximum range to 1280
meters, with 1 meter phasing steps and data
shown on an 8-color, 16" CRT.
For subbottom profiling and hydrographic
survey, the FE-1O1 dual frequency echo-
sounder has a full 1kW output. 5 & 2OOkHz
operation, range to 32O meters, and many
other professional features. The FE-101 is
perfect for high precision survey work.
Survey problems have just become a
little easier with Furuno tech- I
nology. Send for complete data I
today.
Choice of the Professionals
Furuno U.S.A., Inc.
271 Harbor Way, RO. Box 2343
S. San Francisco, CA 94O83
Tel. 415-873-9393/Telex 331419
